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From the Editors

T

his mid-year issue of Westerly has its usual rich and varied
range of writing, with two major review essays noting and
commenting on some of the books published in Australian poetry and
fiction over the past year. Among other essays, we’re very pleased to
have Nicholas Walton-Healey’s photo-essay, which comes out of work
he did as part of a sponsored photography workshop in the Northern
Territory, work he has extended and is planning to continue. There
are two important critical essays, one on John Tranter’s poem ‘The
Anaglyph’ and the other on Kim Scott’s That Deadman Dance, and
a note of introduction to the work of an earlier WA writer, Gerald
Glaskin. And the wonderful stories and poetry will give our readers
much enjoyment.
The second issue for 2014 is something of a Westerly watershed,
in that it will be the last for both the present editors. We have mixed
feelings about this of course, after a long commitment to Westerly, but
we hope to remain very much in touch with the journal, its readers
and writers. To mark this occasion and Westerly’s six decades of
publishing we are planning a celebratory issue, with essays capturing
major moments in each decade of that long publishing history and
5
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contributions from some of the major WA writers who have been
published in the journal over more recent years. We want this issue
to represent Westerly’s major commitment to WA writing and writing
from South-East Asia, so please, if you are part of that community,
submit your strongest work for possible publication in this very
special issue.
Delys Bird and Tony Hughes-d’Aeth

PATRICIA HACKETT PRIZE
The editors have pleasure in announcing
the winner of the annual Patricia Hackett Prize
for the best contributions to Westerly in 2013, to

DEBORAH HUNN
For her story,
‘Endless Winter’
and

CARMEL MACDONALD GRAHAME
For her poems,
‘On Behalf of Nature Poetry’,
‘Clutching at Petals’
and ‘Oedo Chapel, Korea —’
Both published in Westerly 58:2, 2013
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STORIES

M.T. O’Byrne writes fiction and poetry, and is
currently working on a novel. He was born in Surrey,
England, but has spent most of his life living and
working in Australia. This is his first published work.

The Day Before Christmas Island
M. T. O’Byrne

I

’ll never forget that night last week six miles off the Settlement
when Thommo and I pulled a boy from the sea. I was sure the
little blighter was dead. He lay there on the deck not moving, with his
head to one side. His skin looked like seaweed in the moonlight, his
hair was all over his face, and his skinny limbs lay lank and lifeless
on the deck. And being all covered in fishing line and floats, as he
was, I swear to God, at first I thought he was a fish: one of those weird,
ugly-looking things you find on the bottom of the ocean.
So, Thommo and I had pulled him from the sea, which, on that
night, glowed luminescent green. For several moments, Thommo and
I had just stared at him.
Thommo was the first to speak: ‘What do you reckon it is?’
‘It’s a boy,’ I said.
‘No way! Is he dead?’
I bent down and began to move the tangled fishing line from
around his face.
‘Pass me the knife will ya, Thommo.’
And just as I said this, the boy grabbed my arm, sat half up with
his eyes full of terror and said, ‘No, sir, please do not cut the line or
my brother and sister will be lost to the great sea.’
8
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‘Bloody hell, mate, the little blighter’s alive.’
‘Please, sir, do not cut the line,’ the boy implored.
The boy sat up, the fishing line easily giving way to his movements.
He looked Sri Lankan, or Indian, or maybe Iranian.
‘So we caught ourselves a reffo,’ said Thommo, lighting up a
cigarette. ‘Reckon you should call it in, mate. Could be hundreds of
the buggers out there.’
‘Please, sir, my brother and sister.’
‘Well, I would call it in, wouldn’t I, if the radio wasn’t on the blink.’
‘You still not fixed that radio?
‘Please, sir, my brother and sister. Let us find my brother and
sister. You will see then what a wonderful business opportunity you
have before you.’
‘Did you hear that, Thommo? A wonderful business opportunity.’
‘Speaks English good, don’t he.’
‘Please, sir, do not let this opportunity slip you by.’
‘Opportunity slip you by. Where’d ya learn to speak like that,
mate?’
‘I am a businessman, sir, and in this modern world it is important
for a businessman to speak English well. Not good,’ he added, looking
up at Thommo.
Thommo huffed.
‘All we need do, sir, is pull in the line.’ The boy began to pull on
the line. ‘And while we are saving the lives of my brother and sister I
will tell you how you can become rich beyond your wildest dreams.’
‘Ya will, will ya?’
‘All right, then. Thommo, throw us them gloves, mate.’
Thommo flicked his cigarette overboard and picked up two pairs
of gloves. While putting on one pair of the gloves, Thommo said that
we’d be picking up body parts rather than whole human beings, but
the boy assured us both that his brother and sister would be very
much alive.
‘So what’s ya name, then, boy?’ I asked, handing him a bottle of
water. ‘And how come we’re not looking for ya parents, too?’
9
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‘Firstly, sir, I cannot remember my true name, but you can call
me Joseph Conrad and my brother is known as Percy Shelley and my
sister as Jane Austen. We three decided to name ourselves after great
writers. As for our parents… Well, sir, that is a very sad story, for our
parents were eaten by the ghosts of dead soldiers. You will forgive
me if I do not elaborate, as it is most saddening for me to recall the
events of that day.’
The two of us continued to haul in the fishing line. The sea was
aglow, the wind only slight from the west.
‘It is most saddening,’ Thommo had repeated. ‘Can you believe
this kid?’
‘So,’ I asked, ‘you mean to say you and your brother and sister
hopped on a reffo boat on ya Pat Malone?’
‘There was no one called Pat Malone, sir.’
‘On your own, I meant.’
‘Yes, sir, and, moreover, I am sure that I negotiated a cheaper
passage than the other passengers as I had convinced the smuggler
that as we three were very skinny, he would be able to sell more
berths.’
‘Cheeky bugger,’ Thommo said, laughing to himself, ‘and what
about this business deal you’ve got, mate?’
‘Oh, yes, you are right to ask, for that was our agreement.’
‘Oh, bloody hell!’ I cried out.
‘What’s up, mate?’
‘Only a bloody arm floating on its own. Jesus H. Christ! Don’t look,
boy!’
‘This is a raw deal,’ Thommo said. ‘I say we take the little bugger
back to the Settlement and get the Navy to find his bloody brother
and sister.’
The boy came closer to me and said in a voice and a manner that
made him seem older than he was: ‘Please, sir, I know this is not an
easy task. I ask only that you trust me.’
‘Trust ya? It’s not about trust, boy, it’s about hauling up bloody body
parts. You would’ve been better off staying in your own country, mate.’
10
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‘Yes, sir, I think you are quite right, if only my country had been
a country like yours.’
Thommo and I said nothing for quite a while, but hand over hand,
continued to pull in the fishing line.
‘In order that you may understand the magnificence of the
business opportunity you have before you, I must tell you of the day
before Christmas Island.’
‘You know where you are, then?’ Thommo asked.
‘He knows where he is, then,’ I said at the same time. ‘I suppose
ya bought a compass and some charts and taught yourself to navigate
by the sun and the stars.’
‘Yes, sir, I did buy a compass and a chart, but my sister bought a
GPS, so we had no need of them. She is most prodigious.’
‘What’s prodigious?’ Thommo quietly asked me.
‘It means, Mr Thommo, that she is indefatigable and industrious
and cannot be held back,’ said the boy. ‘Do you mind if I call you
Mr Thommo, sir?’
‘Thommo’s fine.’
‘Very well, then, Mr Thommo, I mean, Thommo. The day before
Christmas Island the weather had taken a turn for the worse, as you
say. Jane Austen, Percy Shelley and I were seated on the stern of the
boat with an Iraqi man named Yusuf. Yusuf, although a gregarious
man, was all alone, having lost his family in the war. He had taken
it upon himself to act as our father for the duration of our voyage to
Australia.’
‘You know you blighters won’t see the bloody mainland, don’t
you, Jo? It’ll be Manus for you, boy,’ said Thommo, the words making
his face look meaner than it really was.
‘Oh yes, sir, we all know this, but we are ever hopeful that the
great Australian people will take pity on us and let us share their
boundless plains. So, as I said, Yusuf was very protective of us;
naturally, we took advantage of this, I’m sorry to say, but needs must.’
‘Do ya see that, Thommo?’
‘What, mate?’
11
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‘No, never mind. Thought I saw something.’
‘I’m sure we will find my sister soon,’ said the boy.
‘How do ya know it’s her we’ll find first?’ I asked him.
‘Because that is the way I tied the line. Anyway, Yusuf had had a
very bad time of it in Iraq, but he seemed a better, more content man,
knowing that he was responsible for me and my brother and sister.
He said that as we were children we would fare better than the adults
and would have a magnificent future. It was then that my sister and
I came up with our business plan.’
‘Look there!’ Thommo exclaimed.
‘What is it? Do ya see something?’
‘Have you found my sister, Mr Thommo?’
‘Don’t get your hopes up, boy,’ Thommo replied.
‘I see it,’ I said. ‘Something moving in the water over there. Pull
hard, mate.’
‘Kicking up a bit of water, but.’
Jo moved to the side of the boat and looked intently at the sea.
‘Pull her closer.’
‘Bring her alongside, Thommo,’ I said.
‘Sure is thrashing about a bit.’
‘That’s my sister. That’s Jane Austen.’
‘It’s a bloody shark! Jesus H. Christ!’ said Thommo, knocking the
boy to the deck. ‘Watch yourself, mate!’
‘I am watching myself.’
‘It’s Jane Austen,’ the boy exclaimed. ‘Bring her aboard.’
‘Not on ya bloody Nelly,’ I said, as the shark thrashed at the side
of the boat.
‘It’ll pull us in, mate. Grab the knife.’
‘Boy, hand me the knife there!’
Jo picked up the knife, came towards me and then threw it into
the sea.
‘Have ya gone mad! This shark is pulling the boat down. Watch
out, Thommo!’
‘Please, sir, rest assured that is my sister. Let her come aboard.’
12
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‘What!’
‘Boy’s had too much sun. Too much bloody sun,’ Thommo said.
‘Okay, we’ll get it in, but just for a moment.’
‘You are a saint, sir.’
‘You’re a bloody lunatic, sir,’ said Thommo.
As it was, the shark pulled itself in. Thommo fairly sprang from the
stern to the bow in one leap. ‘Watch yourself, mate,’ he said bravely.
But the creature we pulled aboard now lay completely calm,
wrapped, like the boy, in fishing line and floats.
‘It’s a shark, isn’t it?’ asked Thommo. ‘Is it dead?’
‘Not a shark, mate.’
‘What do you mean it’s not a shark. I’ve got eyes, you know.’
‘It’s a girl. A naked girl.’
‘It’s my sister, sir. You’ve saved her.’
‘You’ve gone mad. I’m not coming back there till it’s gone. Throw
it overboard,’ Thommo demanded, still at the bow of the boat.
‘Hand me the blanket there, Jo.’
‘I’m tellin’ ya, Thommo, it’s a girl.’
‘Is she dead?’
‘My sister, Jane Austen, who once had tea with Amelia Earhart.
My sister, tamer of tigers, writer of rhymes, hero of our times.’
The girl opened her eyes as the boy and I stood over her and said,
as if she had just stepped off a train: ‘Do stop going on, Joseph Conrad,
you know that was in a past life.’
‘Damn,’ I said, ‘there’s ya sister, then, mate.’
‘So, not a shark?’ said Thommo, making his way aft. ‘Sure looked
like a shark in the water. Could’ve sworn it was a shark.’ And then,
while looking upon the girl, now wrapped in the blanket, he said to
himself: ‘Not a shark, then.’
‘Thank you very much, kind sirs, for rescuing my brother and me.
Your efforts have, no doubt, been prodigious.’
‘Sounds like her brother, that’s for sure,’ said Thommo, returning
to the line, picking up his left hand glove, which had come off in the
struggle getting the girl aboard.
13
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I returned to the side of the boat to help Thommo pull in more
of the line. Jo dabbed his sister’s face with the blanket. The water
was still luminescent green, but the wind was getting up and the
darkening sky now covered the moon.
‘Joseph Conrad, do tell me that you have related our business
proposition to these kindly men.’
‘I have sister, indeed.’
‘Did you two swallow a dictionary, or something?’ I asked.
‘We learned English from a Swedish missionary and from photo
copied English novels we sold to backpackers. You know, Austen,
Conrad, Hemingway and Dickens.’
‘Who the dickens are those blokes then?’ Thommo asked.
‘Good one, mate,’ I said, pulling on the line.
‘So you are aware of our proposition, then?’ Jane asked assertively.
‘I haven’t got to that bit, sister.’
‘Oh, then you know that for a brief time, Yusuf — a kind man, a
lonely man, a man bereft — became our father?’
‘Yep, got that bit,’ I said.
‘Then it is only left to explain the relationship between children
and compound interest.’
‘And Fagan, of course, Jane Austen.’
‘Yes, and Fagan,’ she added.
‘Fagan? Who’s he when he’s at home, then?’
‘You know, Thommo, that bloke in Oliver Twist,’ I whispered.
‘Right, yeh,’ Thommo looked behind himself and said, ‘there’s an
awful lot of fishing line piling up. Won’t be able to see the deck, way
things are going. And I don’t like the look of that sky.’
‘Fagan was made a better man by the children under his employ,’
the girl continued. ‘Not a bad man, as some may think, although he
was involved in crime, even exploitation.’
‘But was he not, also, himself exploited, Jane Austen, by the
system,’ added Jo.
‘He was indeed a victim of his circumstances, brother.’

14
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‘I think I see something,’ Thommo said hesitating. ‘Nah, sorry,
nothin’.’
‘We will find our brother soon,’ said Jo.
‘Indeed we will. But in the interim we shall finish our proposal
for these good gentlemen. So, Fagan was made a better man, a richer
man, of course, but also a more complete man by the children under
his care.’
The water was becoming choppy and the green glow of the sea
was fading. Thommo again voiced his concern about the changing
weather.
‘Have to agree with ya, Thommo. We better find that other bugger
soon.’
‘So, good sirs, my brothers and I decided that children — good
and intelligent children like us — are like compound interest for a
benefactor.’
‘Ya did, did ya?’
‘Yes, sir, we most certainly did,’ Jane said.
A rogue wave knocked Thommo from his feet.
‘Are ya right, mate?’ I asked.
‘No, mate, I’m right as rain. Havin’ a great time of it, I am. Pulling
on a bloody fishing line, looking for another reffo. Just great, mate.’
It had started to rain now, and the sea looked angrier. My boat
seemed small.
‘I don’t like the look of this weather, Thommo. We’re gonna have
to go back.’
‘No, sir. Please, sir,’ said Jo and Jane together, ‘we’ll find our
brother soon.’
‘Thommo, start up the outboard.’
‘Right.’
‘But, sir, our brother?’
‘Don’t worry Jo, me old mate, we’ll stay a while longer yet, but
there’s a storm coming in and if we don’t make for the Cove soon,
we’ll be in the drink with ya brother,’ I said pulling harder on the line.

15
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Thommo had got the engine started and returned to help me. I
looked at Jo and Jane, ‘so, ya business proposal is that if we take you
kids on, we’ll make money from you. Is that it?’ I said loudly over the
noise of the choppy waters.
‘Oh, so much more than money, sir. We will be your ever-constant
companions. We will bring joy to your life; having us in your lives
will bode most well for you.’
‘Over there!’ Thommo declared.
‘I see it,’ I said.
‘What the hell is that?’
‘Just keep pulling, Thommo.’ The boat was taking on water now
and so I told the kids to grab the buckets and begin bailing.
‘Is it our brother?’ asked Jane.
‘Don’t know what it is, kid,’ said Thommo. ‘Which means it
probably bloody well is.’
‘Looks too big to be a boy,’ I said.
‘Jesus H Christ!’ exclaimed Thommo. ‘It’s a bloody great whale!’
‘That’s our brother,’ said Jo.
‘Pull him in, Father!’ Jane said, clutching her blanket.
‘I’m not your bloody father,’ I said angrily.
‘No need to be angry, mate. They’re just scared kids,’ Thommo
said.
‘Oh, thank you, Uncle Thommo.’
‘Hey, and I’m not ya bloody uncle.’
Just then, the whale submerged and the fishing line whizzed
through our gloves till it began to cut into the rubber.
‘Hold him, Father.’
I could see Thommo’s hands were bleeding through his now cut
gloves. Waves were tossing the boat about and the buckets were
washed overboard. The kids nearly went with them, but I let go of the
line and grabbed hold of them both. Thommo was then swept into
the sea, but somehow managed to grab on to the stern and make his
way back on board. And then we four were, for a moment, bundled
together, all of us wrapped up in the fishing line. And then from the
16
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dark sea a whale emerged and loomed over us, hovering, its great
descending mass threatening certain disaster. I heard Thommo say, ‘I
think we’ve had it, mate.’
The sea was not as cold as I had expected. And I did not, strangely,
feel afraid. Under the waves it was calm, calm and warm. Then,
through my closed eyelids, I could see an orange light. The light
reminded me of lying on the beach, reminded me of my childhood,
reminded me of fishing on the Hawkesbury.
‘He’s awake. Father, you’re awake.’
‘What?’ I opened my eyes to a bright blue sky. ‘Where am I?
Thommo?’
‘Take it easy mate, I’m here.’
‘What? Where am I?’
‘We’re on a bloody reffo boat, mate.’
‘We picked you out of the sea, sir,’ said Jo.
‘A reffo boat?’
‘We picked you out of the sea, Father. The day Percy Shelley came
aboard your boat,’ said Jane. ‘Do you not remember? The storm was
very bad. Why, how could you remember.’
‘Percy Shelley,’ I repeated.
‘I know,’ said Thommo. ‘You wouldn’t credit it.’
My eyes began to adjust to the bright sunlight. I could see Thommo
sitting on the edge of the boat, looking out to sea, holding on to a boy,
who I took to be young Percy. The boat was full of people. Someone
offered me some water in a metal cup.
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Shokoofeh Azar is an Iranian journalist and author
of a children’s book and a collection of short stories.
Forced to leave Iran she is now living and writing in Perth.
Rebecca Stengel is a freelance Persian–English translator, who
completed an MA in Ancient Iranian Studies at the University of
Göttingen in Germany, and currently lives in France.

The woman who went to stand there
Shokoofeh Azar
translated from Persian by Rebecca Stengel
For the lady in red at Somayyeh intersection

A

s of today she will no longer be sitting at the Somayyeh
intersection because early this morning four hired
pallbearers chanting ‘There is no god but God’ carried her heavy
corpse away. Nobody walked along behind her body. Nobody prayed
for her salvation. Nobody wore black. Under orders from the mayor,
and unlike any Muslim, she was buried in the same red clothes she
had worn for the last forty years. Her forty-one-year-old wristwatch
was swiped by the corpse washers who also sold her red shoes with
the egg-shaped heels at the Seyyed Isma’il Bazar for one thousand
two-hundred toman. Slipping her only ring, a slender band on her
left hand, onto their own, they sprinkled her with Sedr water*: There
is no god but God.

She was always memorising love poems which she recited with her
toothless smile for passers-by and the neighborhood shop owners:
One night, if a quiet night of our meeting / the next will be barren
with separation. The story of a house is wind and that of a nest,
clouds/ if the house is set to be our redemption.
18
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Then she would look into the eyes of the astounded grocer or the
Saderat Bank employee, sit up straight and say: ‘What did you think,
huh? I know some things. I have a diploma.’
Then she would rearrange herself on her blanket. Looking at a
university student approaching from a distance, she would recite:
I dream, O quiet heart, / that you are asleep in the bed of my body
/ the radiant star of love and longing / shines above my roof. Then
he would leave, just like all the other young men who leave. Then
the woman would lift her heavy body and, standing under the street
light and facing the big intersection, she would recite loudly, loud
enough for everyone passing on the other side to hear too: My eyes are
searching everyone / O hope, of you there is no sign / the messenger
of sorrow slowly tells me / the chalice of your eyes is empty of the
wine of dreams.
She always washed her threadbare red dress suit and put it on
again. Towards the end she had got fat. The darts in her skirt had
split and the buttons on her jacket were loose. In forty-one years she
hadn’t once removed the slender ring from her left hand. Not even in
the summer to dry the sweat underneath it or in the winter to distract
herself from the biting cold. Or even when she got fat. Really fat.
When the corpse washers were unable to remove the ring with
soap they lodged a bobby pin underneath it, forced down the swollen
skin on her finger, and cut the ring with a pair of scissors that was
occasionally used to trim the excess of a shroud or a lock of hair from
a respected Seyyed. The skin underneath was bruised and indented
to the same as her finger of forty-one years ago.
After the revolution, when the newspapers no longer published
sensational news stories, they wrote about her once. Then they wrote
about her again and something about love. A dark love. They wrote
about her so much that one day before running for president, the
mayor went to talk to her accompanied by a group of journalists. He
bent down to her sitting there and said: ‘Come live in the basement
of my house.’
She asked him: ‘Where is your house?’
19
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‘West Tehran. Do you know where Shahrak-e Gharb is?’
Looking at all the cameras clicking around her, the woman smiled
her toothless smile and, wrapping a lock of her now grey hair around
her finger, she said: ‘Back when I knew Shahrak-e Gharb it was a
neighborhood for outsiders. It wasn’t a place for aristocrats like
yourself.’
The mayor paled. He glanced quickly at the camera and said:
‘I’m one of the people. I’m not an aristocrat. It’s a government house.
Come see for yourself.’
But having said this, the mayor never anticipated hearing this
simple answer: ‘If I were to come I would get to the intersection late
in the morning and he’d leave…’ Then she turned away and right
there, opposite a variety store and under the only traffic light at the
Somayyeh intersection, she rearranged herself on the old quilt onto
which she sewed a new piece every night, and stared into the eyes of
the bystanders, searching for her own. The mayor hesitated. Finally,
he stood up, answered a few questions on the future of rough sleepers
and left without even saying goodbye.

She was quiet and the serenity in her hazel eyes set her apart from
others on the street. Occasionally she was asked a question and she
always answered with the sweetness of a fourteen year-old girl — with
the same demeanor and sugary mannerisms of her youth — making
her so vivacious that men would turn to look at her again, pausing
a bit longer. She wasn’t crazy, even though most didn’t know or
believe it. The fact she lived on the street saw to that. She was used to
beginning her days with a smile. When she woke up in the morning
she would empty her old, worn-out purse to find her plastic comb.
Then, with the difficulty of an overweight woman who had spent the
whole night on asphalt, she lifted her heavy body. The faucet, next to
the runnel, was across from the variety store. She got up. She smiled
at everyone, especially the young men, as though she didn’t believe
that even if her young man wanted to be found, he would now be
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old like herself; then she would bend down to wash her hands and
face. She would wet her comb and, returning to her little space,
would loosen her headscarf to comb her now nappy hair. She didn’t
remember how long it had been since the comb’s hard teeth had last
reached her scalp. When she really thought about it she realized that
nothing could be very important; not the fact that her comb hadn’t
reached her scalp for years, nor that the pain in her knees gave her
little respite.
It wasn’t like that at the beginning. Back then everything was tinted
with abjection and dissent. That feeling had sprung up the day some
bum began roaming the neighbourhood. The woman was standing as
she did every day behind the traffic light at the intersection, waiting
for her man. The vagrant came and went, came and went. The woman
was young and beautiful and her red dress suit was becoming. She
pretended not to notice him, but the more she ignored his presence
the closer he got. Finally, with the justification that she was standing
under a traffic light, the man pressed himself against her from behind
and said: ‘The house is empty, let’s be of service.’ Standing so that she
could see all the hidden corners of the intersection, the woman felt
the moisture of a tear on her cheek. Her legs went weak; she sat down.
Suddenly, she saw her future in front of her. All of the humiliation
that she would have to endure. All of the times people would pretend
not to see her. The pleasures that would no longer be for her to share
in; loitering on the way to high school, hopscotch in the empty
backyard with her little sister, rushing out of her soft bed under the
pretext of buying fresh taftoon bread only so she could catch an eager
glimpse of her coveted young man as he passed in front of the alley.
She would never again sleep in a soft bed…
She sat down on the ground and in her mind’s eye saw a flash of
the nightmare she had had the night before running away. That night
she had secretly brought her mother’s English suitcase down from
the rafters. The young man had told her to pack light, that he’d buy
everything for her later. The woman had packed a sky-blue dress,
two pairs of socks and some underwear. First one set. Then two sets
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of underwear and finally, all that she had just bought, each a different
colour. Seven colours for seven wishes. That very night, after hiding
the suitcase behind the thick drapes in her room so that she could
leave the next morning forever, she had the dream. She dreamt she
was on a sphere suspended in a dark void. She stretches out her
arms out to keep her balance but it’s useless. She slips and is thrown
into the dark nothingness, landing on a pyramid. Her whole body
trembles with fear as she tries to balance on the pyramid, but again
in vain as each foot slips over a corner. She looks below and sees that
all that’s left is a slippery cube. Petrified, she realises if she can’t keep
her balance on the cube she will be thrown into the dark depths of
the bottomless void.

There had been a revolution. People were too excited to look where
they were going. She had been trampled time and again, and yet with
all of the scuffles, the protests, the menacing megaphone voices, the
occasional sound of explosions and burning tyres and banks with
broken windows, she remembered just one thing. The day that — for
no reason at all — she woke up cheerful from her always light sleep
and saw several students walk past carrying books and talking
excitedly about the American Embassy nearby. She smiled at them
as she brushed her cascading black hair, but instead of returning
in kind they looked at each other sternly. Then they raised their
fists into the air and all together yelled: ‘Death to the Shah!’ She
didn’t understand what that was supposed to mean. She didn’t
understand what her smile had to do with their slogan. Slightly
dazed, she looked at them for a moment, then with a laugh she
yelled: ‘Well…okay…death to the Shah! Death to the Shah!’ Then
several men in ties who were standing together a few metres up
near the bank rushed towards the students and an argument soon
escalated into a brawl. The students kicked and were kicked. People
who came to mediate were joined by several others from the bank
and neighbouring stores, adding to the crowd, but the woman had
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no idea what had happened to create such a melee. In a flash, the
big intersection on a beautiful sunny morning had been transformed
into a battleground, political slogans and cursing. Two school boys
thirteen to fourteen years old removed the wheels from some parked
cars and lit them in the middle of the street. Three teenage girls
pulled Molotov cocktails out of their bags, threw them in the street
and fled down an alleyway. Cars and buses stopped in the middle
of the intersection, their drivers got out and pulled out knives. The
woman was still looking dumbfounded at the men who were beating
and cursing and killing each other, when a special service guard
came and piled everyone who couldn’t run away into his van, carting
them away. That was it. All she remembered of the revolution was
her single fist-thrust into the air.

At the beginning her mother, and later her sister, came to visit her
but her father never came. In all those forty years she didn’t once go
beyond corners of the big intersection.

The day she died, it was dusk when the first passerby saw her warm
corpse. The remaining daylight was blueish, making everything
elastic. The old woman had put on her red lipstick. Her English
suitcase in her hand, she was wearing her red shoes with the eggshaped heels and was standing under the intersection’s only traffic
light. Just she had done forty years before when she came to the
intersection to elope with the only man of her life.
It had snowed that day. That day forty years before. The streets
were empty. She stood there for fifteen minutes. Then for a half an
hour, and then so long that when she looked down to see why her feet
were numb, she realized she was ankle-deep in snow. The rose she
had put in her thick black hair had frozen and it was at that moment
that she realized that her place was right there. Standing under the
only traffic light at the Somayyeh intersection.
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The day she died, the giant patchwork quilt to which she had
added bits of cloth and clothing sometimes brought to her by mosqueled charities covered the whole surface of the large intersection. A
horse, a moon, a cloud or a never-ending path. A path that began at
one end of the patchwork and ended at the other…
Forty years later when her little sister arrived at the intersection,
the street was blue in the moonlight.
The woman died standing up. Her sister saw the lone passerby
in the blue dusk standing in front of her, looking at her frozen eyes.
His face was so close to hers that his warm breath melted the frost
on the woman’s eyelashes. She watched as he bent down to examine
the designs in the big patchwork, walking, one hand behind his back.
He walked, examined. Then he pulled out a pair of old steel scissors
from a pocket in his vest.
Her little sister saw the passerby at dusk walk on the patchwork
spread out over the whole intersection. She watched as he cut out all
the pieces depicting a man, suitcase in hand, or on horseback. She
saw him stuff them into his pocket and disappear into one of the dark
recesses of the intersection.

*Sedr Tree/ Ziziphus: Muslims believe the water of Sedr is holy and the dead
must be washed with it for sanctification.
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A Boxful of Prophets
Kate Elkington

T

he children clamber over Joe, cling to his limbs and squeal as
they press him down on the tinsel and torn Christmas paper.
He growls at them, pretending to struggle against their weight. He
worked out while he was inside, Dan thinks, for the muscles in Joe’s
shoulders ripple as he pushes himself to his knees. And then, with
a tremendous roar, his brother rises to his feet like Atlas, children
swinging from his arms.
The big house surges with laughter, and the doors and windows
have been flung open to release the heat. Their grandmother watches
with cloudy eyes from the old tapestry chair, her papery skin fluttering
as the pedestal fan swings back and forth. Rita runs an ice cube down
her shins to where a dragonfly tattoo glistens on her ankle. Frank
and Angus jostle over the LPs, and the cousins scream desperate
appeals on the cricket pitch that has been freshly mown between the
clothesline and the mango tree.
In the kitchen, their mother hums brightly. She is drinking
cheap champagne, and her cheeks are flushed. Joe sweeps her into
the lounge where Eartha Kitt purrs Santa Baby and sofas have been
pushed back to make room for the tree, and with his arm around her
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waist he waltzes her in clumsy circles. Dan notices that Joe’s eyes are
clearer now. Their mother’s eyes.
Joe’s face is a montage. As if all of the faces of their family were
individual tubs of paint from which a brush had dabbed to create
on him the fine, sharp streak of their grandmother’s brows, the deep
hollow of Frank’s throat, their mother’s black-rimmed eyes, their
father’s widow’s peak, Angus’s wide lips, Stella’s crooked smile.
Dan is barely a year older than Joe, and while he shares some of
these features, he is just a crudely sketched draft, as though the artist
immediately realised they had made his nose too small, his chin too
soft, the arc of his brow too shallow, and had hurriedly finished him
off so they could start something new, something better.
But each of the family recognises something of themselves in Joe.
His face bears the courage they suspect is anchored somewhere deep
in their gut, the wild hunger that sometimes invades their dreams,
and the weakness — such dangerous weakness — that they bury down
deep, out of reach. And because of this, they love him more. And they
forgive him everything.

On the afternoon he was sentenced, the family had descended on Joe’s
small house with casseroles and wine for Rita and armfuls of presents
for the kids. Brothers, sisters, cousins, aunts, uncles, grandparents
all appeared, uninvited, throughout the evening, as if drawn by a
magnetic force. Mary put on Nina Simone and they dragged the
chairs into the backyard. Roger lit a fire in the steel drum and they
sat, mostly in silence, shackled by some unnameable, irrational guilt,
watching the flames leap and spark into the winter sky.
They marked off calendars in their kitchens and brought him
ginger cake and Dolly’s oatmeal soap on visiting days. And for nearly
two years, they gathered on birthdays, Easter and Christenings at his
parents’ house and talked of him.
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Only eight more months.
He’ll hold his own in there.
And he’ll be out before next Christmas.
It just won’t be the same this year, though.

Dan had gone to see him too. He took Rita and the boy most
Saturday afternoons, chewing through tanks of fuel as his car seats
grew sticky with little hands.
And of course Christmas wasn’t the same last year. The family
house had felt bigger. Emptier. Dan did his best. He played Santa
but felt self-conscious in the thin beard and cheap felt suit, and the
children’s thanks were stained with disappointment as he handed
out gifts with a joviality that was too loud and forced.
His mother decided not to do a ham as well as turkey. ‘Let’s not go
overboard,’ she said.
‘I’ll make the gravy,’ Dan offered.
‘Do it Joe’s way then, alright?’
But he didn’t. He added a few knobs of butter and a lot of flour
to the pan juices, skipped the tomato sauce, and dribbled in some
sherry instead of red wine. As he stirred and stabbed at the lumps, he
could feel his mother’s lips sealed as tight as a prison cell door.
One of the uncles turned the music down after lunch, and Dan’s
new wickets remained untouched. The cousins left early, taking
with them mince pies and unopened cartons of beer. Stella had
gone too, after cleaning up the wrapping paper and plastic plates of
nibbled turkey in pools of congealed gravy. Frank and Dolly took his
grandmother home when the pavlova was served saying, ‘The heat is
just too much for her’, and the rest of the clan somehow slipped away
as the colour leached from the hot afternoon sky.
But his parents had insisted Rita and her son stay for the night.
They didn’t like the idea of her being alone. Dan waited up with her
until the child wilted and fell asleep on the floor, then he scooped
him up and carried him to bed. From the doorway, he watched as Rita
blew gently on the boy’s forehead and smoothed back his sweaty hair.
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The candles on the table spluttered as Rita shifted down in her
plastic chair. Drowsy with rum, she dragged her fingers through her
hair and tilted her head back, eyes closed. The lights of the Christmas
tree danced on her white throat. His mother bent to kiss Dan on the
top of his head.
‘Make sure she’s okay,’ she whispered to him before disappearing
down the hall into the darkness. A shard of resentment pierced his
chest. Joe had said the same from prison in a letter that arrived a
few days earlier. Look after her for me, he’d written. She’s the one to
save me.
They didn’t need to ask. Dan had been looking out for Rita long
before Joe was put away. Jesus, he’s the one who always saved
them both.

When Joe was 11, he nearly drowned in a narrow creek that ran
through a no-man’s land behind the school oval. It was a summer
afternoon, and the rain thundered down in noisy sheets. Joe was
waiting for Dan outside the classroom, jiggling impatiently. He
dragged him across the soggy field, tearing off his uniform as he
ran. He didn’t slow down when they reached the bank, and with
a whoop, he dived, naked, into the creek where the water rushed
and churned as it forced through long reeds and jagged boulders.
Dan watched from the grass, his hand shielding his eyes from the
hard rain, for his brother’s head to appear. When he knew that Joe
wasn’t fooling around, he peeled off his own clothes and edged
his way down to the water just as Joe’s lifeless body drifted to the
surface. He dragged him up the bank and squeezed his nose, like he
had been taught at school, then between hoarse, panicked shouts,
he pushed his hot breath into Joe’s mouth. When the retching was
over and Joe opened his eyes, Dan was struck by how much older
he looked.
Joe stayed behind when Dan went away to university. But there
were days when Joe would turn up, out of the blue, tapping his foot
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impatiently as a wave of students cut around him outside the lecture
theatre. They’d snake the old Kingswood out of the city, teasing the
dogs that yapped at their tyres in the far-flung suburbs, then Joe
would press the pedal to the floor along the ragged dirt roads that
carved shortcuts to the coast, jolting the wheel hard around the gravel
potholes until they were swallowed inside billows of dust. They
would drive until the colour of the earth changed and the sky opened
up, and Dan watched Joe stick his head out the window and haul in
deep breaths of air, as if he had been suffocating until then.
Joe would know of some bay where, at sunset, the light fanned out
across the sea like a hand of cards, or a hill marked by one lone tree
with branches so heavy and knotted that the trunk bent to the ground.
They found peeling pubs, too big for the towns, and Joe sat on the
stools telling jokes that made the old men roar while Dan traced wet
patterns on the timber bar with the bottom of his glass.
They met Rita on one of those nights.
She worked behind the bar in a town where the curve of the streets
hugged the showground and hollow-eyed girls pushed prams along
street gutters crusted with rubbish. Her cheeks were speckled with
faint acne scars, her painted nails chipped, and she regarded him
coolly when he asked for a beer.
‘You’re not much more than a kid,’ she said.
‘Look who’s talking,’ Joe replied.
‘But I’m doing the pouring, idiot.’ She flicked her top lip with
a cherry-red tongue, and Dan could see Joe was already as lost as
he was.
They sat at the bar until Rita had stacked the last of the glasses,
then they followed her out to the carpark where she pulled a bottle of
rum from beneath her shirt. They had stayed out there, all sprawled
on the hood, her back pressed against the windscreen between them,
singing until the stars shimmied in the cold air. When the chill of
dawn woke him, Dan was huddled like a baby in the garden bed. He
rubbed the frost from the Kingswood’s windows and peered in to see
an ink dragonfly hovering on Joe’s naked back.
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He scraped through university on coffee and aspirin, and after
graduation, vowed to put his degree to use. But when he was with Joe
and Rita, the constellations unfolded at their feet in ways he’d never
learnt in books.
Although, as he dragged Joe away from the rumblings of another
fight or ran the tips of his fingers over the gleaming bonnet of the car
he knew was stolen, Dan would be struck by their differences.
Joe lived in absolutes. He loved or he hated, and the passion that
drove his extremes would exhaust him, often leaving him languishing
for days under a grey blanket of desolation. When the doctor sliced
off their mother’s breast, long after she’d first felt that hard little pea
beneath her skin, Dan brought her flowers and rang her daily. But Joe
disappeared for three weeks, and when he and Rita did turn up, his
shirt was torn and he wept hot tears in his mother’s lap.
At times, Dan longed for just an ember of the fire that scorched
Joe’s veins to catch on him, to set him alight, so he could feel what it
was like to flare and blaze, to throw off such heat that people came
closer to warm themselves against him.
They got married in a small church, clusters of artificial white
lilies strung limply from the end of the pews like rabbits waiting to
be skinned in a Chinatown window. Rita walked down the aisle with
small, quick steps, her plain white dress slipping at her shoulder.
Joe whistled long and low. ‘Amen to that,’ Roger called from the
fourth pew.
‘I don’t know about being the best man,’ Joe said, as Dan looked
at Rita with lead in his stomach, ‘but I reckon you’re the better one of
us by a fucking mile.’
Their house was small and dull on the outside, but Rita had a
good eye for the trash and treasure of the Saturday markets. She
brought home Persian lanterns, mismatched wine glasses, a set of
red vinyl cinema chairs, an ancient rug embroidered with proverbs.
She could play the mandolin, whistle through her teeth, and her dark
green eyes would squint at the first scent of bullshit. Some nights,
Dan would stop by after work, but when he saw Joe’s arms circling
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Rita in the backyard, or the flicker of candlelight from beneath their
bedroom door, he’d walk back to his car, kicking hard at small stones
on the way.
At home and with the family, she wore her pregnant belly like
a medal, while Joe went out at night, toasting his future child with
strangers. Over time, he would come home later, cursing and punching
at shadows as Rita fumbled for the phone. When Dan arrived, Joe
would be flailed across the bed like a fallen tree, and so he would sit
with Rita and they would toss baby names back and forth until the
darkness broke.
He suggested Elijah, Jonah, Ezekiel and Malachi. She laughed and
said, ‘Joe knows more about life than a boxful of prophets ever did.
This kid will do just fine without them.’
One night, she let him rest his palm on the blue veins that flowed
like tributaries beneath her tight, swollen skin, and he felt a restless
kicking from within. But then she yawned and slipped out smoothly
from under his hand.
Sometimes Joe didn’t come home at all, so it was Dan who drove
Rita to the hospital when her waters broke, too early, on the brown
carpet. He squeezed her hand when her body rippled and tore and
blood pooled on the tiles. And later, as she slept, he handed the
swaddled baby to Joe who could not look him in the eye.
‘What did she call him?’ Joe asked, his voice thick.
‘Nothing. She’s been waiting for you.’

Joe tried for a while, but there was never any money, and soon the
gutters sagged, the oven died, and accusations were thrown and
tangled like knots of frayed rope. And when Joe was arrested, Dan
watched with guilty pleasure as their mother cried.

But now it is late, and Junior Murvin washes the house in a highpitched, bittersweet lament. The Christmas tree blinks as Dolly snores
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softly on the lounge, the top three buttons on her blouse undone and
a film of sweat trembling on her upper lip. Frank is in the backyard
getting misty as Angus opens another bottle of red. The sprinkler cools
the hot earth as the cousins lean against the mango trees, smoking
rollies and fighting about the Ashes. Inside, the children are asleep,
and the tables and chairs have been pushed back against the walls.
Joe and Rita dance close, their hips joined. Her hands cradle the back
of his head and her cheek is pressed against his jaw. From the corner,
Dan cannot look away, and the whiskey burns in his throat. It is time
to go home.
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Turning the Other Cheek
Mark O’Flynn

M

y son is an innocent man. It is a measure of how strongly I
feel about this, that I am attempting to say things as plainly
as possible, but it doesn’t always work. I end up sounding like a
Methodist minister, which is not so strange because that is what I am.
I am too loquacious. Like Dickensian lawyers perhaps the prophets
were also paid by the word. I am the type who calls a spade an earth
digging utensil.
It is an affront to all civilized people that an innocent man should
be suspected of this terrible thing, let alone tried and convicted. It’s
like my life has become a dream. What I am here to ask you is this: my
son, my Richard — a boy who wept when he saw dead birds by the
roadside, how can he be guilty of anything? Over-sensitivity, maybe,
but that is hardly a crime. Of what they allege he is as a sparrow in
the hand of God.

How do I know? What gives me the confidence to say this? Why, the
way I brought him up. The force of my love for him. For instance,
something I have never told anyone: I kept the withered stump of his
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umbilicus for several years wrapped in a tissue until it mummified,
to remind me of that moment in the hospital, the moment as I stood
bursting with pride and happiness. Nothing in his background
warrants the sort of forensic attention the media has given to it. The
raking over of old school photographs, Richard’s face haloed within
a conspicuous circle. The opinion pieces in the newspaper looking
for explanations — this is misguided tub-thumping. They can contort
anything they want into the wildest fabrication. Meanwhile the true
culprit is sitting back somewhere, laughing in the secrecy of his own
crimson sin.

As these cheap journalists camp on my nature strip, slapping their
arms against the cold, I see them cooking up headlines like scouts
about a bonfire. The first thing they consign to the flames is the truth.
It doesn’t sell enough papers. I step from my car and, in bloodlust,
they surround me, microphones thrust into my face, cameras flashing.
My wife begins to cry and it is these photos that make it to page three
under the banner: Parents’ Shame.

How am I to take their lies? How am I to face my congregants as they
wonder what on earth it was like in our house that night, once the
heavens fell? Well, nothing happened. We went about our business.
Our rituals. What happened was that the police arrived. Richard was
arrested. They spent a lot of time in his bedroom. Then they took him
away. Eventually, a trial. Our little world devastated. That everything
can end while we go on sleeping, or mowing the lawn, or preparing
breakfast, that is the shame against which my heart riots. I cannot
understand why every father is not outraged, because I am so? My
wife, Marjorie, thinks I am becoming obsessive about this, but I am
not, I am calm and methodical, focused and determined. And in time,
I believe, when I am vindicated, the heavens shall be hammered back
into their rightful place. Amen.
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Now, when I visit my son I see a broken man. Not the son I raised
to hold his head up, to be respectful of women and his elders and
people of other cultures. I see a man who has been drained of his
soul. He sits there in his prison greens at the awful table bolted to the
floor, and stares at his hands. I note that Richard looks too thin, too
haggard and drawn. Has he been eating properly? It is hard to get him
to talk. When he finally opens his mouth he whispers that the other
prisoners want me to bring in drugs on my next visit. Drugs. Me? This
is absurd. Where would I begin to look?
He can give me the name of a place. I am shocked.
‘Why should I do that?’
‘Because,’ he answers, heavily, ‘if you don’t they are going to pour
boiling water on my cock.’
I ask for their names in order to report them, but he does not tell
me. Surely the authorities would not permit such a thing? All about
us the conversations are hushed and furtive. I refuse to discuss this
business of drugs. In desperation he suggests I can secrete them in my
back passage to get past the guards.
I cannot look at him. I am glad when they call an end to the visit.

Each week he stares at his hands and says nothing. Hands with the
fingernails all but gone; the cuticles gnawed back, the tan nicotine
stains. It is painful to look at them. They are the hands a piano would
shrink from in distaste. I tell him how his mother and I are coping
with our new lives. Of the congregation. He does not reply. It is as
much as I can bring myself to do, to drive the three hours to visit
him, to look at his hands, his bitten quicks, then to drive the three
hours home. But I do. What else am I for? I was in prison and ye came
unto me.

My son is a great, if slow, reader. It has taken him six months to read
The Turn of the Screw, and when the other prisoners ask what he is
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reading he tells them, I imagine, a book my father recommended. I
am trying to keep his mind stimulated during this time of tribulation.
This limbo. Oh I know he has a teacher, and a chaplain, I am glad
to hear. He talks about them being the only ‘normal’ people in his
world. They provide him with reading material, but really there are
far more needy souls than Richard’s; the illiterate, the addled, the
apostate — these people are in greater need of their help. Richard at
least has something of an education. He might even be able to assist
in the prison chapel with interpretation of the Gospels. They will see
that the pestilence of drugs is not the answer. I am not ashamed to say
I am proud of him.

I have engaged a Senior Counsel, Mr. Luscombe, to contest the appeal
proceedings. I cannot afford a QC, and the church synod will not
approve funding for what they imply is a lost cause. Faith, hope and
love, I remind them. Even Mr. Luscombe is not overly optimistic, but
he is being paid to fight, to have hope. In my research I was curious
to discover certain civil litigants whose motto We Will Sue is the kind
of never-say-die attitude I detected in Luscombe, and which I am
looking for in the pursuit of Richard’s exoneration.

I explain to Mr. Luscombe the history of Richard’s episodes. Certainly
he was a melancholy boy. Sport did not amuse him. Sometimes he
would lie in bed all weekend. Once he set his bedding on fire as
he lay in it. I hardly need to stress this was an accident. When he
met Michelle Nankervis (it is hard for me to think of her name), he
brightened up. She seemed to bring him out of himself, although
I am sure their ‘relationship’ was never consummated as such. It
would have been Richard’s first time if it had, though I do not think
so for her, judging by the sort of clothes she used to wear, and the
raucousness of her laugh. They went to movies together. They went
swimming. I saw happiness in his eyes. Even now, in prison, they
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describe him, vernacularly, as ‘having issues’. Issues. What do they
mean? Enough blankets; enough pairs of socks? There is no greater
issue than the state of a man’s soul. The recovery and dusting off and
salvation of it.

I drive the three hours. I look at his hands. I drive back.

I ring his psychiatrist, a Dr. Costigan, visiting consultant for Justice
Health. Mendacious catatonia, she says over the telephone, is
the issue. She tells me that Richard has been observed remaining
motionless for hours on end, his skin cold and clammy, his jaw
agape, letting the cigarette burn down to his bitten fingers. Or else he
stands with his face to the wall for half a day or more, before lying
down exhausted on his cement bunk. All this captured by the camera
in the observation cell.
It is, according to her assessment, an act.

I recognise this sort of behaviour from his youth, so in that respect
I concur with the psychiatrist. He may well be faking it, but to what
end? It is a lassitude of the spirit, not the mind, lacking the proper
means of meditation. A chapel shared with Muslims and Buddhists
and anyone else is as ecumenical as diluted milk. Without constant
reminding and renewal God leaks away, like the air from a punctured
tyre. The psychiatrist has prescribed medication. I want to know
what sort of medication, but she will not tell me, she says that she is
not at liberty to discuss the case any further.
‘But I am his father,’ I say.
‘Yes, but you are not his lawyer.’
And she hangs up.
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Outrageous. She does not think that I will have the gumption to look
up her credentials and, as it so happens, her business address. But
I do. She has not answered my questions sufficiently. I stand in her
reception room while Dr. Costigan finishes her business with a client.
I overhear appointments being made. Then she turns to me, and
stares. She knows who I am. The receptionist observes us closely.
The borborygmus water cooler gurgles in the corner. Dr. Costigan
says that while she understands my need to help my son, the matter
should really be left up to the professionals.
I say, ‘Professionals don’t care.’
She adds that since the incident with the boiling water Richard
is now better off in protective custody. Everything that can be done
is being done. She then says I must never attempt to make contact
with her again. If I do then she will have no hesitation but to
recommend that Richard be sent to Goulburn as an NA: that is, strict
non-association. He will speak to no one; interact with no one. Do I
understand? Yes doctor, sorry doctor. I nod obsequiously.
A part of me wonders if that would be so bad, to never have to talk
to another person ever again.

When I get home there is a message from Mr. Luscombe that Richard
no longer wishes me to visit him. He withdraws permission. That is
painful. Something else I must offer up.

I have informed Mr. Luscombe that the rucksack used in the disposal
of the remains is mine. I am the one who asked Richard to buy it for
me, hence the CCTV footage of him in the department store making
no attempt to disguise himself, or conceal the package which formed
such a crucial part of the Crown’s case. It indicated, according to
the court transcripts which I have read, premeditation. But not if it
belongs to me. Mr. Luscombe says that my ‘putting my hand up’ like
this will not help Richard. I cannot trade places with him. Of course
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not, I say, I do not wish to trade places, I did not kill the girl, neither
of us did. I asked him to buy the rucksack in order that I might go
fishing. What sort of fish? That was clever. I do not know the names
of any fish. Camping, then.

Richard’s best chance at appeal, says Mr. Luscombe, is to pursue the
route of madness. He needs to be thoroughly assessed. Not guilty by
reason of diminished responsibility. But this would be tantamount
to admitting that, even in his diminished state, he still did it. And
I know for a fact he did not. He is not capable. A boy who weeps
when he sees dead birds by the roadside. Even then, Mr. Luscombe
continues, this would not secure Richard’s release. He would be
held at (quaint phrase) the Governor’s pleasure, until such a time as
society has forgotten all about him and he is somehow deemed fit for
freedom.

Which is why I cannot comprehend why Richard’s teacher, a certain
Mr. Fitzmaurice, seems to have swallowed the lies promulgated by
the press. His name — easy, Richard told me. His address — somewhat
harder than the psychiatrist’s to obtain given that he has an unlisted
telephone number. Plus, I discover, he is not on the electoral roll.
Nor are his domestic details readily available from the ratepayers’
register in the Council chambers. There is a suppression order against
them. All this smacks a little of celebrity paranoia to me, but Mr.
Fitzmaurice is no celebrity. He is a no one. Some clever sleuthing
on my part (a matter of trial and error) eventually helps me run my
quarry to ground. I follow a man based on Richard’s description as
he leaves the gaol car park and memorise his registration number. It
is not necessary. I trail him to a leafy cul de sac. I see him go into a
house. It is all very ordinary. The name on the mail in the letterbox
confirms it. No one can hide from God, not even under a rock, and no
one can hide from a father determined on freedom for his son.
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I go home and formulate what it is I need to know, what I need this
teacher to do. Marjorie calls me for dinner, but I am too preoccupied
to eat. My mind too fervid.
I choose my moment to call on him: a sunbright Saturday when
I should have been visiting my son. Someone in the neighbourhood
is mowing their lawn. It’s a comforting sound, like a tipsy bee in a
sunroom full of flowers.
I stand on the doorstep looking at the grain in the lintel. It takes
me a long time to ring the bell. Suddenly I wonder what I am doing
here?
‘Yes?’ says Mr. Fitzmaurice opening the door. He is a prematurely
grey-haired man.
I try to tell him who I am. What I want. But suddenly words fail
me. They are like bones in my throat. What do I want? I cannot speak.
I cough and blow my nose. Pollen in the air. Why am I here? What is
it I want? I, I, I want the pain in my heart to go away. I want my old
life back. I want the fabric of the torn world to reassemble, or else to
disintegrate and fade to dust. What I want is too great for ordinary
words. I want to tell him this. I gulp. He can see I am distressed. He
also knows who I am. I wipe my eyes.

A deep breath. A breath that resounds in my chest like a diving bell,
the weight of the dark ocean pressing in. What I want, to get to the
point, is for him, Mr. Fitzmaurice, to take a message to my son. A
message? Yes, plus a crucifix, blessed especially, to give comfort in
this time of … in this time of his current situation. Is that too much to
ask? My eyes sting with bristling tears.
He studies me. Eventually he says: ‘I cannot do that Mr. Medson.
That is trafficking.’
‘It is a crucifix. A holy icon.’
I show it to him, dangling from its thin chain. Christ’s agony.
‘You could give this to him yourself.’
‘Richard will not let me visit him.’
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I hate having to make this admission. The stab of pain.
‘Why not?’
‘He wanted me to break the law.’
‘Mr. Medson, there are more appropriate avenues for this. You
would need to apply for permission to post it to him, but that is
possible… How did you find me?’
‘I am resourceful. I am also a father who would do anything for
his son.’
‘Are you prepared to serve the two years if I report you?’
‘You would not do that.’
‘You seem very confident of what I will or will not do.’
‘No, I am not confident. I am desperate.’
The morning is alive all around us.
He says: ‘I cannot help you.’
‘You don’t know how much you have helped me already, by
helping my son. Richard has told me the sort of man you are. Your
character.’
‘That is within the parameters of my work.’
‘Do you not believe in justice?’ I ask.
‘Would that be justice for Michelle Nankervis?’
‘Justice for an innocent man wrongly convicted.’
He considers this.
‘I am indifferent to justice.’
‘Because your son is not languishing in prison.’
‘No. Just indifferent. It is not my concern.’
I realise I am not above begging.

Behind him faint music comes from the house, drifting down the
hall, resonant. The teacher seems to fill the doorway so that I might
not look past him. There is a smell of something cooking. Coffee. The
carpet within the threshold is worn.
He takes a breath before announcing: ‘Mr. Medson, I don’t know
how you found out where I live. This is completely beyond the norm.
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Please understand I cannot take anything in for Richard. They will
think he put you up to it and punish him.’
He hears a noise in the house behind him and turns his head.
‘It is highly irregular,’ he continues, clearing his throat ‘for you to
receive this from me; it is not the usual channel of communication.
I am not, by rights, allowed to talk to you. His lawyer should be the
one, but you should probably accept the fact that Richard is not
innocent.’
‘That is not true.’
‘I’m afraid it is true.’
‘How do you know? Were you there?’
‘Richard told me.’
‘That is what they call hearsay.’
‘It’s as the prosecution proved.’
‘Then why would he swear to me, his father, otherwise?’
‘Because,’ the teacher seems to weigh this up, ‘because Mr.
Medson, he is terrified of you.’
‘I am trying to free him.’
‘He has been terrified of you all his life.’
‘You mean to say he would prefer to stay where he is?’
‘He seems reconciled to it.’
‘Well, that is madness.’

I do not know what more to say. How to respond? It is absurd. My
jawbone is tight and painful, my teeth grinding mercilessly. The dark
ocean pressing in. The teacher, this character, looks unshaved. To
be frank it looks like he has just got out of bed, and here it is ten
o’clock in the morning. I cannot believe what he is suggesting, that
my Richard did that to poor Michelle Nankervis. That he put her
remains in the rucksack. That he carried her about. A small child
appears at the teacher’s side and peers around his legs.
‘Who’s that daddy?’ she asks.
‘It’s no one darling. Go back to the kitchen.’
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Feeling stunned, the breath in my head, I turn on my heel and half
stumble down the steps. The heavens are cerulean, dissipated and
lost. Birds sit on the TV antennas. A lawnmower buzzes near by. I
trudge back towards the car, so far away, in which my wife, Richard’s
mother, has been patiently waiting, listening to the radio.
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Happiness is a Simple Thing
Zdravka Evtimova
Near Sangin, Afghanistan
For Katayun

Y

ou shouldn’t have done it, Janna.
Happiness is a simple thing, you said. Happiness is a cool
shadow and you looking at me. But we don’t have cool shadows
in Trun. In summer there is no grass like the grass you see in your
picture books. The dust is knee-deep and it is so hot your heels bleed,
and there are flies in the thick air that drink water from your eyes.
The sun is so red you can’t look at it. There are no trees.
I will not be in Trun to look any more, Janna. Yesterday Kin came
to my father. They talked for a while. You know what happens when
Kin comes to a guy’s shack. My mother cried when Kin went out and
Pop didn’t look me in the eye.
‘Xav,’ he said, ‘they’ll come to take you tomorrow. You can go to
say goodbye to your brothers.’ Then Pop smoked and his eyes were
in the dust as he said, ‘Kin said he’d bring you back to us. They won’t
cut your face, he said.’
Mom was silent. She wiped her eyes with the back of her hand,
then she went behind the shack. You never saw her cry. She came
back carrying our old goat, she’d killed it and there was blood on
her hands. It would’ve been better if Pop scolded her. What would
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the other kids eat now, that was what he should have said. Dad said
nothing. My brothers were all looking at me, saying nothing. My
sisters were there saying nothing.
‘I’ll cook a stew for you, son,’ Mom said, pressing the dead goat to
her puny chest.
A week ago after the sand storm, one of the shepherds found a
dead man. That man’s throat was slashed. He was from the Oshav
clan and his body was strong. I knew this man — he used to collect
dry thorns for his goats in the mountain.
Happiness is a simple thing, you said: daylight and you looking
at me.
If one of the Oshav men got killed, one of our Bogoin men had to
be killed. Blood for blood, it was as simple as that.
‘Samur, you’d better decide which of yours will be the one,’ Kin
had said to Pop. ‘I’ll come to collect him after midday bread. He has
to be the same age as the dead Oshavs guy. They don’t want an old
man and they don’t want a sick man. You know what will happen if
you don’t give one of yours.’
Mom knew what would happen. The Oshavs would come and
kill my seven brothers one by one. They wouldn’t kill my sisters.
There were worse things one could do to a woman, things worse
than death.
There were too many mouths that wanted to eat on that mountain.
And there was dust, knee-deep, hot brown powder, in which thorns
grew. But thorns were not enough. There were goats that ate them
and water was too scarce to grow more. No court and no law came
to Trun. No one had ever seen a judge. Kin would come to take
a new guy after midday bread. Two days later, Kin would drive
the body back to his family. The guy’s brothers and sisters would
wash him, and in the evening, when it was not so hot, they would
drink tea. The Oshavs, like us, made tea from the thorns. It was
bitter. It made you dizzy, you saw things that were not there, but
you slept. You slept like a stone, and you didn’t see the body of
your dead brother.
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‘Xav,’ Dad said to me, ‘you are the weakest. This way or the other,
you won’t live long. But don’t you show the Oshavs you are sick, my
son. Go pick the thorns. Let the Oshavs see you picking them.’
You know there’s something wrong in my chest, Janna. You’ve
seen me cough and wheeze. If I go out when it rains, I choke on the
wind. I fall and I pray the rain turns into a drizzle. I can’t walk.
Dad was right. This way, or the other, I wouldn’t last long. But,
Janna, you know happiness is a simple thing. Some wind, some
thorns for our tea, and you. If I weren’t sick, they wouldn’t let me
come to your shack, would they?
‘Xav is a sick wreck,’ your mother said. ‘And he’s got a good
mouth. He thinks up good tales. There’s no harm listening to him.’
Then I learned happiness was a simple thing. ‘Got another of your
sweet lies, Xav?’ your mother would say.
I didn’t, but the dust was full of summer tales, and there were
thorns boiling for tea. And in winter, there was snow taller than the
shacks, and there were thorns again, burning in the hearth. Maybe I
was to blame for everything. I taught you to believe in the nonsense I
spoke to you and your sisters.
You shouldn’t have done that, Janna.
Midday passed, and the stew Mom made with the goat she’d killed
waited on the table. I asked myself what the other kids would eat later.
There was no milk for the new baby and no meat for the sick. My
brothers looked at me. They didn’t eat. Dad and Mom didn’t eat either.
My sisters looked at me, the youngest one sobbing softly, the others
quiet. I thought about the fairytales. Snow was bread, Mom had told
me, and dust was flour. The best flour you could find in Trun Mountain.
‘No crying,’ Dad said. ‘Eat.’
We waited.
‘Run away,’ Mom had said to me the night before. ‘We can bring
you something to eat.’
‘He’s sick,’ Dad’s voice crawled like the dust. ‘They’ll kill him and
they’ll kill us. Better eat the stew she cooked for you, son.’
We waited and waited and Kin didn’t come.
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‘What does he want?’ Dad grumbled. ‘Perhaps he expects us to
bring you to him?’ No way, that had never happened before. No man
in his right mind would do such a cowardly thing.
I tried not to think about it, Janna. I remembered when it rained.
Not during the rain, when the valley was a cauldron of steaming red
mud and black clouds, but about the flowers that sprouted after the
rain. Red and blue and yellow, they grew on the roofs of the shacks and
they shot up under our feet, so many that we couldn’t see the sand.
‘Xav,’ you said, ‘these flowers are just like the tales you told us.
Look at them. Happiness is a simple thing.’
If I hadn’t been sick your father wouldn’t have let me talk to you.
Your mother wouldn’t bring tea for me. And I told you a lie once,
Janna.
‘Take a handful of the wet mud after the rain is over and knead it
well. Put some petals of the flowers in that mud and let it dry. Then
give that ball of dry clay to the person you want to be happy. And he
will be.’ It was a lie, Janna. I found a ball of dry clay in front of our
shack. My sisters told me you made it for me.
‘I’ll go instead of you, Xav,’ Dad said.
We all knew it was impossible. The dead Oshav guy was strong
and young. Dad was old. I was the weakest man in the whole village
and the cold in the winter would take me soon, or the heat in summer
would.
‘But nobody can tell such beautiful tales, Xav,’ you said. ‘You
know what the dust says and you know what the wolves think. And
you know where the flowers go after the rain is over.’
‘Chew this when they start beating you,’ Dad said. ‘Chew and it
won’t hurt.’
‘Xav, run away, son! I won’t give you to them!’
‘But the village has made a decision, woman,’ Dad said.
‘We’ll run away from the village.’
‘Then our own clan will catch us. Your own brothers will stone
you to death, woman.’
‘I don’t care. I won’t give them Xav.’
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‘If they don’t kill me, Mom, I won’t make it through the winter.’
‘You’ll make it, son, you’ll make it. You can take my word for it.
Run, Xav!’
Then Dad went up to her, he walked very slowly to her, as he
always did. He went slowly up to her and hit her.
‘Say one more word and I kill you,’ he told her.
‘Kill me,’ she said. ‘Kill me. I won’t give them Xav.’
Dad’s hand went limp.
No one ate from the goat stew and the shack was full of the most
beautiful aromas. My sisters were quiet. The midday eating had to
be over. I knew it by the shadows of the peaks, which crept on the
ground and mixed with the dust.
Kin came in. No one had heard him drag his feet on the gravel.
He dragged his feet and kicked the dust when he came to collect our
guy for the Oshavs. He had killed more people than there were in the
village now.
‘Xav can stay with you,’ he said slowly. ‘Now give me a bowl of
your stew for the good news I brought you.’
Ma gave a sob. My brothers stood up.
‘Don’t make fun of me,’ Dad wheezed. ‘You are an important man,
but it’s my house.’
‘Keep your sickly son at home,’ Kin said. ‘Somebody else went to
the Oshavs instead of him.’
The silence was thicker than the heat. Dad’s face was grey, Mom’s
cracked lips bled.
‘Give me that stew,’ Kin said.
‘Who went instead of him?’ Pop croaked.
‘You wouldn’t want to know.’
‘Tell me who went instead of him, and I’ll give you some stew.’
Kin’s face sweated, his lips were wet with saliva. He swallowed a
couple of times.
‘Janna went instead of him,’ Kin said. ‘Ran away from her family.
Her father, old Sazmi, cropped her hair. Shame on them! That girl
must have been mad. The whole family is disgraced.’
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I could not hear Kin’s words. I saw you picking the flowers after
that big rain, and I saw you make a big heart of clay with the flower
petals in it. ‘You’ll be healthy, Xav,’ you said.
Janna, why did you do that! I can no longer see the dust, and I
cannot see the mountain. I see what they are doing to you. I wish you
were dead. I wish I were dead.
‘Janna is young and strong,’ Kin said.
‘She won’t die quickly,’ Dad said.
‘She’s young and she’ll last long,’ Kin said. ‘Each one of the Oshav
lads will have a piece of her as long as she lasts.’
I hit Kin as hard as I could. I hit him, and I hit him and I hit him as
long as I could see him. Then there was dust in my mouth and blood
in my eyes.
Janna, I see you in the evening when the sky sleeps. I see you in
the daylight. Happiness is a simple thing.
In the heat it suddenly rained. Clouds and skies and dust mingled
and the valley was a lake of red mud and stones. Goats were drowned
in the whirlpools. And then the sun shone. There were flowers — red
and blue and yellow and lilac, all the mountain was flowers.
I’ll come and find you, Janna. I’ll come to the Oshavs and I’ll find
you. And I will tell you the most beautiful tale.
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The Orator
Henry Ward
My voice goes after what my eyes cannot reach,
With the twirl of my tongue I encompass words and
volumes of worlds.
— Walt Whitman, Song of Myself

O

ver the rumble of the tractor engine Gene Edmunds
com
posed speeches. He began timidly enough, flinging
half-articulated words over the pale dusty fields on any subject that
came to mind. He spoke about how to drive a tractor, how best to
plough a field, how to compose the finest speeches, and about all the
memories and dreams he had accumulated up until now, from the
moment he first opened his eyes to the moment he sat down on this
morning to begin his work. The many acres surrounding his family
home provided ample time to exhaust those inceptive subjects so that
before long his voice, ballooning with the number of the subjects of
his oration, took on a stern and stentorian air that carried above the
din of the tractor and could be heard faintly throughout the town.
In a matter of weeks, almost without noticing so, he found himself
involved in the fabrication of a kind of immense verbal encyclopaedia.
On the hill, by the squat house that overlooked the fields, John
Edmunds watched his son. He could hear words floating gently on
the wind and they seemed to come from the tiny green tractor in the
distance. He tried to catch something of what was said. There was
something about a jaguar, a hunt, then he heard the swish of machete
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blades and the cackle of macaws. ‘That boy,’ John mumbled to himself.
Since Gene began speaking, his work had become careless. John had
gone to great lengths to explain to his son why it was important that
the furrows stay as straight as possible. ‘This is not productive land,’
he had said, ‘Everything must be done correctly.’ The tractor swerved
to the right as his son, one hand on the wheel, the other colouring
some flight of speech, gestured wildly with his free hand. ‘Keep it
straight, for Chrissakes!’ yelled John. The hand snapped back onto
the wheel and the tractor’s wobbly course levelled out. In the absence
of speech the fields reassumed their lifeless pallor.
At dinner time Gene spoke quietly to his parents, choosing from
amongst the stories available to him those he thought John and
Margaret would like to hear. At first they were hesitant, confused by
Gene’s words, but the world beyond the farm was one they had never
known and just a few minutes of quiet speech transformed their
minds into vehicles of infinite range until they sat hypnotised, riding
the current of their son’s sentences to places they could never have
conceived. They saw cobbled boulevards beyond which hovered
stone minarets where children with strange features wheeled and
played, and they saw the beauty of carved stone monuments veiled
behind centuries of vine and vegetation, donkeys braying beneath
their loads of gold and silver, and they saw the inexpressible dearth
of faraway deserts, and the sorrow and weariness of those whose
lot it is to wander those sands until they are claimed by them, and
they saw hundreds of thousands of faces all smiling and weeping
and laughing and dying, belonging to the inconceivable number of
all those individuals once living, now dead. The astonishing sum
of all the joy and misery and beauty and pity history had held onto
for so long Gene took and translated for those who would listen.
When he had finished coaxing John and Margaret out of their reverie
many hours had passed and they were all tired. On such nights no
one dreamed.
In the morning John rose from a deep sleep to hear the sound of
the tractor faint in the distance above which came the unmistakable
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rhythm of speech. From the window he could see his son ploughing
the far field that stood by the road. A truck had stopped there and the
driver was standing by the open door, watching. Dressing quickly,
John rode down to the road where he recognised Phil, a local farmer,
watching Gene as he went around and around the field.
‘Morning Phil,’ said John as he brought the horse to a halt. Phil
gave no answer. The sound of the tractor grew as Gene approached and
with it the sound of his voice. The rainforest rose behind John’s eyes
before he waved his son to a stop. ‘Morning, Phil,’ said John louder.
Phil blinked. ‘’Scuse me, John. Morning,’ he said.
Gene cut the engine and the fields fell silent.
Phil had the air of someone rising from sleep; he stuck his
knuckles in his eyes and shook his head slightly. ‘Best be on my way,’
he said, and nodding goodbye, climbed into his truck and was soon
out of sight.
Listeners began appearing more frequently after that. They’d
heard Gene’s voice sliding over their houses but thought nothing of it;
it had become part of the ambient music of the town. Knowing well
what Gene could do, John and Margaret took to plugging their ears
with cotton wool during the day but occasionally it was necessary
to ride down to the field and interrupt Gene mid-sentence, then the
solitary listeners would emerge from the drab landscape, animate
once again, and, shivering in the cold, wander home. But Phil must
have said something because more and more often neighbours and
acquaintances ventured to stop beside the field and squint towards
the tractor. There they could make out the words, and comprehending
just enough to stay interested, would stand for hours on end with
faces serene and attentive, their eyes misting as they listened.
One night while John and Margaret sat listening in the parlour,
their ears unstopped, Gene did not finish speaking until the sun had
risen high in the eastern sky. John and Margaret rose from that deep
trance to find themselves incredibly weary. They were confused to
see light slanting through the window and fell asleep in their chairs.
Gene, buoyed on a new topic, returned to the tractor energised.
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He ploughed the fields while plumbing the silent depths of the
sea, and travelled through dark and stony caverns where strange
and marvellous beasts lurked, some that no one but Gene had ever
known. When the sun set and Gene returned to the parlour, John
and Margaret woke. John was furious, a whole day’s work had been
squandered and he forbade Gene from speaking that night and went
into the shed to make up for the lost hours.
After that John no longer paid any attention to his son’s words.
At the best of times he regarded them with bewildered confusion
and at the worst with contempt. He would ride down to the field
and interrupt his son even when no one was listening, just because
he could hear a familiar cadence through the walls of his shed. He
kept his ears plugged all day and night and stopped listening even
to his own wife. He began to see words as reckless instruments and
communicated with his hands, with points and gestures, or else with
coarse grunts of affirmation or negation. He focused on the world
in front of him and rarely ventured outside the cramped quarters of
his shed.
But still more and more people appeared in the fields everyday to
listen to Gene over the crashing engine of the tractor. They walked
briskly, tripping over the furrows and over each other in the plumes
of exhaust gushing from the tractor to catch a sentence, and another,
then a paragraph until they were borne aloft on the flow of words
and carried into foreign and bizarre lands. Mothers began dropping
their children in the field every morning instead of school and they
laughed and cried and gaped with wonder at what they saw. Soon
those mothers dropping their children in the fields trod into the muck
themselves and spent all day elbowing their sons and daughters out
of the way to better hear Gene’s words.
A committee in town, supported by John Edmunds, who did not
speak at the meeting but nodded vigorously, decreed that the words
of Gene Edmunds were to be monitored closely until an official
decision was made. Some individuals needed only to hear an hour
of Gene’s speeches to pick up and leave town forever. The butcher
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disappeared and left no note for his wife or children. The movie
theatre went out of business and the radio jockeys quit, unable or
unwilling to compete with Gene Edmunds. Children walked through
the streets covered in mud and smelling of diesel exhaust, weeping
until they were returned to the field the next morning. A sheen of
mounting decrepitude fell over the town; garbage collected in the
streets and broken windows were never fixed. Business after business
closed down, their windows gathering dust and shadows. Families
bickered over the meaning of Gene’s words, interpreting them in
personal ways and failed to see each other’s points of view.
Taking no notice of the town crumbling in his wake, Gene, many
hundreds of acres of land ahead of him, ploughed the fields for as long
as twenty hours a day. He slept briefly and did not dream. Margaret,
who fed him and tried to converse with him could only make him
hear a few words before Gene, picking up on one aspect of what she
had said, elaborated on the topic to such a magnificent extent that
she was filled with wonder and would weep with gratitude. She
defended her son’s right to speak in the committee and they heard
her defence and wept themselves. Some of the committee members,
who had never heard Gene speak, walked apprehensively into the
field and then out of the town forever.
One day, while Gene was ploughing the field he fell quiet and
noticed that there were hundreds of people following behind him.
Where had they come from? he thought. The population of the town
had more than halved as those listeners who could bear no more
left to see for themselves the world that Gene spoke of, but still here
were new faces. They stared up at the tractor and then looked at each
other. Someone shouted for him to keep going. Gene noticed that the
trenches he had dug were flattened immediately in the footsteps of
those following behind. Gene turned the tractor around and began
retracing his route. In this way Gene ploughed the same fields many
times over and kept on straight through planting season. But it didn’t
matter because his listeners brought him food and water and the
warm summer night meant that he no longer had to leave the tractor.
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And so he looked into the faces of his followers and read what was
written there.
For months Gene spoke until he came to an impasse. At the same
time the tractor coughed and died. The fields were full of thousands
of people, young and old, faces he knew intimately, each and every
one. He knew their histories, their fears, their loves, where they had
grown up, who their mothers and fathers were even if they didn’t
know it themselves. He climbed down from the tractor and looked
at the dirt. He knew every creature that burrowed and crawled
and slithered there. He knew every plant that pushed up from that
darkness. He looked up at the sky and he knew every creature that
flew there. He knew every creature and every creature they had come
from and he knew every living thing and every living thing they had
come from. He felt tired and walked home and lay down in bed and
slept for a long time.
All noises were stilled; the winds, although as stiff as ever made
no sound, and the birds, who had come down from the sky to peck
in the fields, reduced themselves to nothing more disruptive than
the quiet shuffling of feathers. A silence fell over the town that no
one dared disturb, but still the crowds returned to the house each
morning. They waited quietly until sunset but Gene did not wake.
They dispersed and returned the next day, twice as many as the day
before. Three days passed and the crowds multiplied again but still
Gene did not return to the fields. John removed the cotton from his
ears and felt that the world was unbearably quiet. Margaret sat by
her son’s bed and tried to wake him but could not, and the town
slowly collapsed as if this new silence were a weight it could no
longer support.
They waited and waited until one morning Gene awoke as if it were
any other. His eyes were bright and he said hello briefly to his mother
and father and asked his father if the tractor was working. It was and
so Gene said that he would get to work. He walked down to the fields
and climbed onto the tractor. In his sleep he had dreamt a great deal.
He had dreamt of realms beyond this one, realms staggeringly infinite
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that struggled against the attempt to describe them. He had dreamt at
the centres of nuclear furnaces suspended in space. He had dreamt
in deserts alien to human experience, on mountains unspeakably
immense, in oceans strange and lonely. And he had dreamt of vast
emptinesses that terrified him; final unutterably dead emptinesses
that left him speechless.
The familiar rumble of the engine calmed Gene’s excitement.
Surrounding him were hundreds of thousands of people, waiting
patiently for his voice to fill the air once again. They parted as the
tractor leapt forward and followed behind him and to the side. Gene
began speaking and a cry of joy went thundering through the crowd.
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Stone Cold English
Graham Kershaw

F

irst thing Monday morning, I discovered a sodden, snailsilvered letter below the bush by our mailbox. It was dated 4th
June 1985 — a month old. It said the position in Bristol was filled, and
thanked me for my application. It went so far as to wish me success.
Resisting the impulse to screw it and bin it, I went back inside and
tossed it on the kitchen bench instead, spraying black soil.
No-one else was up yet, but I could smell them. In the bathroom,
I took up a small bar of soap and turned it in my wet hands. It was
soft — gift soap, from Beth’s Gran — and it lathered quickly. Then broke
apart in my hands — one smooth soft brick reduced to debris in the
stained porcelain bowl. I’d dug my fingers into it, without noticing.
In the kitchen, a dark alcove against the back wall of the lounge,
I lit gas under the kettle, summoned a low blue glow and held my
hands there. My feet were cold. My breath steamed in the gas-blue
light. I heard Lil before I saw her, as usual, wandering in from her
room, feet tentative on the cold stone floor. Her white flannel pyjamas
were fat with nappies.
‘Hello Sweetheart,’ I said, and squatted down to pick her up and
perch her on my arm. She made a damp and familiar bundle. Her
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cheeks were round and flushed with sleep, her eyes grey like mine.
Little wet stones. ‘I’m making Mummy a cup of tea. Come on, we’ll
take it to her. But shuusshh!’ I put my finger to my lips. ‘Careful.
Don’t wake her.’
Beth moved noisily in the bedroom, to let me know she was awake
and listening. I put Lil down and gave her a biscuit to chew on. She
wandered over to the spray of white flowers on the ledge and fingered
them with the delicacy of a surgeon. They were Beth’s doing — she
always brought them back from our walks along the canal. ‘To cheer
up the place,’ she usually said. Defiantly, knowing nothing could.
Beth sat up in bed in someone else’s nightie, quilt up to her chest. She
sipped her tea, gazing blankly over the cup’s rim. There were shadows
under her eyes, indented into the surface like bruises. I stood by the
window and smiled. ‘Tired?’ She nodded and raised her eyebrows with
a memory of amusement. ‘Did you sleep all right, after I saw to her?’
‘Yes. Eventually. Were you up long?’
‘No.’
‘Liar.’
I was watching the sky — more rain coming. ‘Might clear up a bit
later.’
‘You always say that.’
‘Well, it tends to, later on.’
‘Liar.’ Beth started brushing her hair, tugging at it harder than
necessary, and wincing. She did Lil’s the same way. I showed her
the letter and immediately there seemed just that little bit more
cold air between us. A look passed over her face like a shadow.
She almost nodded, almost shrugged. A fortnight before, she would
have consoled me, or at least listened while I talked myself into the
‘bright side’. I didn’t bother, this time. She let the letter drop to the
bedclothes and went back to brushing, wincing.
I picked up the letter and read it again. It sounded worse than
ever. ‘There’s still the Leeds one,’ I said.
Beth didn’t answer, didn’t look at me. The light seemed to bleed
out from her face, then to flow on out of the pale window.
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‘I’ll go in, have another look,’ I said.
Beth picked hairs out of the brush as she spoke. ‘I’m thinking of
going down to Margaret’s for a while. Maybe a week or two.’
I asked her why.
She shrugged. ‘They’ll expect me to. I’ll take Lil.’
‘I can’t go back. You know that don’t you?’
‘No, Harry, I don’t know that.’
‘Well, I can’t.’
‘Well, I can.’

I found Lil in the lounge, and dressed her for a walk. ‘Quick, Lil,’
I said, pulling her little boots on. ‘There’s mist!’
A gap in the greenery trailed diagonally down the embankment
below the terrace. I carried Lil past the worst of the nettles, holding
her close to shield her. I showed her the rim of the mist, where it
nudged the millstone haunches of the traffic bridge and flowed under
the arch.
‘Like cream,’ I said, and set her down and let her trot on until she
faded into the white, under periscopes of Elderflower.
We ended up at our usual destination, where the canal viaduct
leapt the river. A rail bridge spanned both, higher still. Heavy drops
fell from the high arches, plonking with bass notes into the still water,
breaking up the duckweed carpet. We were waiting for a train. ‘We’ll
keep out of Mummy’s hair,’ I said. Lil looked back, an eye out for
conspiracy. ‘She’s reading.’
We played. I tickled her, she chased me. I hid, she found me. We
sailed leaves on the water, drew lines in the mud. Then the thunder
gathered and I held her tight to my chest. The train flew over our
heads and Lil strained her neck back to watch, pushing against my
shoulder. She was strong. I leant back too. We couldn’t see the train.
There was just the noise, right inside us. Heavy rain began pouring
in between the bridges, ricocheting off stone. The undersides of the
arch grew dark.
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‘Time we got back, Possum,’ I said. Lil practised her pout.
As we climbed back up the embankment, the mist drained out
of the valley. There was a police car parked at the top, on asphalt
behind the sheds. A young officer approached. ‘Excuse me, Sir,’ he
said. ‘Could you tell me your name, please?’
I told him. I told him who Lil was, where we were staying. He
wanted to know what we were doing there. I said we were playing,
if that was all right with him. He wrote that down slowly, then he
looked at me, long and hard. The suspicion was natural, he said. Then
he asked where I worked and frowned at the answer. Eventually, he
let us walk on.
Beth was still in bed, reading Flaubert. She looked up when we
came in. Her dark eyes caught mine. Her mouth was set. Lil pushed
between my legs, to get in.

The moment Beth was up and dressed, she had to get out, despite the
darkening weather. ‘I can’t breathe in here,’ she said. ‘It’s disgusting.’
It was still perversely wet and cold, in July. Our rooms were built
into the hillside, under terraces facing the street above, so the wind
flew clear across the valley, rattling the glass, shaking the door. We’d
spent our nights lying there in damp sheets, knowing each other was
awake, but saying nothing. Freight trains would thunder below us
late into the night, unnaturally loud in the darkness, while we lay
there together, waiting for Lil to cry.
Rain drifted across Wesley Road as we drove up to where fields
began to appear between houses. Lil fell asleep. The wipers were
smearing the green and the grey, where black cattle stood out in pairs,
still as stone, soaking up the rain. On Castleshaw Moor I pulled off
the road onto gravel and we sat quietly, with the engine idling to keep
Lil asleep. On Beth’s side a path trailed uphill into a cloudy spray.
‘Told you it would clear up,’ I said. Beth smiled a little at that, and
it seemed as if she wanted to say something. But the engine stalled
and Lil woke.
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I struggled to release Lil from her harness. She was pushing her
belly against it, making it hard. ‘No, Lil,’ I said. ‘No!’ Beth had climbed
out in the meantime, slamming the door. Or maybe it was the wind. I
could see her through the rear window, scowling into the gale. She was
picking up little rounded stones and dropping them in her pockets.
She had a collection, on the window sill in the lounge. To take back
home, she said. She meant Australia. She meant sunshine and clean
homes and employment. She meant babysitters and fresh vegetables
and friends, plastic shopping malls, empty streets and empty blue
skies and thousands of square miles of sandy nothing much.
We followed the cobbled path, swinging Lil between us over the
smooth stones, each gripping her under her arm. I could feel her little
shoulder joint turning. She squealed. At the peak of the hill we came
to a concrete obelisk — an ordnance survey marker. The wind was
even stronger there, whipping Beth’s hair about and ballooning Lil’s
red jacket. Powdery green distances buckled and flowed away under
the rain, out of reach, unnamed.
‘I’ve rung Margaret.’
‘Right.’ I was trying to place the cooling towers I could see to the
north. Dewsbury?
‘Oh, for God’s sake, Harry!’ She was shaking with the cold, or was
it anger? ‘I’m going tomorrow. With Lil, to Margaret’s. I rang. There’ll
be tickets at the station.’ She shook violently.
‘But why?’
She shrugged and looked at Lil, who’d got busy pulling grass
out, around the obelisk. ‘I’m just so sick and tired of it all. Don’t do
that.’ She crouched down and pulled shredded grass from Lil’s little
padded palms. Lil looked at her, smacking her hands together, then as
Beth straightened, Lil turned and watched the wind as it pushed the
hood of her jacket hard against her brow.
‘It’s not anything wrong with us, though, is it?’ Beth didn’t answer.
I squinted into the wind, into new light over a northern valley, into
the glaring truth of it all and felt a deadly pause in the heart, a dull,
dark weight sink a little deeper in there.
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‘I don’t even know what I feel anymore,’ she said. ‘I’ve just been
so unhappy, for so long.’
Light poured in — fluorescent light, bright and cold. I saw Beth
on the university lawn again, in the rose garden, in the lecture hall,
waiting. I saw her skin, tanned to the shade of unready bread. I saw
her pale shoulders bared in the dimness of my adolescent bedroom,
saw the last days of her childhood fly by, as if they were fifty years
past, not three. ‘What is it?’ I said. I had to say something.
She shook her head. ‘It’s just so cold, Harry,’ she said. ‘Aren’t you
cold?’ She was walking on the spot now, in the lea of the obelisk. ‘It
goes straight through you.’
‘You want my jacket?’ I started to undo my parka.
‘No, no. Let’s go back and eat.’
But when we parked the car back on Wesley Road, we sat for a
while in the wind first, on the patio wall at the back of the terraces,
not wanting to go inside. Beth was looking down at the derelict mill.
She looked pale. I put my arms around her shoulders but she moved
away and led Lil inside. I stood there a while, still cooling, looking
for dark water through the trees.

Beth refused to let me come to the station, next morning. I
watched them walk off down the road, then I went back inside
and tidied up Lil’s sad little pile of toys in the corner. I sat down
to read then, couldn’t with the wind knocking at the door. It was
years since I’d felt so alone. I headed for my aunt’s flat on the
far side of town instead. Brick dust in the wind made my eyes
water as I passed empty cotton mills strung along the canal bank.
Nothing else had changed since my family had emigrated — the
bridge, the littered canal, the bench I’d sat on with my brother,
trainspotting.
I spent half the day in Grace’s parlour, embalmed in central
heating, slowly stuffing myself with tea and pastry, watching TV.
I didn’t tell Grace about Beth, and she didn’t ask. Maybe she knew.
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Rain came and went. Grace cleared the trays. The windows grew
dark through the muslin, like negative film against the bright orange
wallpaper. Little trails of condensation pooled on the sill.
After tea I helped to wash up. ‘Have you been and seen our Doris
yet?’ Grace asked. ‘I bet you haven’t.’
‘I didn’t come here to visit Doris.’
‘What did you come for, then? It can’t be the weather.’
‘I shouldn’t need a reason.’
She just shook her head at that, but there was more coming, I
could tell. I said I had to get back to Beth, and kissed her papery
cheek.
There was a serious chill now. Sodium streetlights cast an orange
tint over the wet stone walls and cobblestones as I made my way back
down Yorkshire Street. I passed a pub, full of men.
Heads turned as I walked in, but I avoided eye contact and no-one
spoke to me. I ordered a pint of mild. They would have liked to
know who I was, how I got to be in the Flower in the Valley on a
wet Tuesday night. But they weren’t going to ask, which suited me
fine. You’re background, I thought, but I stayed too long. A big bloke
with short dark hair, standing by the bar caught my eye and winked,
amused. ‘How art thee? Alright?’
‘Hi.’ Heads turned back from the far side of the room.
‘Out for a pint, then?’ A mate joined him, giving me a wink.
‘Visiting the town, are you?’
‘That’s right; family.’
‘Ahh…?’
‘My aunt.’
‘Oh, is that right? We probably know her, don’t we, Frank? What
would be her name then, your aunty?’
I had to think, which amused them. Frank laughed, a big ugly
laugh. ‘Got it written down somewhere, lad?’
I told them her name and they made queer noises — they did know
her. Everyone did. More people turned and really stared. I finished
my beer. I said I had to go.
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Further up Yorkshire Street I passed the road where Grandma last
lived. The common opposite her terrace was still full of bricks and
old tyres and not much else. Years ago, I’d played there with cousins,
while the women consumed cake and tea inside, waiting for the men
to come back from the pub. I looked across at the identical houses,
their walls still black from smoke stacks long gone. I couldn’t even
have said which one had once been Grandma’s.
The air was very cold and still. Stepping through puddles along
the curb, reflections rolled off my black shoes in orange waves. Out
of nowhere came the image of Beth’s legs in the dark water of the
estuary, the first time we’d been off campus together. We’d strolled
parallel with the waterline, ankle-deep, Beth’s white feet stirring
up dark circles of silt, reflections rippling over her calves under the
upraised hem of her skirt. White, yellow, blue. ‘Look at your legs,’
I said, too quietly.
Beth leaned to one side and frowned.
‘The light.’
‘Oh.’ Then she stopped and took my hand. She touched my hair,
then my cheek. I held her neck and felt soft hair. Put my lips there.
Wondered what to say.

On Tuesday morning, Beth reappeared, unannounced, unexpected.
She stood in the open doorway and I saw her very clearly for a
second, before Lil rushed at me. I saw her face more angular then
I remembered. I saw the lines of collar bone and tendon at her neck
and shoulders — how they made hollows under the straps of her dress.
‘That was fast.’
‘Margaret dropped hints.’ She put down her bag. She rubbed her
eye. Her skin was harder than I’d remembered, sheenless and dry like
plaster. A cloud of white air came from her, slowly, and hung frozen
between us. ‘I want to go home,’ she said.
I took Lil’s hand. ‘I am home.’
‘Ome,’ Lil said.
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‘She means here.’
‘This?’ Beth said. I stared at her. She didn’t see the room I saw,
the same valley or sky. ‘I don’t want her to get used to it. Why should
she? We don’t belong here, Harry. You know that.’ Her voice was soft,
at last — the voice of a sunny September morning, on a university
lawn. ‘Let it go, Harry,’ she said.
I couldn’t face her. I looked out the window at coming rain. The
first drops hit the glass, then there seemed no end to it. Lil was
watching us both, very still by my side. I could hear her breathing.
‘Let’s wait for the cheque,’ I said. ‘Let’s just get the money, then we’ll
decide.’
But on the following two days the post just came and went and no
cheque appeared. At breakfast on Friday we finally, absolutely, ran
out of food. Lil had the last of the rice and that was it. We watched
Lil eat the last spoonful, her eyes wide. She asked for more, sticky
fingers splayed out towards us. ‘You’ll have to wait, love,’ Beth said.
‘Lick your fingers.’
‘I’ll go in,’ I said.
The petrol was gone, so I had to walk. I arrived in town dizzy and
tired. Passing through Boots, I slid a chocolate bar in my pocket, and
sat on a wet bench outside and ate my petty contraband. My head
cleared a little. I watched people pass. Begging seemed beyond me. At
the DHSS, I got the same woman as last time, facing me impassively
behind the glass. ‘But I have a child,’ I said. ‘We’ve nothing to eat.’
‘So haven’t a lot of people,’ she said, accusingly.
I went to the Unemployment Office next, because I wasn’t ready
for the Police or the Hospital or whatever. Amazingly, the woman
there helped me. ‘They can’t do that!’ she said. Her superior agreed.
They got on the phone. At three-thirty, about three months too late,
I was handed a cheque. I cashed it at the bank, just before closing.
Hurrying back uphill towards home I stopped to buy food, thinking
all the time of Lil and Beth waiting. I didn’t want Lil to understand
why. When I got back, breathless, I found them playing Old Maid
in the lounge. Lil rushed up, looked at the bag and said, ‘Shopping’
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as if it were Christmas. We had honey sandwiches and hot tea. We
laughed a lot, at nothing.

The following day, we filled the petrol tank and drove up to York. I’d
spent the night keeping Lil quiet, while Beth slept like the dead, for
the first time in weeks. I shouldn’t have been driving—I was nervous
on the motorway once the rain started. The draught at my feet
bothered me more than it should. When had I last slept or dreamt?
The rain was light, but a cold wind knocked the old car around
and misted the windows. We parked near the Minster and pushed
Lil around in her stroller, not speaking much. We heard jazz from a
pub, but as we staggered in through the door a strong, fatherly man in
a checked cardigan barred our way. ‘We don’t cater for littl’uns,’ he
said. ‘Sorry. The Law. You understand.’
Beth was bitter after that. I hadn’t the heart to argue. We wandered
on, colder. It was too soon to go home. The drive had been so long. We
entered a narrow street, tight with visitors and shoppers. Old timber
buildings on either side hung overhead, dark and heavy against the
grey sky. I pushed the stroller, struggling to avoid ankles and holes on
the wet, uneven cobbles. Lil was restless, turning and twisting in her
seat. She needed space, exercise, sunshine. She needed to run and
play. So did I. Beth wandered on ahead, looking ill and cold. I wanted
to say, ‘Let’s go home,’ but I daren’t. It was too early. It wouldn’t be
home anyway.
As the lane narrowed, the crowd around me slowed and tightened.
Lil tried to stand, straining at the strap at her waist, fiddling with it.
Beth moved on, out of sight. I told Lil to sit still. People behind were
pushing against me, because I’d stopped. Lil’s strap came undone.
She flexed her back, and would have fallen, if I hadn’t pushed her
back in. She looked me in the eye and cried loudly, pushing up
and out again. I pushed her back harder. Her face screwed up, then
she went red and quiet and pushed against me stronger than ever.
Stubborn. God, she was strong.
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‘No!’ I shouted, and the anger of it swallowed me up, hot and
compelling. ‘No, no!’ I threw her back against the brown cloth seat,
but she wouldn’t give in. Stubborn, like her mother.
People stopped and stared. ‘What y’ doin’ to ’er?’ a woman cried.
‘What’s she doing to us, more like!’ I heard myself shout, foreign.
‘Ee, but y’ don’t treat a child like that!’
‘Mind your own bloody business!’ I yelled in her face. She
recoiled. Others too. ‘Just fuck off and leave us alone!’ The woman
moved away, shaking her head, scared and upset.
Lil pushed hard again. She knew I was wrong. She made a horrible
grunting noise as she pushed, and her face swelled and grew red and
ugly with the effort. She would fall, so I slapped her. Slapped her
hard across her smooth crimson check. She stared up at me silently,
with wet stone eyes. Then she strained again. I slapped her again. Her
big head wobbled on its frail neck, and I saw her fall — a bundle of red
cloth tumbling down over cobblestones, against people’s feet.
A hand gripped my arm, tight. I think someone shouted — someone
tall and neat, a withered man with a hard jaw. I tried to shake myself
free, to reach Lil, but the grip just tightened. The knuckles of a man
I daren’t face closed over my arm, ringed by white. His fingertips
carried a yellow stain.
Then he let me go, like you drop a rotten orange. I looked around,
but Beth and Lil weren’t there. I looked across to the shop porches
and further down toward the street, my heart thumping, but they
were missing. Should I wait? Then I thought of the car. Beth had the
keys. They’d go there.
I set off back the way we’d come, calmly at first, but soon I was
sprinting between cars on the high street, to keep ahead of the pain
rising in my head. I saw Lil’s face again, red. I looked back, as if I’d
left something behind.
On the street where we’d parked, I couldn’t find the car, and ran
on to the next street to check. Then I came back more slowly and
stared at the empty parking bay, until I could believe they’d gone
without me.
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At the bus station, I had to wait forty minutes. Then, on the bus,
I had to wait a lot longer, while nothing happened at all. I stared out
the window, at the depot, then at streets and hillsides, but nothing
seemed real. Between the great blank embankments of the M62,
all blended into nothing, and stayed like that. I could have been
anywhere.
At Branley station, I stood for a long time under the giant stone
columns, rehearsing the scene ahead, framing what to say. ‘Let’s drive
to Manchester,’ I’d say, right out. ‘Let’s book a flight straight away.
It’s time to go. I’m sorry.’ I imagined Beth crying with relief, then
laughing, Lil sensing something good at last. But when I finally got
up to Lower Gate Road, the Vauxhall wasn’t parked outside. I felt
dizzy, hurrying down the dark stairs. Coming out onto the terrace,
the familiar pitiless wind rushed up to meet me, but no light. Our
windows framed an interior darkness — just the ghost of white
flowers hovered over the table.
I found the spare key under the brick and let myself in, throwing
on the light. The room looked bigger and bleaker than ever. They’d
tidied up. Then I noticed the window sill. Beth’s stones were gone.
On the bed I found my passport and some money — less than I
needed, more than she could afford. On the floor, my clothes. I sat on
the bed, counted the money, and cried as I’d done on the day I first
left home.
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Anxiety of Reference in That Deadman Dance
Rohan Wilson

W

hen considering the differences between fiction and
history, it seems reasonable to conclude that ‘imaginative
literature, conceived of as fiction’ is a somewhat ‘privileged form of
communication’ that ‘understands itself as separate from the sphere of
the real’ (Ellison 6). Fiction, after all, is the realm of the speculative. It is
a space where authors are free to invent, describe, and ruminate — even
in the complete absence of evidence that these ruminations and
descriptions are plausible. Kim Scott’s most accomplished novel,
That Deadman Dance, is a work deeply preoccupied with its position
as a fiction and with its relation to history, to the point that it becomes
a central focus of the narrative. Paul de Man once insisted that
‘readers degrade the fiction by confusing it with a reality from which
it has forever taken leave’, yet in the case of That Deadman Dance,
which uses the history of the Albany region in Western Australia as
a scaffold for narrative, character, and thematic elements, the reader
is being specifically invited to confuse the events of the past with the
events of the novel (2002: 17). The presence in the text of historical
elements, while fundamental to the novel’s ethical project, leads to
what Ellison has called ‘referential anxiety’, or the turn away from
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the referent towards self-referentiality (6). So do we degrade Scott’s
fiction by searching for a historical referent? Or is it his intention to
use the ‘referential effects’ of fiction to reveal the tenuous nature of
its relationship with the past (Ellison 8)?
There are, it must be noted, a number of reasons why Scott
would wish to intermix the empirical, evidenced past with his own
speculative fiction. First and foremost of these is the obvious point
that history matters. Deadman is a text that is engaged with history
as a practice. Scott has said before that ‘novels can lead you to
history’ and perhaps even ‘do more than that’: they may, in fact, ‘help
compensate for what’s not available in the historical material’ (Scott,
Leadbetter, Baldassar, Rittler, Laurie 53). But the kind of history
that matters to Scott is not one that we traditionally associate with
historiography. His novel makes extensive use of sources such as old
Noongar stories, the oral traditions of Noongar elders, and the ‘text’
of landscape. Writing in the ‘domain’ of the Noongar oral traditions
helped him to ‘think differently’ than he was otherwise ‘allowed by
the sort of documents available in the archives’ (Scott et al. 53–4). He
built his narrative out of the evidenced past of the colonial settlement
at Albany but generated a different view of that material by cladding
it with Noongar story and tradition, which in effect operate as kind of
Noongar historiography.
Secondly, the referential effects of fiction often serve an ethical
purpose; in other words, they anchor the work in the realm of human
action and experience. By limiting the ‘scope of the literary work to
the aesthetic realm’ we run the risk of abstracting it from the ‘ethical
domain to which it points, or seems to point’ (Ellison 9). A politically
charged text such as Deadman, one that deals with colonialism, the
legacy of white violence, and the loss or breakdown of elements of
Aboriginal culture, has a particularly pressing need to retain access
to the ethical domain that history represents. In other words, it would
be doing the book a disservice to read it in such a way as to ignore the
real referents in the historical record to which it points. So while it is
certainly possible, and in deconstruction even desirable, to free the
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fictional text ‘from the constraints of the real referent’ and read as if it
was ‘a world of its own’ or a ‘self-created topography’, in this case it
would mean shearing the work of a referential foundation that serves
an ethical purpose (Ellison 9).
Nevertheless, fiction does have the effect of creating its own topography separate from the empirical world. Indeed, it is the ‘tension
between imaginary and real referents’ that reveals the difficulty Scott
faces in linking ‘the verbal texture of the work (the word)’ to ‘the
world’ of which it is a part (Ellison 10). Given the often-flimsy nature
of referentiality, it should come as no surprise that while Deadman
endeavours to point beyond itself to the real past, it is not always
successful in doing so. The slippage of meaning that figural language
causes has the potential to undermine the text’s ability to transparently
signify. Second- and third-degree narratives spin off as unexpected
and unpredictable meanings grow out of the complexities of the text.
Signification can suddenly come to a halt as these meta-narratives
develop and allegorical meanings become of primary significance. To
avoid this, the author will take steps to ensure that the text is read
in specific ways, and in specific contexts. In Deadman, these steps
include the use of the author’s note to clarify historical sources, and
the use of known, recognisable historical events and situations.
But even steps as carefully taken as these can never ensure that
the events of the novel point to one, and only one, real referent. In
particular, with each repetition of the scene of writing in Deadman,
the slippage between figure and referent that occurs with metaphor
begins to supplant the literal reading. The text splits, and a sequence
of elaborate substitutions are enacted. In effect, the text carries on
a simultaneous meta-narrative, or an allegory, of its own referential
anxiety. The allegorical narrative that spins off from the literal
historical elements undermines any attempt to read the text in a naive
or transparent way, instead demonstrating how the ‘problematics of
figural language’ often render texts opaque (de Man 1979: 188).
At this point, it is worth taking a brief look at the wider Australian
context for this discussion. Of immediate relevance here is the debate
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that took place around Kate Grenville’s The Secret River. While it
found widespread praise from critics for its depictions of the early
days of settlement along the Hawkesbury, The Secret River also
proved controversial and produced a string of criticisms against
Grenville in particular, but also against the novel more generally.
During an interview in 2005, Grenville made various claims as to
the historical veracity of her book, citing the amount of research
undertaken, and the way that research was inserted into the prose,
and suggested that, given the fundamental importance of historical
research, fiction might be able to occupy a position ‘up on a ladder,
looking down at the history wars’, rather than falling back into one
of the ‘polarised positions’ that characterised much historical debate
(Koval 2005). Foremost among the critics of what Grenville called
‘imaginative understanding’ was Inga Clendinnen (Koval 2005). In
her essay ‘The History Question’, Clendinnen insisted that Grenville
‘sees her novel as a work of history sailing triumphantly beyond the
constrictions of the formal discipline of history writing’ (17). She
found in Grenville’s approach to the writing of history evidence that
novelists had ‘decided it is for them to write the history of this country,
and to admonish and nurture its soul’ (17). In the years immediately
after this controversy a great deal was written and said about the role
fiction had to play in mediating the past to an audience. Is fiction a
legitmate source of historical knowledge? Or should the way it makes
use of source material give us cause for concern?
Commonly, an author’s note is used as a way to delineate the
documented past, or the real referents, from the more overtly
fictional elements, or the imagined referents. Authors generally
attempt to fence off their fiction from the body of historiography
on which they draw, and the author’s note provides a scope for the
listing of historical sources, the clarification of where the narrative
departs from the sources, and the acknowledgement of previous
research. Given that the intercourse between novel and source notes
is clearly ‘complicated, vital, and productive’, it makes sense that
reading the author’s note might change the way we read the novel
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(Westerman 369–70). In fact, it also stands to reason that the author’s
note might ‘produce and perform a text’s concern about how we do
and should tell history’ (Westerman 369–70).
This is something like the case we find in Deadman. Scott sets
up various resonances between the material in the author’s note
and the text itself. The speaker in the author’s note (and whether
we take that to be Kim Scott or a Kim Scott-like character is another
point of anxiety) insists that the correct term to use to describe the
connection the text shares with its historiographic source material
is ‘inspire’, because ‘rather than write an account of historical
events’ the speaker/author ‘wanted to build a story from [Noongar]
confidence, their inclusiveness and sense of play, and their readiness
to appropriate new cultural forms’ (398). There is a sense in which
‘inspire’ captures the tension that the text displays; the desire, that
is, for the authority of the historiographic mode of rhetoric, while at
the same time acknowledging that any hope of certainty of meaning
is denied by irony, metaphor, and allegory. It is strong indication of
the deconstructive tension at the heart of the novel.
The long list of historical sources that occupies most of the author’s
note is of particular significance when considering this tension. These
include Neville Green’s Nyungar — The People: Aboriginal Customs
in the southwest of Australia, Tiffany Shellam’s Shaking Hands on the
Fringe: Negotiating the Aboriginal World at King George Sound, and
Martin Gibb’s The Historical Archaeology of Shore Based Whaling in
WA 1836–1879 (Scott 398). While of course, as a fiction, Deadman
is not making any overt claims to historiographic truth, the effect of
listing these titles is to verify the referential status of the language
of the novel, and to invoke the authority of historical research. This
is not a pure fiction, the note says, but a fiction situated within a
framework of historical fact. The novel is ‘  “inspired” by history’ we
are told, a suggestion that the events in the novel have a real referent
beyond the limits of the text to which the text points (Scott 203).
The speaker in the note here begins to create a predicament for
the reader. The status of the language in the text, the possibility that
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it can refer to something extra-textual, in particular to a past event,
is promoted as being much more concrete than we might otherwise
suspect. The relationship between the author and the reader is
established as one based on an ethical contract, an understanding that
we can invest a certain amount of trust into the author’s representations
of the past and be confident that he is not willfully misrepresenting
the facts as historians understand them. The inference is that we, the
readers, can read literally the myriad references to the settlement of
King George Town and the early days of contact between Indigenous
and non-Indigenous people along the coast, safe in the knowledge
that there were such events and such times. The rhetorical mode of
the text is, in this regard, a literalist one.
Yet, things begin to change when we realise that the novel
is discussing ways in which its ethical contract can be made and
unmade. It was always the case that texts are made
intelligible by a preordained agreement as to their referential
authority; this agreement however is merely contractual, never
constitutive. It can be broken at all times and every piece of writing
can be questioned as to its rhetorical mode (de Man 1979: 204).

What the author’s note reveals is the manoeuvring that is taking place
as the text strives for a rhetorical position from which to convince us
of its truth, ‘if we understand by truth the possibility of referential
verification’ (de Man 1979: 204). In order to attain referential
verification, the possibility of a literal reading must be encouraged. The
author’s note performs exactly this task, promoting the preordained
agreement and reassuring the reader that its representations can be
trusted. It provides structural reinforcement for a naive reading of
the text.
The prologue to the novel begins the work of undoing that trust.
We meet Bobby Wabalanginy sitting on a headland and watching for
whales to rise. While he waits he works with a piece of chalk to make
words on a slate. It is a ‘complexly figured scene in the diegesis of
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imagined frontier settlement, dramatizing as it does an ephemeral
moment in the meeting of an oral and a literate culture’ (Mead 148).
Kaya. Writing such a word, Bobby Wabalanginy couldn’t help but
smile. Nobody ever done writ that before, he thought. Nobody
ever writ hello or yes that way! Roze a wail… Bobby Wabalanginy
wrote with damp chalk, brittle as weak bone. Bobby wrote on a
thin piece of slate. Moving between languages (Scott 1).

Bobby uses English to write in his own language and, in doing so,
is the first person to record those words in writing. The word ‘kaya’
has never before been written. This immediately raises a question
for Bobby. Does ‘kaya’ mean hello or yes? Does it mean both? At that
moment he is the only person who knows how to read the word ‘kaya’
and understand its dual meanings.
Bobby uses his new writing skills to record what he sees and does,
writing things such ‘Fine no wailz lumpy see’ and ‘Kongk gon wailz
cum’ (Scott 5). At this point, there is nothing to suggest that words are
able to transcend their literal and contextual confines. For now, Bobby
reads these entries literally, just as he writes them phonetically. But we
know that a moment of insight is surely imminent for Bobby, and this
is hinted at first by the description of Bobby as ‘wishing, imagining’
as he writes, and then on the following page the description of him
writing ‘Thar she bloze!’ and making whales appear, and then doing
it ‘again and again in seasons to come’, as if his words share a direct
connection with the world itself, and do not simply denote (Scott 5).
In this scene, we are being invited to speculate on how long Bobby
will be able to maintain the ‘illusion that [writing] can properly
mean’ (de Man 1979: 202).
As if taking the cue from the pattern of Bobby’s reading and
writing, the mimetic mode holds true for the novel for the early part
of the narrative. A slow procession of characters is introduced and the
settlement of King George Town begins to take shape. The theme of
writing is ever-present, firstly through Bobby as he becomes literate,
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but continued by Dr Cross, the de-facto leader of the new colony. He
records what he learns about the Noongar, noting in his letters that
they are ‘very friendly and often assist the settlers, several preferring
European frock and trousers to the scant kangaroo skin and a good
house to the cold bush’ (Scott 35). In fact, the use of the framing
device of Cross’s letters within a broader story of Noongar selfrepresentation only further foreshadows the narrative realignment
that is imminent. It does not, however, bring it about, not just yet. It is
clear that the early sections of Deadman take a conservative approach
to how the scene of writing is portrayed, one that does not invite an
overt narrative re-alignment.
The reasons for this soon become apparent. Until we arrive at
the first performance of the titular Dead Man Dance early in Part II,
the text has worked hard to maintain what Paul de Man called
the ‘mimetic mode’ (1979: 212), or what the historian C. Behan
McCullagh describes as the sense in which ‘words are commonly
and regularly associated with things in the world, things which
they refer to or bring about’ (143). The sense, that is, of language
having an immediate graspable meaning. The paradoxical nature
of language, its literal/figural dichotomy, is always present, but the
text until Part II encourages a straight-forward reading in the service
of its larger project of destabilising precisely this supposedly stable
meaning, and, in the process, forcing us to recognise the divergent
nature of fiction and historiography.
By the time we arrive at the Dead Man Dance a literal reading has
become entirely untenable. The description of the dance reveals the
tension at the centre of the narrative:
You paint yourself in red ochre, neck to waist and wrist, and leave
your hands all bare. White ochre on your thighs, but keep your
calves and feet bare, like boots, see? A big cross of white clay
painted on every chest. Each man takes a stick about the size of an
emu’s leg, and sometimes you wave it about, sometimes carry it on
your shoulder as you walk up and down very stiffly (Scott 2010: 68).
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The dance, as we see, is not merely a celebration or an expression
of cultural ties or an expression of tribal belonging: it is a form of
history, a particular Noongar history, recording the arrival of the
British at King George Town. The dancers re-enact marching drills
performed by the redcoats, detailing the appearance and actions of
the British and the Noongar response to them.
As de Man explained it, there are moments of immense oppor
tunity in a text where narratives can be ‘folded back upon themselves
and become self-referential’ (1979: 205). This is precisely one such
moment, as we come to understand that the Dead Man Dance is
mirroring Scott’s own attempts at organising the past. His novel
reimagines the material of the archives, much in the same way
that the Noongar reimagined the soldier’s drill. At this point, the
text — even if only momentarily — moves beyond merely pointing to
a real historical referent and begins to reflect on the gap that enables
fiction to exist: the semiotic gap between figure and referent. In doing
so, it removes the supposedly solid ground of history out from under
itself. The result of this is that the ‘pattern of referential authority’
shifts ‘from a representational mimetic mode […] to a deconstructive
diegesis’, as the reader is made suddenly aware of the structuring
allegory at the centre of the novel (de Man 1979: 212).
Where previously the text had an uncomplicated, almost historio
graphic pretension, it now draws attention to the impossibility
of reading fiction solely for its mimetic detail. The original source
for the Dead Man Dance is an account from the journal of Matthew
Flinders, recorded in 1801 in Princess Royal Harbour, in which
Flinders notes that the ‘red coats and white-crossed belts were greatly
admired’ by the Noongar, and that the marching of the red-coats was
met with excitement and ‘wild gestures and vociferation’ (quoted in
Mead 146). At one point, an ‘old man placed himself at the end of the
rank, with short staff in his hand, which he shouldered, presented,
grounded, as did the marines their muskets’ (quoted in Mead 146). It
is an act that pre-figures the Dead Man Dance that Bobby Wabalanginy
and his people perform, and this context is made clear in the author’s
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note: ‘The military drill Matthew Flinders’ marines performed on
the beach was transformed into a Noongar dance’ (Scott 399). Just
as the drill was transformed by the Noongar into a dance with many
layers of meaning, so too is Flinders’ journal transformed by Scott
into something much more than a simple historiographic account. By
providing this context in the author’s note, Scott is able to signpost
the moment of figural re-organisation in the text. We see for the first
time the allegory of the Dead Man Dance as a proxy for Scott’s own
jaunt through the archives.
But as the literary critic Philip Mead has noted, ‘Scott is not
about to trust the archive, not even in its powerfully originary form
of Flinders’ journal’ (149). So while the novel takes as a starting
point the events recorded by Flinders, the reconfiguration quickly
moves the text beyond the historical account of the dance. From this
point onwards, it articulates the dilemma faced by a Noongar writer
in the 21st century trying to speak truthfully about the past. Scott’s
‘imagination works with a kind of alternating documentary current’,
testing one form of historical representation against another, journal
against dance, oral against written, fiction against historiography
(Mead 149). In conjunction with these forms of representation, the
narrative sets up another alternating current between the literal and
the figural, as it draws in primary historical sources, like the journal,
and secondary historiographic works, and transforms them into
allegories of creative representation. The tension generated by the
second and third degrees of allegory, as they question the possibility
of reading the first degree of the literal, is present now in every aspect
of the text as we progress.
So if our responses were conditional upon the previous regime
of the mimetic before this point, after it our responses must take
into account the reconfigured vectors of the narrative and search for
those moments in the text that seem to point towards an imagined
topography, rather than an historical one. We can no longer view
these scenes as naïve realist representations of an historical time and
place; instead, they seem to confirm our inability to directly access the
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past as it was, reminding us of their status as textual representations
drawing on other representations, repeating each other endlessly.
Under this scenario, Deadman, while being deeply concerned with
the actuality of past events as we see in the author’s note, nonetheless
resists the Western mode of history as the ‘truth’ by embarking on a
series of exchanges, promoting an extra-textual narrative, a narrative
of deconstruction, that allegorises the referential frailty of historical
representation, thereby unsettling the possibility of reading it
straight-forwardly.
This pattern — transcendent allegorical moments revealing the
tension in the text as it struggles to control the mode of its own
rhetoric — becomes more pronounced as the narrative proceeds. One
such moment, perhaps the most important moment, comes when
one of the elders of Bobby’s tribe, Wunyeran, performs a dance that
appears to share the characteristics of a journal (Scott 113). Dr Cross
observes the dance from a distance:
It was hard to be sure, the distance and all, but it seemed he was
miming someone writing. There was the sharpening of the quill,
the dipping in ink, the turning of a heavy page. He mimed what
seemed to be a hunt. It was not a silent mime — clearly he was
enacting what he spoke — but Cross could not hear the words and
if he had he would still not have understood them […] Wunyeran’s
performance of the journey was structured in the way of an
expedition journal. Or was Cross imagining things? (Scott 113).

Cross is interpreting the events by giving them a form that he is
familiar with, the form of the journal, but he knows that ‘sometimes
his perception of the world became very unstable’, and that therefore
his interpretation is suspect and he may well be ‘imagining things’
(Scott 113). How does this fit within the wider established pattern?
Frederic Jameson described a process peculiar to postmodern
society, ‘one whose putative past is little more than a set of dusty
spectacles’, whereby the ‘past as “referent” finds itself gradually
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bracketed, and then effaced altogether, leaving us with nothing
but texts’ (18). What we see here with Cross and Wunyeran is the
unfolding of this bracketing, as first Wunyeran creates a performance
text, and then Cross, observing it through his own cultural filter,
brackets that text within another — his own interpretation of it as an
expedition journal. The journey through Noongar country, the actual
events to which each man is vainly attempting to refer, is slowly
effaced as each text adds further brackets, further layers of referable
meaning, to the original action of the journey. In Jameson’s view,
the past is lost under the weight of historicism that follows it, and
accessing the past was never, we now discover, a ‘matter of some oldfashioned “representation” of historical content’ but instead a matter
of approaching ‘the “past” through stylistic connotation, conveying
“pastness” ’ (19).
Jameson’s fellow postmodernist Linda Hutcheon built on this
aspect of his thought by pointing out that, rather than assimilating
the actual historical data in order to add a sheen of verifiability to a
text, in the genre she calls ‘historiographic metafiction’ the ‘process
of attempting to assimilate is what is foregrounded’ (114). By
bringing this process to the foreground, ‘we see both the collecting [of
historical data] and the attempts to make narrative order’ out of that
data (Hutcheon 114). The net result is that the ‘reality of the past’ is
confirmed, but that its reality, paradoxically, is only accessible to us
through textual sources, and is thus, in a very real sense, unknowable
(Hutcheon 114). The ‘pastness’ of the past can only be conveyed
through stylistic choices, as it were.
To understand how the text of Deadman foregrounds the
assimilating process that Hutcheon describes we need only consider
the historical sources listed in the author’s note. The source for the
Wunyeran/Cross passage is the record left behind by ‘an observant
colonial diarist’, the record of a ‘verbal account by another Noongar
guide’ that ‘exploited structural characteristics of the “expedition
journal”, a popular literary form of the time’ (Scott 399). But of
course this scene of referential bracketing — Wunyeran’s miming
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interpretation of the original journey, followed by Cross’s attempts
at locating that data within the identifiable narrative framework of
the journal — is simply further bracketing for the historical data in
the author’s note. As links in the chain of signification are added, we
left in doubt as to what the scene with Cross and Wunyeran was in
fact referring. Was it intended to denote the colonist’s diary? Or was
it referring beyond that to the past event itself, of which we have only
the diary to inform us? The bracketing makes it impossible to know.
In addition to this, there is the further degree of allegory that is
transposed into, and framed within, the passage. For, just as Cross
observes Wunyeran’s performance and re-imagines it in the form
of a journal, so too is Scott taking the archival material left behind
by settlers and re-imagining it, this time in the form of a novel. His
transformation of the material directly mirrors what both Cross
and Wunyeran are doing, and what the colonial diarist did before
them — assimilating historical data into their respective texts,
conscious that the process of assimilation itself, rather than the
data, is what is at issue. Before the turning point, this scene would
not present as self-evidently as it does. But given the narrative
re-alignment that has occurred around the theme of representing the
past, the implications of this scene now arrive with clarity. We cannot
be certain what the final point of reference is intended to be but each
possible referent has strong claims to being the intended signified.
At this point that we see the referential anxiety on display in the
text emerge most fully into view. There is always a tension between
reading Deadman as a historiographic account of the past, and reading
it as a narration of its own rejection of that reading. In other words,
it attempts to maintain a ‘grounding in socio-historical reference, or
at least supplement it’ while at the same time ‘taking seriously the
epistemological uncertainties that deconstruction has so rigorously
articulated’ (Syrotinski 4). It is not surprising that an author such
as Kim Scott, a Noongar man writing Noongar history, should
strive for a historically and empirically grounded narrative. But in
searching for that grounding, ‘[e]pistemological, political and ethical
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tensions almost inevitably come to the surface’ as the problematics
of figural language complicate the search and referential tension
begins to develop, often taking the ‘form of questions of reading, or
of misreading, and of the inevitability of misreading’ (Syrotinski 4).
Whereas for some novels, the possibility of denomination is just an
‘aberrant trope that conceals the radical figurality of language’, in the
case of Deadman denomination is treated as an ethical requirement
irresolvably bound up with truth telling (de Man 1979: 202).
The tension that results from this competition is the primary
deconstructive force in the novel.
But this sense of a referential tension also reveals something else.
It shows how the mechanisms of figural language can be used to
expose the sometimes-indeterminate difference between fiction and
historical truth in colonial contexts. Scott has produced a narrative
of the Noongar people that explores the very process by which they
were created through representation, first by the reams of archival
evidence, then later by secondary historiography — not only for
the consumption of a settler-Australian audience, but for Noongar
consumption as well. It is a kind of counter-narrative, in the regular
post-colonial sense and also, importantly, in the deconstructive
sense. It is deconstruction as a form of decolonisation. Through its
treatment of the problematics of reference, Deadman complicates
the ‘simple notion that counter-history merely involves making the
subaltern the subject of their own histories’— rather, we see that when
working at the limits of history, this kind of approach can show how
‘subaltern history will always mark those points where conventional
historiography shields its own cognitive failures’ (Young 203–4). For
Scott, sometimes those cognitive failures are revealed by ‘think[ing]
differently’ through fiction, in a way that is not ‘allowed by the sort of
documents available in the archives’ (Scott et al. 53–4).
Building on this point, Mead argues that an essential ambition
of Deadman is to draw ‘a moment from the temporal margins of
(imagined) history into the centre’and, in so doing, narrate ‘the
centrality of language and writing technologies’ to contemporary
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Noongar culture (2012: 149). Traces of the very first Noongar writers
have survived, to be ‘retrieved and written by Kim Scott’, the inheritor
of that tradition, but they are only the faintest of traces (Mead
2012: 149). Bobby embodies these traces, both in his characterisation
as a Noongar writer and storyteller, and in his ephemeral role as
allegorical double to Kim Scott. Scott ‘imagines the difficulties
Bobby has in being able to tell his own stories’, overcoming barriers
of language, culture, and time (Mead 2012: 149). The twist is that
these difficulties are the same difficulties Scott himself experiences,
as we see in the author’s note. Like Bobby, Scott ‘can do no more than
signify the real, constantly repeating that it happened, without this
assertion amounting to anything but the signified “other side” of the
whole process of historical narration’ (Barthes 1997: 122).
Even though the illusion of fiction is sometimes that it is as
transparent, perhaps even more transparent than historiography,
giving us a window into the past, that way of reading a novel like
Deadman doesn’t hold up to scrutiny. By considering the ways in
which Deadman conceives of its connections to the empirical,
particularly with regard to the kinds of connection we associate
with historical discourse, we can see how it occupies the contested
middle ground between the figural and the literal. The relationship
Kim Scott’s novel shares with history is more interruptive than
dialectical, and it generates these interruptions by drawing on
extra-textual sources for its most important self-reflexive moments,
thereby guiding us towards the allegorical dimensions built into the
very fabric of the novel, and indeed into the fabric of language. The
deconstructive tension that it displays so openly is a signal that it has
other things on its mind, foremost of which is to test the link between
the word and the world, the figure and the referent. In doing so it
focuses attention on the broader concerns it has with what it means
to mean, and what it means to represent.
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Gerald Glaskin Revisited
John Burbidge
This is a slightly edited version of the Preface to John Burbidge’s
recently published biography of Gerald Glaskin, Dare Me! The
Life and Work of Gerald Glaskin (MUP, 2014), followed by his
brief resume of Glaskin’s published work.

S

ome years ago, reading an anthology of Australian gay and
lesbian writing edited by Robert Dessaix, I was stopped
short by his reference to the novel No End to the Way by Neville
Jackson. What caught my attention was Dessaix’s assertion that the
book was ‘in a real sense…the first Australian gay novel’, coupled
with qualifiers like ‘astounding’ and ‘remarkable’. But what really
hooked me was the fact that the book was set in 1960s Perth, and the
implication that its author presumably hailed from that city around
that time as well.
I had grown up in 1960s Perth and was acquainted with the work
of a number of local writers, but I had never heard of Neville Jackson
or this ostensibly groundbreaking novel of his. Furthermore, as a gay
man surely I would have caught a whiff of this Jackson and his writing.
But this was not the case. I was intrigued and perplexed. Who was
this man who dared to write about such a verboten topic and set his
story in the very time and place in which I grew up? What drove him
to do this? What kind of person was he? What else had he written?
When I eventually obtained a copy of the book, I found it did not
have the ring of great literature, but exuded an openness and honesty
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about the world of male-to-male relationships that I found refreshing
and compelling. The fact that the story took place in Perth during the
period when I was struggling to define myself sexually was terribly
important to me. Novels by other Western Australian writers like
Randolph Stow and Kenneth [Seaforth] McKenzie had gone part way
down this road, but this one went much farther. I later learnt that
I was not alone in being deeply affected by this book. Its liberating
message had left its imprint on many other young men in Australia
and abroad, and continued to do so long after its publication.
Having read No End to the Way, I was even more tantalised to
discover who this Jackson was and what made him tick. Repeated
attempts to track him down proved futile until I discovered that Neville
Jackson was a pseudonym for Gerald Marcus Glaskin. I checked all
the Glaskins in the Perth telephone directory and found one G. M.
Since I was living about as far from Perth as one can, I decided to wait
until my next visit to arrange a meeting, but I didn’t make contact
until more than a year later. When I finally dialled Glaskin’s number
and explained the purpose of my call, I was subjected to a series of
questions as though I was being screened by a most determined private
secretary. The polite but emphatic voice on the other end of the line
identified himself as Leo van de Pas, Glaskin’s long-time partner. He
regretted to inform me that Glaskin had died six months before.
If only I had not procrastinated, I might have met Glaskin. Then
again, I would have been faced with a seriously ill, 76-year-old man
confined to hospital for the last months of his life. I’m not sure it
would have been pleasant or fruitful for either of us to have met then.
I would have encountered Glaskin at probably the lowest point in
his colourful and turbulent life, although undoubtedly I would have
grasped something of his unbounded spirit and aggressive response
to any challenge. Van de Pas invited me over for a chat about Glaskin
and when I left his flat six hours later my head was spinning. Clearly,
there was more to this man than I had bargained for.
My first inclination was to write an article or two about the man
and his work, but this didn’t seem adequate. I’d always felt drawn
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to biography, so perhaps this was my chance to try my hand at one.
But as soon as I resolved to do so, I was besieged by questions,
many of a practical nature. As challenging as these were, they were
overshadowed by one that drove me to take up the task in the first
place and to pursue it against substantial odds: Why, in spite of
having 20 books published in a variety of genres and subjects — some
quite successfully — was Glaskin so ignored in his home country,
state and city? What made Europeans buy his books, while his fellow
Australians, by and large, passed them up?
As I began scouring records and contacting those who knew
Glaskin, I expected answers would reveal themselves, or at least
clues. Such clues often came in form of further questions. Was his
lack of recognition in Australia due to his audacious, and at times,
overbearing personality? Was it due to his unapologetic embracing of
his homosexuality? Was he a victim of Australia’s legendary ‘tall poppy
syndrome’? Was it the fact that he was from distant Western Australia
and not the power centres of Australia’s eastern seaboard? Or was he
just a third-rate writer who had an early flash-in-the-pan success?
In seeking answers to these questions I discovered two things.
First, I encountered a writer who was as bold in his choice of subject
matter as he was experimental in writing style. He enjoyed playing
with structure, voice and point of view, and blurring the lines
between fiction and non-fiction. He worked in many genres and a
variety of forms, and rarely followed up one book with a similar one,
much to the chagrin of his agents and publishers. Driven to push
the boundaries of acceptability, as well as to test his own writing
skills, Glaskin produced a substantial body of work, albeit one of
variable literary quality. But however one assesses his writing, there
is little doubt that Glaskin deserves recognition as an important,
groundbreaking writer for his time and place.
I also discovered a person much grander than I ever imagined —
more utterly charming and stunningly beautiful, more highly articulate
and creatively gifted, more hilariously funny and naturally dramatic,
more deeply sensitive and personally caring, and more bitterly angry
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and stoically tenacious. In the process, I learned about some of the
values, attitudes and prejudices of the Australian literary and cultural
establishment of his day and the wider society of which he was a
part, which both nurtured him and, he felt, oppressed him, so that he
fought against them at times as if his very life depended on it.

e
Of Glaskin’s twenty published books, twelve were fiction, seven nonfiction, and one was a mix of the two. His fiction included novels,
novellas, plays and short stories, while his non-fiction ranged from
memoirs to a travel book and a trilogy on lucid dreaming. Because his
writing was so varied, Glaskin is a difficult author to categorise and
evaluate. But the quality of his fiction is markedly superior to that of
his non-fiction. As his long-time British agent, David Bolt, repeatedly
told him, he was basically a first-rate storyteller, able to evoke a sense
of place, create believable characters, and move a story along to keep
the reader engaged.
I suspect however that Glaskin will be remembered not so much
for how he wrote but what he wrote about. He liked to provoke, both
as a person and an author. His choice of subject matter in many of
his novels suggests this — it includes incest, homosexuality, sex with
a minor, dysfunctional families, racism, youth suicide and more. It
was as though he was trying to confront middle-class Australians of
his day with issues most would rather not have to deal with. Through
his writing, he reached out to marginalised groups in Australian
society — Aboriginals, Asians, gays, young people and others — and
brought them in from the periphery to the centre, often elevating
them as heroes in his stories.
Indigenous Australians feature prominently in several of his
novels, most notably A Waltz through the Hills (1961), his one book
made into a film, after six were optioned. This story of two orphaned
children who run away from their country town in an effort to reach
Fremantle and stow away on a ship to England captured audiences
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around the world, both in print and on the screen. The hero of the
story is their Aboriginal ‘guide’, Frank Smith, who stumbles across
the children and leads them safely to their destination, after they
survive bushfires and elude search parties. The final scene, as the
children depart for England, is perhaps the most poignant. Smith
tells them to ‘go and be with your own people’, to which the boy, then
his sister, respond by kissing their Aboriginal friend on the cheek. A
rare, if not radical, gesture.
Asians are also important as characters in several of Glaskin’s
novels, as they were as people in his life. During the decade he spent
in Singapore as a stockbroker, Glaskin cultivated many friendships,
including his lifelong association with the Chinese writer, Han
Suyin, and his frequent trips to Malaysia and Indonesia led Glaskin
to develop a deep appreciation of the culture and people of this
region. His two Southeast Asian-based novels, A Lion in the Sun
(1960) and The Beach of Passionate Love (1961) reflect this. In
Lion, set in the last days of a fading colonial power, his European,
especially British, characters are portrayed in a negative light, while
the Asian characters appear much more enlightened, intelligent and
caring. In one highly dramatic dinner party scene, a leading British
stockbroker, in a fit of drunken rage, complains to his young Chinese
waiter — whom he refers to as ‘boy’ — that his steak is underdone and
throws it at the young man. His appalling manners barely raise an
eyebrow. As Glaskin notes of the stockbroker’s wife, ‘Evidently she
was accustomed to such behaviour.’
Much of Glaskin’s writing is highly autobiographical, none more
so that his landmark gay novel, No End to the Way, written under
the pseudonym of Neville Jackson. Published in 1965 in Britain
then banned in Australia for over a year for its frank portrayal of
a homosexual relationship, it draws heavily on Glaskin’s own life
and the gay community in 1950s–60s Perth. Several of his friends
and acquaintances appear as characters in the story: not all of whom
were pleased to discover this. The novel is important for a number of
reasons. It drew attention to the injustices suffered by gay men, whose
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lives were governed by fear and who were forced to live in secret.
Unlike other gay novels of its era, it did not have the ‘obligatory’ tragic
ending (homosexuality was a crime, hence any novel that appeared
to condone it was breaking the law). Most of all, it affirmed the
experience and integrity of many gay men, as judged by the enormous
amount of fan mail the book generated from around the world.
While Glaskin’s writing tends to defy classification, it clearly leans
towards social realism rather than internalised fiction. It is highly
experiential in tone, rather than reflective and evocative, although at
times Glaskin blurs these distinctions. By and large, literary critics,
especially in Australia, gave him a hard time, although reviewers in
the mainstream media were more generous. He never claimed to be a
‘literary writer’, but neither did he see himself as a ‘purely commercial’
one either. He was driven by themes he felt passionately about and
drew from his own life and those around him to mould his stories. He
left a legacy worthy of attention, one that will perhaps be judged more
favourably with the passing of time than it was during his own lifetime.

Photo by
George Britnell
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Nicholas Walton-Healey is a Melbourne-based photographer
and writer whose first book Land Before Lines will be
published by Hunter Publishers later this year.

Where Blood Comes From
Nicholas Walton-Healey

I

first travelled from Melbourne to Darwin in April 2013 with
one of my university lecturers to participate in a week-long
photography workshop sponsored by Sony and Unicef (the Eye See
Program). Prior to leaving, I remember the shock I’d felt on observing
the extent to which Australia — with one of the highest Gross National
Incomes per capita, and a landscape comparatively devoid of natural
disaster and or political unrest — stood as an (inadvertent) anomaly
among the other countries listed as workshop locations on Sony’s
website. But not even the seemingly unusual decision on behalf
of a large, international organization and corporation to conduct a
program designed to ‘empower marginalized children through the
use of photography’ in one of the world’s largest and wealthiest
nations could prepare me for what I was about to experience.
The Eye See Program brought together a group of children from
three Indigenous communities situated within close proximity to
Darwin’s CBD (Knuckey’s Lagoon, Palmerston Indigenous Village
and Bagot). My role, as a ‘youth on assignment,’ was to document
these children participating in workshop activities, most of which
revolved around demonstrating how photography can be used to tell
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stories and thereby enable its practitioners to establish ‘a voice.’ After
spending only a small amount of time in these communities, I found
myself torn between the need to fulfill my brief and a moral obligation
to pursue subject matter that addressed the issues confronting the
people (these issues, in their broadest sense, are high unemployment
rates, drug and alcohol abuse and overcrowding). By the completion
of the workshop, I’d established relationships with several employees
of a local service provider (AMITY) who, after approving my plan
to commence an independent project pursuing these issues, assisted
with organizing a return trip and assigning some voluntary work
I agreed to undertake for their organization.
If I were to follow the lead of reformist documentary photogra
phers like Lewis Hine or Jacob Riis, I would use this text to outline
and detail the nature and scale of the issues I perceived in these communities. Unlike the sensational spectacles frequently generated by
media reportage or charity advertisements — both of which objectify
and exploit people through their representations of poverty and degradation — reformist documentary photographers pair their images
with informed and detailed written analyses of their experiences,
ultimately proposing coherent and rational arguments for social
change. But the limitations of this practice in the present climate
are demonstrated by Martha Rosler, who argues that the liberalist
vision of ‘moral idealism spurring general social concern has been
replaced with a mean-minded Spencerian sociobiology that suggests,
among other things, that the poor may be poor through lack of merit’
(Rosler 303). Rosler further questions the relevance of this particular
mode of documentary photography practice by drawing an analogy
between it and social work, both of which are founded on the belief
that the ills associated with poverty are ‘tolerated rather than bred ’
(304) by the social structure producing them.
Rosler’s criticisms clearly demand a radical rethinking of the
reformist documentary photography mode. Part of this rethinking
requires an investigation into whether this mode needs to accommodate an accompanying piece of written text at all; it is indeed difficult
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to dispute the fact that written accounts of a photographer’s experience detract from ‘the manifold possibilities for radical demands
that photos of poverty and degradation suggest’ (Rosler 306). But
looking back on the photographs I took during my time in the NT,
it seems somewhat risky and irresponsible to leave viewers adrift in
the multitude of meanings contained in these images. Moreover, a
refusal to articulate my experiences betrays the intimate knowledge
and insight imparted to me through the relationships I developed
with the people living in or associated with these communities. So
the question becomes: how does a photographer elicit social change
through the visual presentation of social ills without appealing to a
waning liberalist sensibility or denying the radicalism already inherent in photographic images of poverty and degradation (a denial that
is reflected in the choice to embed this imagery within coherent and
rational arguments)?
Part of my answer to this question is to say there exists a context,
at least in this particular instance, that can be established without
making any kind of emotive appeal: all three of the communities in
which I worked are inhabited by people belonging to different ‘mobs’;
each of these communities was initially established as a transient
camp, despite the fact that the majority of the people now occupying
them have done so for vast and extensive periods; on several
occasions, I was fortunate enough to accompany the service provider
on programs that took some of the people from these communities
to places outside of them (Berry Springs, Dundee Downs and Gunn
Point, to name but a few). I could, of course, fill pages with stories
of hardship and discrimination but I’ve refrained from doing this
both because of the reasons listed above and the simpler fact that
as a non-Indigenous photographer, I would be guilty of exploiting
and objectifying these people by assuming the authority to speak
for them. Though I have not absolved myself of these criticisms
entirely — I have chosen to title the photographs (and in this way to
‘speak for’ their subjects) and privilege particular images and excerpts
of dialogue over others — I believe these criticisms are somewhat
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tempered by the fact that the people I worked with clearly wished
to have their stories ‘told’ and that this project is itself but a step in
a photographic practice I intend to develop more fully in the future.
Despite the supposed self-interestedness of documentary photography practice (‘documentary testifies, finally, to the bravery or (dare
we name it?) the manipulativeness and savvy of the photographer, who
entered a situation of physical danger, social restrictedness, human
decay or combination of these and saved us the trouble’ ) (Rosler 308),
and a political environment presently concerned with debates about
the treatment and handling of asylum seekers — an equally urgent
though easily distracting issue — I believe the time invested into this
project is justified and important. At the very least, it contributes to
dialogue at the intersection between Indigenous and non-Indigenous
Australians. I feel extremely privileged to participate in this dialogue,
and if I could have the following photographs achieve only one thing,
it would be to encourage more non-Indigenous A
 ustralians to be
part of it.
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FOREVER
There’s a significant number of new houses that need to be built in the Northern Territory.
The Indigenous population is growing like it is in the rest of Australia, so there’s a real longterm investment required for houses. The difficult thing is getting the sort of houses that
suit Indigenous lifestyles and it seems that too often, the types of houses that are being built
are being built with one imagining of an Indigenous lifestyle rather than the reality of how
people live.
— David O’Brien, University of Melbourne

Opposite page:
CYCLONE
We’re still living in like what we used to call chicken pens. We’re living in cage. And I’ve been
living in this cage when I was little and I don’t want my kids to grow up and say, when they
ask them, in the future, ‘where did you grow up?’ and they say ‘Palmerston Indigenous Village,’
and then they’ll ask ‘what type of house where you staying in’ and they’ll say ‘we were staying
in those old iron houses’ and then they’ll say, ‘yeah, you mob was sleeping in the chook pen.’
— Member of Palmerston Indigenous Village
TODAY
Aboriginals, I tell you, we’ve been working from slaves. And then you look what they did to
my ancestors. They made them work with a chain around their neck. Fuck. But not these
days. You do that to me and I’ll kill you.
— Member of Knuckey’s Lagoon
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DREAMING (OF COUNTRY)
There’s a lot of talented people — Indigenous people — here and rather than looking at
‘what’s your problem? You got a problem with Government?’ We really actually haven’t got
a problem with Government — Government got problems, they’ve got ‘bossy problems.’ We
haven’t. If they tell you to stand on one leg and jump off the cliff, you have to do it. If you
don’t, well, you get punished.
— Member of Palmerston Indigenous Village

Opposite page:
FROGGY
You’ll notice that both Knuckey’s Lagoon and PIV have got lights all along the highway. […]
You’ll see lights all the way down, on both those sections of highway. The idea’s to try and
bring the visibility up because the Aboriginal people at night, if they’re wearing dark clothes,
you can’t see them. And if they’re staggering and not sort of watching the roads, they get
killed. Quite a few Aboriginal people get killed in The Territory going to sleep on a road. They
just go to sleep. A nice warm bit of bitumen.
— Gerry Woods, Parliamentarian
FEEDING
Even Yilli are not doing their job properly. Like putting new toilets, new stove, new fence.
They did last time but it’s stalled now. And doors too, we need new doors — look this door
here is falling apart. Front door. Everything’s falling apart. This house is going to collapse soon.
And then we’ll be sleeping on the grass somewhere. Not very good.
— Member of Knuckey’s Lagoon
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SMOKING THE SHADOWS
When they say ‘intervention,’ it’s not to the Aboriginal people that they have to look. It’s
nation wide. Everybody do the same things. Because they think that our people, they drink
too much, they fight a lot. But if they turn around and look on the other side, everybody do
the same. We’re not perfect. We’re all human beings.
—Visitor at Knuckey’s Lagoon

Opposite page:
HIS STORY
I’m just sick and tired of listening to racists. You know, we should be all equal. We should all
be sharing this land and we should pat each other on the shoulder instead of calling each
other names. We should just forget about the past and move forward.
—Member of Palmerston Indigenous Village
ONE WISH
I hope one day — one day — but I won’t be around. I reckon one day, sometime in the future,
maybe, hopefully, we might get to work together. One day. Live together. Not living like this.
—Member of Palmerston Indigenous Village
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DARWIN AT DUSK
When we ask the Government for funding to build some more houses, we get knocked on
the head all the time. And I’ve been trying for years, I’ve been fighting for housing for years
and all we ever got told was ‘we ain’t got no more money’ and yet the minister in Canberra
is forking out a lot of money for Indigenous housing but where’s all our money gone to? All
these waterfronts in Darwin? It goes to other places. And Yilli housing — that’s the Aboriginal
organization here that looks after our community — they get a lot of money and what do
they do with it?
— Member of Palmerston Indigenous Village
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AUNTY
It’s not much of a house but it’s still a roof over my
head. For me and my children, and I’m happy about that.
— Member of Palmerston Indigenous Village
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Form, Artifice and Contemporary Australian
Poetics: John Tranter’s ‘The Anaglyph’
Jane Vaughan

I

J

ohn Tranter’s long poem, ‘The Anaglyph,’ published as part
of his Starlight collection in 2010, is both an experimental
work and tribute to pre-eminent American poet, John Ashbery, and
the twentieth-century avant-garde traditions to which Ashbery
belongs. The Starlight attests to Tranter’s background in formal
experimentation, from computer-generated works to the invention of
techniques for constrained writing, often using elements of another
artist’s work as his source material. ‘The Anaglyph’ incorporates
Tranter’s own constraint technique called the ‘terminal,’ developed
by writing a new poem using the end words (and in this case, also
the beginning words) of each line of another published poem. The
‘terminal’ is based on a similar device originally used by Ashbery
in his book-length poem, Flow Chart, part of which borrows the
end words of Algernon Swinburne’s double sestina of 1870, ‘The
Complaint of Lisa’. The opportunity, in turn, to use an Ashbery work
as source poem for ‘The Anaglyph’, arose from a commission by a
Toronto magazine to write an ‘essay of any type’ on Ashbery’s long
poem, ‘Clepsydra’ from his 1966 collection, Rivers and Mountains
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(Tranter 2010). Tranter’s response, in poetic form, works with the
formal ‘lineaments’ or terminal words of ‘Clepsydra’, opening a
poetic dialogue with the prior work with all the possibilities that
engagement entails.
Thematically, ‘The Anaglyph’ records Ashbery’s developing
influence on Tranter’s poetry through a variety of literary allusions,
biographical and popular culture anecdotes, but the poem is also,
according to the explanatory notes, ‘partly about its own process’
(Tranter 2010). Perhaps somewhat surprisingly, this feature is
shared with ‘Clepsydra’: although stylistically very different works,
both ‘The Anaglyph’ and ‘Clepsydra’ belong to a twentieth-century
aesthetic category of processual composition, which emphasises the
experience of making a work of art, foregrounding a work’s artifice
and techniques of construction. The poems also reflect evident
shifts that occur in ideas and aesthetics during the latter part of the
twentieth century, to an emphasis on key aspects of the relationship
between poetry and language; especially the materiality of language
and medium, explored through the representational function of
poetic art forms, their semiotic and socio-cultural underpinnings.
In their preoccupation with process, the poems are formally
experimental, testing the generative and aesthetic potential of form
beyond passive shaping to more active production of meaning.
‘Clepsydra’s’ earlier-postmodern, process-oriented art self-reflexively
renders the conscious experience of the poet, without disguising or
fully naturalising its poetic techniques; its ‘embodied’ form always
mediates the reading experience. In ‘The Anaglyph’, by contrast,
effects generated by formal constraint become even more markedly
visible and artificial, a stylistic feature that also produces meaning in
complex, puzzle-like layers. These complicated long works (spanning
253 lines) owe much to avant-garde traditions traced, for example, by
critic, Marjorie Perloff, where the onus for meaning-making is placed
squarely with, albeit fairly sophisticated, readers (Perloff 1981).
The relationship between the two poems is reflected in ‘The
Anaglyph’s’ title metaphor, an ‘anaglyph’ being two superimposed
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and differently coloured views of the same scene. ‘The Anaglyph’, the
notes say, depends on the earlier poem and operates partly through
it, having the same number of lines and the same line beginnings
and endings, yet written by a different poet, in a different time and
culture (Tranter 2010). This ‘stereoscoping’ of the two works maps
the Australian poet’s role in important cross-cultural poetics, offering
a fascinating perspective of shifts in aesthetics and ideas during the
earlier to later postmodern period, a period usually considered to have
commenced in the 1960’s when ‘Clepsydra’ was written. This article
considers these shifts and Tranter’s debt to significant international
experimental traditions, especially the Ouvroir de Littérature
Potentielle (OuLiPo). Of particular focus is how constrained writing
techniques like the ‘terminal’, in their breakaway from traditional
forms, explore unique spaces of creativity, reconfiguring the
traditional theory and aesthetics of poetry.

II
Ground breaking in its time, ‘Clepsydra’ was once termed by critic,
Harold Bloom, a ‘beautiful failure’ and one of his principal concerns
appears to have been the poem’s lack of conformity to traditional
formal patterns (Bloom 1985, 56–57). Yet Ashbery anticipated
‘Clepsydra’ to be a significant ‘synthetic’ work after his linguistically
dismembering works of The Tennis Court Oath. Like the artworks
of some of the New York School visual artists that influenced
Ashbery’s poetry, ‘Clepsydra’s’ long-poem form chronicles the artist’s
experience of the work in the making. ‘Clepsydra’ thus breaks from
traditional lyric and narrative forms, although it retains elements of
both. Imagining the poem without stanza breaks, ‘like a marble slab
down which a little water trickles’, Ashbery’s intention was to write
a long poem that:
would be an extended argument, but with the beauty of a single
word. ‘Clepsydra’ is really a meditation on how time feels as it is
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passing. The title means a water clock used in ancient Greece and
China. There are a lot of images of water in that poem. It’s all of a
piece, like a stream (Schapiro 27; Shoptaw 1994, 84).

In ‘Clepsydra’, Ashbery combines some of his earlier experimentation
with disjunction in The Tennis Court Oath, with more conventional
forms of language, evident, for example, in the disjunction of both
syntax and sense in ‘Clepsydra’s’ opening lines:
Hasn’t the sky? Returned from moving the other
Authority recently dropped, wrested as much of
That severe sunshine as you need now on the way
You go.
(Ashbery 2010, 140)

‘Clepsydra’s’ long-form internal monologue has been characterised
as having philosophical, legal and romantic elements, although the
precise terms of its arguments remain partially obscure, a feature
enhanced by the poem’s dreamlike effects (Shoptaw 1994, 84). For
‘Clepsydra’s’ engagement is not with epistemological certainties
per se, but embodies something Ashbery once called the ‘slow
but kinetic quality of existence and experience’ (Stitt 12). This
pervasive sense of temporality is reflected in the poem’s movement
and facilitated by its characteristic long lines and sentences, often
branching into multiple subordinate clauses, in which the dynamic
of the line-end interacts with the enjambed sentence. ‘Each moment/
of utterance is the true one; likewise none are true,’ because meaning
is less concerned with referential adequacy, but with recording a
phenomenology of experience that is paced and measured by the
poem’s linear flow, as in:
… the way a waterfall
Drums at different levels. Each moment
Of utterance is the true one; likewise none are true,
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Only is the bounding from air to air, a serpentine
Gesture which hides the truth behind a congruent
Message, the way air hides the sky, is, in fact,
Tearing it limb from limb this very moment …

‘Clepsydra’s’ effects (and affects) are generated in part by the influences
of music and art, particularly Abstract Expressionism, on the poem’s
form and movement. Ashbery once said that he thinks of space in
his poetry as a kind of musical space: ‘You’re waiting for the next
sound to happen and following it as it unwinds…’ (Burnett 2004).
Elsewhere expanding on this metaphor, he refers to music’s way ‘of
being convincing, of carrying an argument through successfully to the
finish, though the terms of this argument remain unknown quantities’
(Shoptaw 1995). Art, by contrast, is ‘not a linear unfolding in time the
way music is.’ Abstract Expressionism has a type of ‘anti-referential
sensuousness’, repeated breaks in reference and form recording an
artwork’s process of coming into existence (Stitt 13). The texture and
movement of ‘Clepsydra’ suggest analogous effects: a form-breaking
sense of randomness, particularly in the opaque, abstractness of
the disjunctive opening lines (‘Hasn’t the sky?’), the ubiquitous
suggestion of flowing water (‘the way a waterfall/Drums at different
levels.’), the slipping in and out of meaning, (‘on this page held/
Too close to be legible, sprouting erasures,’) and the ‘all-overness’
of long, sometimes prosaic lines, that include effects of reversals in
time (‘That we must progress toward the whole thing/About an hour
ago’). Yet these are all features consciously generated by the poet,
rather than by any truly random method or stream of consciousness.
Although ‘Clepsydra’s’ form is ‘generative’, capturing, like a water
clock, the rhythm of conscious experience in its temporal, flowing
movement, the poem’s foregrounding of artistic process means that
its formal artifice is also highly reflexive and visible.
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III
In the decades after ‘Clepsydra’ was written, aesthetic shifts led
to greater emphasis on the constructedness of artworks, including
poetry’s formal and rhetorical techniques. Tranter’s ‘terminal’ draws
on significant twentieth-century experimental traditions to reflect
these artistic preoccupations. Influences include the techniques of
Raymond Roussel, the Surrealists, John Cage, Ashbery’s New York
School and especially, as a technique of constrained writing, the
OuLiPo, since the 1960’s the leading proceduralist movement in
avant-garde writing. The ‘terminal’ arguably conforms to the fairly
prescriptive Oulipian definition of a constraint as a supplementary
rule, added to texts as a special feature, self-chosen (and thus
self-imposed), which should always be more than a convention,
either something new or something that is ‘made anew’ and used
systematically throughout a whole text with allowable exceptions if
the rules are broken in highly sophisticated ways (Baetens 2012, 115).
Despite its use of ‘Clepsydra’s’ end-words, from its opening lines
‘The Anaglyph’ self-consciously departs from the poetic style of the
earlier work, acknowledging the passing of time between the poems
by addressing the fading relevance of fashionable coteries associated
with the New York School. Like its progenitor, ‘The Anaglyph’ consists
of a long, internalised argument, but differs in style with its laterpostmodern, anecdotal argument about poetry, Ashbery’s biographical
details, popular culture, poetic influence and literary history:
Hasn’t the charisma leaked away from the café crowd, and that other
Authority, the Salon des Refusés? I have forgotten much of
That old sack of enthusiasms and snake-oil recipes, the way
You have forgotten your own childhood, since
You woke up just in time to watch the adults disappear
From the world they had bequeathed us. It seems the scenery all
around
Is hilly and unfarmable. Being brilliant has been reckoned
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Into a procedure by some old guy, with a motto that is
More fitness, less flab. I hanker to go back to the land.
This means ruin to the culture-watchers. But the basic
Principle of my ambition is to be one excessively distracted
Entity at the mercy of the lurid, blurred and half-perceived
Motions of the Martians at the Halloween Hop. Fake? They sure
are.
(Tranter 2010a 3)

The formal movement of ‘The Anaglyph’ differs from that of
‘Clepsydra,’ alternating between longer lines (‘I have forgotten’),
shorter enjambed lines (‘It seems the scenery all around/Is hilly and
unfarmable.’) and other short, sharp, internally-stopped lines that are
tonally parodic, propelling the poem’s more antic movement over its
considerable length (‘Fake? They sure are.’) The poem’s movement
is also driven by its argument form (eg ‘Hasn’t the charisma?’ and
‘You have forgotten’). It is comparable to Ashbery’s later works from
Houseboat Days onward, which include similar effects.
Constrained writing techniques like the ‘terminal’ explore
the creative process qua process. While creativity is traditionally
characterised in ideal terms as a form of ‘transcendental’ expression
of the poet, at the other extreme, processual techniques imply that this
‘function’ may be just an empty procedure based on the ‘mechanistic’
generation of language and ideas. This occasionally leads critics of
formal experiments like Tranter’s ‘terminal’ to claim they reflect a
kind of empty ‘hyperformalism’. The strength of constraints applied
in ‘The Anaglyph’ raises the possibility that its language is generated
mechanically, rather than through any ‘real’ creative input by the artist,
although presumably results depend on poetic skill and ingenuity.
Yet other critics claim that all forms, mechanical or otherwise, are
visible textual machines, an analogy derived from a Modernist-period
fascination with machines and their relationship to artistic process.
The machine analogy reflects processual and generative aspects of
form that are contrastable with the Romantic concept of ‘organic’ form.
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In ‘The Anaglyph’, the ‘terminal’ constraint operates on a key
element of poetic form, lineation, determining the shape of the new
poem based on each line’s beginning- and end-words derived from
the source poem (my italics):
… Here behind the tiny horological waterfall
Drums amplify the fun, but only at nightfall, then just for a moment
Of horrible error as I clutch the wrong person’s hand. That was
true,
Only I said it wrong. Ugh. Now watch my serpentine
Gesture as I withdraw my hand, only to replace it with a congruent
Message that attempts to excuse this tactless fact,
Tearing at the sky over Twenty-second Street, …

‘The Anaglyph’ takes on some semantic colouration and effects
from the words it appropriates, alluding at least obliquely to, and
absorbing some of the affective ‘charge’ of the source poem (‘Moment’,
‘true’, ‘drums’). In ‘The Anaglyph’, this is most apparent with some
of its more unusual start- and end- words, but the results are quite
novel. Although in ‘The Anaglyph’, line lengths are more variable
(‘Clepsydra’ has no rhyme, yet is roughly iambic blank verse),
application of some of ‘Clepsydra’s’ end words are likely to have been
challenging, especially words like ‘serpentine’, ‘congruent’, ‘welter’,
‘previsions’ (appears twice), in the context of a long poem. Yet Tranter
frequently negotiates difficult end-words parodically, flaunting their
effects, without attempting their disguise or naturalisation (‘Did
you say ‘previsions’? Was that a mispronunciation? Provisions.’).
These effects can bear a stylistic resemblance to those produced by
the exaggerated rhyme and metrical constraints of hoax poet, Ern
Malley and some of Ashbery’s work with more artificial and elaborate
traditional forms like the sestina. This heightened focus on poetic
artifice arguably reflects a drive to expand the limits of poetry, for
technical mastery of the art form and to explore the creative potential
of poetry beyond traditional poetics.
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IV
Constraints and generative techniques reveal a fascination with the
intricacies of artistic assertion and the creative act, often explored
in the moment itself, especially where techniques favour the
preservation of degrees of spontaneity. By engaging with strategic
spaces between intention and outcome in the active moment of
artistic creation, they explore the ‘gap’ or ‘hesitancy’ as for example,
philosopher Henry Bergsen formulated it, between stimulus and
response, which enables creativity. Drawing on these ideas, the
‘terminal’ exploits key spaces for poetic inventiveness, presenting
technical challenges and fostering ingenuity through language play.
The Oulipians (like the Surrealists before them) also explore this
terrain. Ashbery too, in an early interview, stresses the generative
potential of formal constraints and suggests that they may enable
access to remote areas of consciousness (Ashbery 1972, 25). Whether
or not this is true, there is a body of cognitive research that supports
the creative potential of formal constraints as vehicles for innovation.
(see Symes) Key Oulipian Harry Matthews has also suggested that
procedural constraints facilitate novel effects by prompting poets to
choose different ideas and words than otherwise would have been
chosen (Symes 1, 5).
Tranter’s explanatory notes identify one rationale for the ‘terminal’
as displacement of the authorial ego, a technique that purports to gain
access to more ‘authentic’ forms of expression (Tranter 2010). In this
respect, it parallels Oulipian objectives. The Oulipians challenge the
‘free expression’ aesthetic styles of Surrealist automatism, its chance
and anti-rule principles, which they argue are not only destructive
and chaotic, limiting the possibilities of meaning and representation,
but also result in highly stereotypical artworks. Both avant-garde
movements claim to gain access to a form of ‘pure’ or authentic
expression: Surrealism’s emphasis on chance procedures claims to
give access to the poet’s unconscious, through its opposition to any
rule, while the Oulipian principle of anti-hasard also claims to give
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access to the unconscious by restraining the ego and superego. Both
movements, according to Jan Baetens, rely on a myth of silence as
pure expression, an idealist principle also explored by the Romantic
poets, that contests all forms of literary convention and claims
‘literary’ language to be artificial and inauthentic. Distinguishing
Surrealist principles, however, the Oulipians consider language to
be inescapable, turning its artificiality into an aesthetic challenge
(Baetens 2012, 120–121). This aesthetic divergence over the role
of language is something that constrained writing techniques like
Tranter’s ‘terminal’ explore.
The Oulipians tend to be anti-traditionalist, part of an avant-garde
opposition to tradition and its alleged exhaustion of forms, although
acknowledging that ‘constraint’ is embedded in the very notion of
form. They favour the development of new forms and procedures,
including procedures which purportedly constrain the author’s
superego and thereby the influence of ‘tradition’. For the Oulipians,
the aim of constraint is the production of untraditional artworks,
resulting in reconfigurations in the aesthetic object, thereby expanding
definitions of constrained writing beyond traditional formalisms
(Baetens 2009, 615; Baetens 2012, 122-126). Tranter’s experimental
poetry often parallels this ambivalence to traditional forms: Brian
Henry notes how the ‘terminal’ retains some old form aspects of
influence and tradition while exploring the generative potential of a
new form (Henry 156). The speaker in ‘The Anaglyph’ asks:
Does a traditional verse form simply provide
A protected place for the poet to plead the case for his vital
Concern for la vie littéraire, or is it a carapace, a palace?

One Oulipian objective is to develop transmissible forms to rival the
sonnet, as distinct from procedural rules like ‘s+7’. By expanding
established ideas about form, Tranter’s ‘terminal’ may represent such
a development; Henry notes that it is more flexible than its model,
the sestina, in its emphasis on end-words and can be any length,
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limited only by available source poems. In any case, on the basis
of its Oulipian parallels, Tranter’s ‘terminal’ certainly challenges
traditional notions of formal inventiveness.

V
Formal constraints foreground the role of the author, whose autonomy
and function are altered under constraint by relinquishment of
degrees of control over textual generation. By diminishing the poet’s
word choice, the ‘terminal’ exemplifies a rejection of Romantic or
‘heroic’ compositional methods, through its restrictions on the selfassertive ego. In this way, constraint techniques participate in a key
concern of contemporary poetics relating to the relationship between
language and identity: contemporary ideas that consider poetic
identity and lyrical expressivity to be already delimited by the social
and pre-existing, or as the Oulipians contend, used and inauthentic,
structures of language.
Ashbery’s poetics is known for its exploration of the relationship
between language and identity, often decreating traditional lyrical
language by incorporating a wider variety of language styles
that reflect contemporary experience. As language pre-exists the
subject and is socially constructed, it precludes any ‘pure’ form
of individual linguistic expression (Altieri 54). ‘Clepsydra’ reflects
a language that the contemporary subject negotiates in a complex
process of self-definition. For example, prosaic, longer lines (‘Then
is their permanence…’) interplay with lyric elements (‘An invisible
fountain’), cliché (‘it could only happen here’), changes in register
from more formal styles to colloquial language (‘you might say’),
Americanised English (‘seen as no luck’) and more formal English
(‘Each moment of utterance’). Ashbery combines these effects with
a decentring of the subject or ‘lyrical I’, reflected in the sometimes
shifting identity of the speaker of which his work is renowned.
Thus, for example, in ‘Clepsydra’, the personal pronouns (‘you’)
in the opening lines suggest multiple references: they could be
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rhetorical, refer to a generic ‘we’, or to the speaker, the reader, or
another person.
In similar ways, ‘The Anaglyph’ challenges the claims to selfexpressive immediacy of lyric modes, juxtaposing lyric with a variety of
language styles to an even more pronounced degree than ‘Clepsydra’. The
work parallels a greater focus on the constructedness of art prevalent in
later New York School artworks, such as those by Robert Rauschenberg,
who rejected the earlier, more self-assertive, expressionistic styles of
Willem de Kooning and Jackson Pollock. On the basis of these later
influences, all art is constructed, not an expression of the true self,
and that is what gives poetry its aesthetic properties (Hughes 479).
‘The Anaglyph’ has the texture, moreover, of Ashbery’s works from
Houseboat Days onward, including ‘Daffy Duck in Hollywood’, with
its flattening of the high/low cultural distinction, density of popular
culture motifs and languages: cliché, literary allusions, shifts in register
(formal and colloquial), tonal change (from lyric to parody). These
features tend to be more prevalent in Ashbery’s later poetry and are
also more generally associated with New York School poets.
Also a recurring theme of Tranter’s work, ‘Daffy Duck in Hollywood’
reflects the contemporary impulse toward self-definition. Similarly,
‘The Anaglyph’ blends quoted language and expressions derived
from film and cartoon with cliché (‘wily coyote’, ‘Dark Force’),
suggesting the near-subliminal, identity-constructing role of popular
culture motifs and languages as they interplay amongst multiple
discourses. It incorporates many shifts in speaker, especially between
Tranter and Ashbery, often blurring the two as if through the effects
of influence: (‘You have forgotten your own childhood, since/ You
woke up just in time...’). Modulation of various modes of speaking,
languages and discourses ironises and subordinates the lyric ego,
which cannot articulate a form of pure expression independently
of pre-existing linguistic structures. Yet the language more closely
reflects contemporary experience and through its expansion beyond
lyric modes, a sense of creative flexibility by incorporating a variety
of language styles.
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‘The Anaglyph’s’ rejection of ‘heroic’ compositional methods is
further elaborated through its exploration of contrasting models of
influence derived from Harold Bloom’s competitive ego model of
priority and influence, on the one hand, and post-structural models
of intertextuality, on the other. Also a feature of Ashbery’s work,
Tranter’s poem is littered with sometimes obscure literary allusions,
including quotes, misquotes and pseudo-quotes, with or without
inverted commas. These include the work of T. S. Eliot and Ezra Pound
(‘wasteland of wet barbecues’; ‘Il Miglior Fabbro’), Frank O’Hara
(‘Strega’), James Joyce (‘Gertie McDowell’), William Shakespeare
(both postmodern cliché and misquote: ‘I see before me shining like a
dagger’) and Ashbery’s other works (‘riverine cities’). As a condition
of literature that shows how creative endeavour is always mediated
to some extent by prior works, intertextuality undermines the
autonomy of the poet as ‘creator’ of the work. The poem is like its title
metaphor, an anaglyph, ‘stereoscoped’ by the effects of influence. Yet
the simultaneous ‘erasure’ of Ashbery’s poem is reminiscent of Robert
Rauschenberg’s famous erasure of a Willem De Kooning drawing, a
sign of both irreverence and respect, with ‘Oedipal’ connotations in
its challenge to poetic priority in the Bloomian sense (Bloom 1973).
In ‘The Anaglyph’, the ominous figure of the ‘well-wrought urn’ not
only alludes to John Keats’s poem and poetic priority but also poetic
obsolescence. These contradictory energies create a dramatic tension
and sense of irony, reinforced by parody of the competitive Bloomian
ego (‘inhabiting a reputation’) that ends in bathos (‘a kind of pittance’)
and tonal resignation (‘struggles are quite lost’):
That we are afraid of it — inhabiting a reputation, the whole thing
About establishing who you genuinely were — are — I’ll admit.
There
You hope your opus will be taken for legerdemain, but your effort
sinks
Deeper into the mulch of history, while I adjust the mask that
Just fits more loosely every decade, and then I add up the little
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That memory leaves me, a kind of pittance, the totality
Mustered and gathered… a look of boredom in a young person’s
eyes,
And all those hopes and struggles are quite lost.

The result is a tribute to influence, but not without simultaneously
undermining the autonomous voice of the poet. Yet the ‘trace’ or
‘signature’ of the poet lies in Tranter’s generation of language styles,
subject matter, and ideas: the complex articulation of difference or
style that represents the personality and skill of the poet. Influence,
Tranter’s poem suggests, may be a dimension of authorial mask, but
for the experienced poet, it is a ‘mask that/Just fits more loosely
every decade.’

VI
Critics who describe experimental techniques like Tranter’s ‘terminal’
as empty ‘hyperformalism’ sometimes claim the techniques provide,
with their often technical exploration of breaks in linguistic reference
and sense, a mere defence against the indeterminacy of language, a
stay against chaos. Similar claims, made against Ashbery’s formal
experiments, oversimplify these works. ‘The Anaglyph’ foregrounds
the generative, processual function of its form, and in doing so, its
construction techniques are laid bare. In this way it is reflexive; formal
‘disguise’ and ‘seamlessness’, the yoking of form and content, features
often stressed in traditional poetry, as well as Romantic notions of
‘organic form’, are thrown into relief by the effects of the formal
constraint. This preoccupation with process and the constructed
nature of poems emphasises the materiality of language and medium.
Tranter’s poetry is known both for linguistic experiment and for
illustrating modes of representation, including film and animation,
in ways which emphasize how the production and reading of a work
are entwined with its medium. ‘The Anaglyph’ contains numerous
examples of mediated views of the world, doublings and references to
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interposed media, including ‘pantomime’, ‘screen’, ‘representation’,
and the anaglyph itself as a metaphor for the poem’s mediating
function. The title metaphor also alludes (somewhat ironically) to
the concept of postmodern spectacle (through its association with
visual media), in which modes of representation become ends in
themselves.
Complex linkages between poetry and the contemporary world
are a recurrent feature of Tranter’s poetry. As well, ‘The Anaglyph’s’
dynamic process bears significantly on the production of meaning
itself, anticipating active reader involvement. Textually generated
by constrained writing, ‘The Anaglyph’ resembles the structures of
Oulipian puzzles and labyrinths, in its quixotic effects and complex
networks with other artworks, discourses, ideas and language forms.
The poem’s puzzle-like quality also derives from multiple external
references, including biographical references to Ashbery’s life and
works, the New York School, literary history and popular culture.
Tranter’s notes contain clues that suggest the reader needs relevant
background knowledge or access to an internet search engine. We
are informed, for example, in the explanatory notes, that ‘the sky
over Twenty-second Street’ is a reference to Ashbery’s apartment
in New York (Tranter 2010). Other puzzle-like features include
the Lacanian anagram (‘a canal reflecting its own anagram’). The
work’s puzzle-like quality also arises from hidden or indeterminate
meanings, based on a rhizomatic theory of knowledge proposed by
Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari in Capitalisme et Schizophrénie,
presenting the world as a complex map with no entry or exit points,
origins or ends. The labyrinth is often regarded as a metaphor for the
text and also an allegory of the contemporary subject’s relationship
to the world, engaging the question of the connections between
knowledge, representation and literary form. A commonplace of the
contemporary imagination and a figure of epistemological crisis, it
is also an affirmation of sometimes irreducible complexities in the
reading process. In its labyrinthine, puzzle-like form, ‘The Anaglyph’
produces meaning in complex and sometimes contradictory layers.
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It is about its own process, a long poem that explores the idea of
displacing the authorial ego by constrained writing. It is about
Ashbery’s influence on Tranter’s poetry. It is also about its eclectic
subject matter.
The ‘terminal’ introduces lexical elements from Ashbery’s poem as
elements of randomness, coming from their dependence on arbitrary
selections from the source text. By diminishing authorial control
over word choice, the introduced words ‘disrupt’ Tranter’s poem.
The manipulations of a heightened sense of artifice represented by
constrained writing therefore introduce an opposition between
chance and anti-chance at the centre of twentieth-century avant-garde
debates, including those between Surrealist and Oulipian practices.
This opposition dramatises the dichotomy between knowledge (as
a deterministic, fixed point) and indeterminacy, explaining the
preoccupations of some critics that formal constraints are like stays
against chaos. Yet such arguments oversimplify the production
of meaning in this poetry. In practice, as the procedure fosters
inventiveness by generating alternative choices by the poet, it creates
the context for a language play that disrupts traditional patterns and
discourses, including linguistic referentiality (a parodic example
from the poem: ‘The sky leans nonchalantly against the coop —
I mean “co-op”’). These effects are also part of the element of surprise
generated by linking the unfamiliar, that for example, J. H. Prynne
calls an important aspect of patterns of poetic composition by:
producing disturbance patterns […], extended trains of unfamiliar
words and phrases which break the rules for local sense. Even
so, a reader can feel carried along by the energy of surprise and
unresolved ambiguity (Prynne 156–7).

Disruption, free play, undecidability: poetics that parallel core avantgarde practices. Novel aesthetic effects generated in ‘The Anaglyph’s’
busy, meandering monologue, propelled by argumentation and
anecdotes, incorporating sudden shifts in direction and argument,
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overlapping and conflicting strands, are stylistic features that also
owe much to the influence of The New York School:
In this way I control the crowded avenue to the Palace of Fame,
the one
Leading to a rowboat mounted in a park where I perch and think
to
Myself and then jot it down, being careful to leave a blank space
That is the secret indication of Mallarmé’s abyss, a.k.a. ‘The
Unknown.’
Eating ragwort is morally better than gobbling a quail tagine; the
difference
Can never be explained to the obtuse. At this distance
It seemed impossible to reach the reader, Valéry murmured, then
said the phrase
‘Over and over’ to himself, again and again. Meanwhile
Infant mortality was declining as aspirin consumption increased.
There was
To be a meeting about aspirin and other drugs later that evening,
He was told. …

The opposition between constraint and anti-form or chance
procedures may be less absolute than assumed; Jan Baetens contends
that constrained writing can be as creative and revolutionary as
classic avant-garde techniques: chance, montage, and subversion
(Baetens 2012, 120–121). Moreover, poetic effects can be similar in
a finished work, and can include ‘all-over’ effects, evident in ‘The
Anaglyph’s’ density of language, eclectic ideas and collages, from
rowboats mounted in a park to Mallarmé’s abyss, Valéry and the
dubious relationship between infant mortality and aspirin.
The work’s extensive intertextuality, already discussed in the
context of influence, increases its labyrinthine effects and disruptions.
An earlier focus on intertextual quote and allusion is displaced in
these later-postmodern works by denser collages of popular culture
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references. The poem is now clearly embedded within a continuum
of socio-cultural texts and discourses, historical and contemporary,
to which it owes its existence and in turn, reproduces. Moreover,
the ‘terminal’ constraint embeds Ashbery’s poem within Tranter’s
poem itself. ‘Clepsydra’ is placed en abyme (‘Deep within its
complex innards a purple jewel /Exists as a blazon,’), a technique
that disrupts the ‘closed system’ of the poem with its intertextual
dependencies. Although distinguishing the full spectre of a
postmodern reproduction without an original, ‘Time for a coffee and
a Strega at Il Miglior Fabbro’, suggests an interpersonal dimension
to Tranter’s tribute to Ashbery, by alluding to T. S. Eliot’s dedication
to Ezra Pound in ‘The Waste Land’. Eliot’s modernist work is known
for radically introducing intertextual quotes as a poetic technique,
referred to, fairly poignantly, as: ‘these fragments I have shored
against my ruins’ (Eliot 75). ‘The Waste Land’ is often considered to
be a poem of Western literary crisis, with its intertextual references
to Eastern and Western philosophy. Yet Tranter’s poem, following
Ashbery and the New York School, makes the now commonplace
technique of incorporating literary and other textual fragments and
allusions a form of language play, and an aesthetic style distinctive of
the contemporary period.
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The Year’s Work in Fiction
Robyn Mundy

T

o claim a comprehensive review of 2013 Australian fiction
would be a fiction in itself. Take a collection of 25 books,
add several extras I thought important to include, divide the total
into an essay limited to this many pages, and you see the challenge.
In determining which books to review I aimed to present a range
of Australian presses, small and large, new and established. I’ve
worked to give voice to both emerging and established authors
and have been mindful of gender balance. I deemed several review
books ineligible within the parameters of ‘2013 Australian fiction’,
but other eligible books have not been reviewed because of essay
constraints. For this I am sorry. In favour of less publicised works
I have omitted several literary ‘big guns’ whose 2013 novels have
been comprehensively reviewed elsewhere. I’ve even had the
audacity to give Eyrie, the latest work by Tim Winton, no more than
a single barbed reference, which will imply, wrongfully, indifference
to a powerful novel.
Self-evident in this essay are those novels and short story col
lections that have left a deep mark, works that through language,
land
scape or character have offered an original vision. During
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these months of immersion in Australian fiction, I’ve felt like Alice
disappearing down the rabbit hole, landing in magical worlds with
vivid landscapes and intriguing inhabitants — characters who are as
complex and contradictory as flesh-and-blood people.
Amongst the books for review I found the influx of story collec
tions, predominantly published by smaller presses, inspirational and
exciting. These collections are a worthy place to begin.

Story collections
Maria Takolander is a lecturer and critic of literary studies, a
published poet and short story writer. The Double is her first booklength collection of short fiction. Part 2 of the collection comprises
four jocular, themed stories, but the work in Part I delivers the greater
literary resonance.
The stories are set in Australia with characters, sometimes first
generation Australians, whose observing conscious is skewed by
repercussions of family trauma, sometimes trailing back to a life
in Estonia. The title story deals with memory and dual cultures in
which the presage of death, and a long-held family secret, haunts
an elderly woman awakening from a stroke. Eeva recalls with vivid
clarity a sibling death and the stories of a father traumatised by war:
‘he had turned over the body of a Russian soldier and looked into
the face — caked in blood and soil — of a man who looked exactly
like himself’. Takolander’s imagery is sensory: ‘At the same time the
kettle begins to boil, and she is overcome by a sharp pain in her skull,
as if her head has been plunged into snow. Closing her eyes, she sees
a flock of migrating cranes shrieking across the sky with a sound that
reminds her of a steelworks.’
‘Paradise Lost’ is another story of unrest that opens with a fraught
image of a man perched in an umpire’s chair; behind him stands an
abandoned farmhouse, before him rests an empty desert punctuated
by a mound of burnt carcasses. The fantastic sense of place gives this
story and its fragile protagonist its overarching mood. ‘It was like a
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miracle, before dawn, when he saw the desert emerge, as if nothing,
and the dome of the sky streaked with blood.’
Other standouts are ‘Mad Love’, also ‘The ‘Interpretation of
Dreams’, in which a damaged teenage boy is obsessed with Stephen
King novels and plagued by OCD habits, including odd sexual acts
in the privacy of his bedroom. The teenager lives with his father and
distances his mind from the weekend visits of an institutionalised
mother. The boy is eager to do well for the teacher of his Year 11
literature class, but it is Amelia, the new girl at school, forthright and
promiscuous in a baby-doll dress, fishnets and shoes that ‘could have
been her mother’s stilettoes’, who threatens to unravel his world.
While the class studies the meanings of Oedipus, the boy is forced to
deal with Amelia’s unwanted advances. Despite his revulsion for the
girl his dreams are haunted by glimpses of her naked body conflated
with those of his mother.
Takolander draws upon original characters and experiments with
narrative styles. ‘The Obscene Bird of Night’ is narrated by a series
of inanimate objects in a world where man’s existence is cast as
meaningless. Her stories are highly sensory with olfactory awareness
playing into characterisation and atmosphere. A few of the stories I
found obtuse. And while the direct address in ‘Three Sisters’ initially
gripped me, it ultimately prohibited me from immersion in its world.
Part II brings an air of levity in comparison to the emotional
aftermath of the Part I stories. The tone — facetious, witty — offers
a deprecating look at Arts as an endeavour within the pompous
world of academia. But somewhere beyond my initial chortling at
the devotees of the mysterious Zed Roānkin and his Philosophy of
Poetry, I wished that just one example had been used, unified within
the work. Nonetheless in The Double, the whole stands greater than
its parts. The quality and breadth of these stories is testament to Text
Publishing’s belief in the value of a single-author collection.
The great delight of reading a collection by the one author is to
absorb a feast of narrative voices, characters, moods and situations.
So it is with my personal favourite, Mark O’Flynn’s White Light:
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sixteen stories originally published as singles across journals and
anthologies. Award-winning ‘Red Shoes’ is a touching vignette of a
frail but still formidable Dorothy Hewett, stuck fast in the carriage
toilet of a train westbound for Perth, her old home state, where
she will be honoured with a doctorate. ‘The rattling of the wheels
is like dull music, like a battery held against your tongue. I piss. I
drink and I piss and I try to read. The transaction is pretty simple.
A life’s work.’ ‘Beneath the Figs’ introduces Dean and Shona who
appear in several stories. Their suburban neighbourhood struggles
to agree on a solution to the hordes of fruit bats populating the
local Moreton Bay figs, ‘hanging there like great drips of bitumen’,
their excrement raining down on cars and washing lines. Shona
and Dean’s immediate neighbours —‘hanky-heads’— are a family
of religious fundamentalists who live in seclusion. When Shona, a
maternity nurse, is assigned a home visit to attend to their ailing, batlike baby, she confronts her own helplessness in a social system she
has helped perpetuate: ‘neighbours…becoming clusters of strangers,
wary of each other.’ ‘Tales of Action and Adventure’ sees a husband
take second fiddle to his wife’s old boyfriend who turns a dinner
invitation into an evening of ceaseless travel tales. ‘Banjo’ comprises
a letter penned by a semi-illiterate prison inmate who muddles over
the wrongdoing that has made him want to take his own life. ‘Bridie’
is named for a ‘feral kid’ whose dishevelled home has a neighbouring
man look to himself: ‘he realised it was nothing more than ordinary,
domestic mess. The sort of mess he recognised as dormant in himself
and had, over the years, successfully repressed.’
Every story in this collection is succinct and strong. Each is
propelled by the push and pull of comedy and pathos. O’Flynn’s
signature is a crafted ambit of light and dark.
Spineless Wonders is also the publisher of Lives of the Dead and
Other Stories by accomplished author Jane Skelton. Throughout this
collection of ten honed stories (all but one previously published in
Australian journals), the press of the land compels characters to escape
its strictures, confront memories, find meaning and reconciliation.
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Spineless Wonders is a small publishing house founded in 2011.
Publisher Bronwyn Mehan’s vision for her press is a celebration of
short, quality fiction by Australian writers, produced for print, digital
and audio publication. At least in these two printed works, Mehan
as publisher is also responsible for copyediting and layout, which
may conjure an image of an amateurish production. But for minor
typographical oversights, both collections are visually attractive and
professionally packaged. In a publishing arena with so few outlets
for contemporary short fiction, these commendable collections are
deserving of support.
From another small press comes Luke Carman’s An Elegant Young
Man, a collection of short fiction elegantly packaged in Giramondo’s
‘Shorts’ series. This debut work, narrated by a 20-year-old character
also named Luke Carman, consists of eight semi-autobiographical
stories that shine light on the streets and ‘shadowy figures’ of
Western Sydney — in particular those of Liverpool where Carman
the writer grew up. In ‘West Suburbia Boys’ Luke the narrator
describes the suburbs of Liverpool as ‘full of wannabes: thugs,
bikies, dealers, pimps and poets.’ The perception of menace plays
out in what Carman, the writer, terms ‘random and incoherent acts
1
of violence’ — an inherent part of contemporary Australian living.
‘In Granville’ describes fire bombings and robberies in ‘a street at
war with itself.’ Luke’s parodic and often comic voice has ‘Lebbos’,
‘Wogs’, ‘Serbs’, Asians and ‘Fobs’ (Fresh off the Boat) jostle their
way through suburbs and streets in which Anglo Australia is a
conspicuous minority.
Carman wrote An Elegant Young Man in response to Western
Sydney being absent from Australian literature, a region inscribed
as a cultural wasteland. In a 2014 interview Carman emboldened the
place he knows so well, naming it a cultural frontier. ‘The people of
Australia live in Western Sydney. Liverpool is the most Australian
place that there is. I think the whole purpose of writing this book is
to get a conversation started, where I’m arguing for the legitimacy of
2
telling a story about a place like that.’
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These eight stories, pieced into 36 threaded vignettes, zoom in on
the mysterious dynamics of friendships and complicated lovers, and
on Luke’s split-apart but close-knit family. Rarely do they venture
beyond the city, but in a standout vignette, 3 of ‘Rare Birds’, Luke
and his new girlfriend Louise, who has sought him out for having
‘the best glutes in the Western Suburbs’ escape their lives and drive
around Australia in a rusted Nissan Pintara. While the geographic
route may be dodgy, the writing is strong.
From a suburban pocket of Australia branded as illiterate, Luke
(and Carman) turn to non-Australian writers for expression: Luke
reads Walt Whitman, he finds sage advice from musician-writer
Henry Rollins, he abandons Charles Bukowski as a hack, and wanders
Penrith Station grappling with Jack Kerouac’s ‘empty ideas…with
the great big truth that in Australia there is no beat to keep.’ But the
sway of the Beats is evident on the page — stream of consciousness
monologues with the fast-paced rhythm of performance poetry. Not
unlike the Beat movement of the sixties, Carman and a coterie of
writers, including Felicity Castagna, YA author of The Incredible
Here and Now, have formed their own collective. SWEATSHOP:
Western Sydney Literary Movement seeks to chart the restless turns
of a place pushing for inclusion in Australian literature.
Each year, publisher Black Inc. invites a celebrated author to
select Australia’s top short stories. In The Best Australian Stories
2013, editor and twice Miles Franklin Award winner Kim Scott has
brought together the diverse voices of new and established writers.
Only three of the collection’s 25 stories were previously unpublished;
the bulk are taken from Australian literary journals and anthologies.
The collection opens with ‘Static’, a compelling story of a tense
family Christmas from Cate Kennedy, one of Australia’s premium
short fiction writers. Anthony’s wife labours over organic free-range
turkey with gourmet chestnut stuffing, failing to satisfy Anthony’s
supercilious mother: ‘  “Honestly,” he hears his mother tut as he exits,
“how hard is it to roast a turkey?”  ’ Anthony longs for escape. He
recalls shopping the night before: ‘The person ahead of him at the
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checkouts was buying four barbecue chickens, salad mix and a big
tub of choc-chip ice-cream, and Anthony had felt an overwhelming,
childish longing to follow them out and curl up in the back of their car
and go home to their place.’ In the style for which she is renowned,
Kennedy slowly prises open deeper fractures.
I admired the pairing of Favel Parrett’s ‘Lebanon’ with Liam
Davison’s ‘Birdcall: 33°21N 43°47E’. ‘Lebanon’ is only a few hundred
words, simply expressed through the outlook of a child. ‘Birdcall’ is
complex and intricately crafted, its literary weight anchored in the
unspoken. Through distinct voices and forms, these stories politicise
and personalise the damage and vanity of war.
Wayne Macauley’s highly provocative ‘Keilor Cranium’, which
cleverly fuses genre conventions of non-fiction and fiction, stands
out as a Must Read. Ashley Hay’s darkly comic ‘The Cat’ presents
the consequences of a young man’s obsession with his Japanese
neighbour. John Kinsella’s ‘The Eagle’ celebrates the ordinary: a
life-shaping moment for a small boy on his walk home from school.
Marion Halligan’s ‘Eating Oysters’ is an acerbic study of marital ties
that drew me in from its opening line: ‘On the day of his twentieth
wedding anniversary Ralph got a letter from his lover.’ Laurie Steed’s
‘The Knife’ is a haunting look at the bond between two troubled boys
from broken families. Ryan O’Neill’s ‘The Traveller’ takes the reader
on a ride with Lockhart, a mercurial figure who has lost his way, with
startling effect.
This is an exciting collection and I second the wish of Australian
Book Review’s Rebekah Clarkson for the addition of contributor notes,
a practice adopted in the The Best American Stories series. By way
of argument, if one considers the enthusiasm for Australian writing
festivals, a compelling reason that has readers line up for author
events is to learn about the stories behind the stories.
Another small publishing house to make an impressive mark is
Margaret River Press, established by Caroline and John Wood in late
2011, with a charter to promote fine literature. Its 2013 anthology
Knitting and Other Stories, edited by author and competition judge
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Richard Rossiter, ably meets the mission, publishing the strongest
24 stories from the annual Margaret River Short Story Competition.
2013 was the second year of this now annual collection, with a high
calibre of stories selected from 256 entries throughout Australia.
NSW writer Barry Divola got me in from the start with his winning
story ‘Knitting’, narrated by 38-year-old Sylvie, a guerilla knitter
who is suffering a bogan neighbour and the prospect of motherhood.
The competition and anthology includes a South West Writer Prize,
awarded in 2013 to Vahri McKenzie. Through the misreading of a
family motto, McKenzie’s ‘I Shine, Not Burn’ explores the intimacies
and intricacies of a family, leaving the reader to consider the crossover
between fiction and memoir.
From WA’s North-West, Magabala Books has published Elephants in
the Bush and Other Yamatji Yarns. Author Clarrie Cameron identifies
himself as being ‘born into a strong family of Aboriginal rights activists.’ These yarns, Cameron tells us, were passed down from his father
and uncle and told around the campfire: ‘When I was small us kids
would sit with our mouths open drinking up their stories.’ Seemingly
innocuous tales of station life and outback towns are robed in irony,
and flex their muscle as allegory. In ‘Christmas and Jane’ yellafellas
(Aboriginal people of mixed descent) quietly take matters into their
own hands when robbed of their inheritance by ‘a kindly Aboriginal
Protector.’ In the title story a group of hard drinking blackfellas comes
face to face with the denial of alcoholism. ‘Blackfella Gaol’ introduces
the ‘native trifecta’: ‘disorderly conduct, resisting arrest and assaulting
a police officer’, a list on a charge sheet exploited by ‘nigger bashing
bad cops.’ Some stories give cause to smile such as Gami’s slithery
entrapment in ‘Milyura (snake) on the Loose’, and the misunderstanding of language in ‘The Bachelor’. While the collection includes a
helpful glossary and map, instances of storytelling that belabour the
point would have benefited from the guidance of an editor.
Ron Elliott’s Now Showing from Fremantle Press is a collection of
five long stories that Elliott, a Perth-based screenwriter and director,
describes as ‘backwards’ adaptations. We buckle up for a taxi driver’s
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fare from hell, take a road trip with a waiter who cuts the roof off
his 1969 Valiant rust bucket and heads to the goldfields, Cadillacstyle, to save a crumbling relationship. We encounter bumbling
crooks, botched crimes, tawdry city flats, Amsterdam brothels, red
dirt, outback camps, moment-to-moment action and lashings of black
humour. ‘These stories don’t taste entirely like short stories,’ Elliott
states in his Introduction. ‘They taste a little like films.’
They taste a lot like films. Elliott has taken a collection of his
unproduced film scripts and worked them into long stories. Filmic
conventions pump the trajectory of these experimental pieces, some
more effectively than others: jump cuts, flashbacks, shifting points of
view and a perpetual banter of sassy dialogue define characters who
sally forth, undeterred by the criminal webs they weave.
Quips to old movies abound. ‘You didn’t ring’, says Mary in ‘For
the Birds’ when she opens the door to the postman. ‘Small claims’,
a story that transports us to the Western Australian goldfields, sees
twenty-something Zac’s headspace framed by classic movies and
song as he helps his disenchanted girlfriend track down the person
responsible for paying the bill for her mother’s headstone.
Elliott’s considered Introduction highlights a notable difference
between film and written story: ‘Film often sees what a character
sees, it rarely sees into a character’s mind, which prose often does.’
Yet it seems that Elliott largely forfeits this opportunity. Whether by
intention or impulse, these stories offer up a witty gaggle of bungling
Tarantino-esque caricatures. Nevertheless Now Showing presents a
bold and innovative slant on storytelling. Elliott’s long stories succeed
as ‘entertainments’ that will be most appreciated by devotees of film
technique and craft.

Novels and Short Novels
In choosing the classifications ‘novel’ and ‘short novel’ I have bowed
to American writer Katherine Anne Porter (1890–1980) who in her
Preface to The Collected Stories of Katherine Anne Porter lampooned
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the term ‘novella’. Porter named it ‘a slack, boneless, affected word
that we do not need to describe anything. Please call my works by
3
their right names…: stories, long stories, short novels, novels.’ While
the term ‘novella’ initially seemed self-explanatory and entirely
satisfactory to me, it became less so as I considered these works as a
whole. This year’s collection ranged from ~35,000 words upwards.
The current market tends toward works of between 60,000–90,000
words (a startling exception is Eleanor Catton’s The Luminaries). The
point at which a work can be deemed a novel versus novella has
altered from even a few years ago, with novella competitions leaving
the parameter open-ended, specifying only a minimum length of, say,
20,000 or 25,000 words.
The distinction between novella and novel now seems embedded
in visual perception and marketing rather than actual word length.
At least in print publications the typographical treatment can extend
the total number of pages (along with the book’s potential asking
price) to create the illusion of a longer work. Strong design and
typography does important work in both obvious and subtle ways. Its
capacity to create an impression cannot be underestimated. I admired
the design of Alex Miller’s Coal Creek, mindful of the upshot of its
squat format and spacious page layout. The pages are set with wide
margins, large open type and excessive leading — resulting in a meaty
volume housing close to 300 pages. At the less favourable end of the
production bench, I was conscious, in a handful of books, of a lack of
attention to or awareness of professional design and typesetting. In
these instances it can be a hurdle to segregate a lacklustre presentation
from the worthiness of its content.
Fortunately, presentation is a plus in Julienne van Loon’s third
major work Harmless. Placed firmly in the ‘short novel’ category,
van Loon returns to the might of her 2005 Vogel Award winning Road
Story. Spanning a single Sunday, Harmless follows the hapless quest
of eight-year-old Amanda Loos who, with her so-called grandfather
Rattuwat, sets off on foot to visit Amanda’s father Dave, incarcerated
at Perth’s Acacia Prison. Unable to keep up with Amanda, Rattuwat
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retreats from the heat beneath a tree in Perth’s outlying farmlands. He
is newly arrived from Thailand to attend the funeral of his daughter
Sua. ‘It was no doubt his own peculiar karmic inheritance to have
to bury his firstborn child in this way.’ Nothing and no-one from his
daughter’s life in Perth appears to match her years-worth of letters
to Rattuwat and his wife. ‘She has been telling him and Thawin the
things she thought they might like to hear.’
Van Loon acknowledges the inspiration for the story as the
Jātaka — tales of the Buddha’s former births. Recast in contemporary
Western Australia, she creates marginal lives for characters whose
desires and sufferings are signalled as karmic, whose dim prospects
of change — love, enlightenment, the letting go of pain — seem a factor
of dharmic misdeeds. ‘Even on the outside, some larger presence had
always seemed to keep him corralled, making him small, standing
between him and all the things that might otherwise have been
possible. Dave Loos was a body, walking a preordained line.’
Dave has lived an adulthood of convictions. Now in his thirties he
has cobbled together a semi-legitimate existence as a single parent,
caring for Amanda. When Dave meets and falls in love with Sua, his
life is infused with rightness. ‘They were settled, each of them, for
the first time in their adult lives. There was a joy to that, fragile, but
almost tangible.’ But a discovery that Dave cannot reconcile leads
to further crime and imprisonment. When Amanda arrives home
from school to find Sua collapsed in the hallway, ‘she knew it was
the beginning of something terrible. And without her dad around,
nothing could be fixed.’
The tenacity of the storytelling, the refusal to slide toward
sentimentality, gives these characters a resilience interleaved with
moments of great tenderness: ‘Amanda imagined her father beside
her, a heavy arm across her chest, the smell of Port Royal tobacco. He
had a way of nestling her on the lounge in front of the TV at home, so
that she could lean her cheek against his shoulder and watch the light
from the screen washing his face one colour then the next. He had put
her to sleep like that since she was a baby.’
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Harmless is a restless story filtered through disparate points of
view. Its narrative glides between present and past time, it punches
the underbelly of conflicting cultures. The language and sophisticated
structure, along with character arcs that sway between resignation
and resistance, speak to van Loon’s standing as a practitioner. ‘As
Amanda walked, she made a mental list. It was a game she played
whenever she felt the need for hope. She took one good thing from
everyone she knew and aspired to be a new person made up out of
all the good bits…If she could be like Sua, she thought, if she could
just have Sua’s courage, nothing would ever frighten her again.’
While I read this short novel in a single sitting, its characters and the
questions it raised resonated long after.
In Alex Miller’s Coal Creek, 20-year-old bushman Bobby Blue has
grown up ‘working the scrubs’ in the Queensland Highlands with his
father, his friend Ben Tobin and Ben’s father. Bobby now feels the
shackles of his new job as offsider to Mt Hay’s policeman Constable
Daniel Collins. Daniel and his wife Esme have recently arrived from
the coast; they welcome Bobby into their home, and allow their
young daughter Irie to teach Bobby to read and write. But when Ben
Tobin, who carries a reputation for toughness, is maliciously accused
of assaulting his Aboriginal girlfriend, and later of killing her, events
collide with ruinous effect. The new constable’s reactions are addled
by his ignorance of the people and his fear of the land, his own lack
of character and the sway of a dictatorial wife who demands that he
‘protect the women of Mount Hay from brutal men.’ Bobby’s loyalties
are wrenched between brotherly love for Ben, personal feelings for
Irie, and his own measure of right and wrong.
Unlike Tim Winton’s Eyrie that for all its wonders encumbers a
damaged, poorly educated Gemma Buck with ponderous vernacular,
the voice of Bobby Blue runs clear and true. Coal Creek is penned in
Bobby’s unvarnished style. His character is plumbed through his quiet
observations about people and their wants, about conflict, loyalty and
love, bias and injustice. His voice is tuned to the country he loves:
‘hard-bitten stone country’, Bobby calls it. ‘My country. I have no other.’
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The challenge for a different writer might be to credibly imbue
Bobby — newly literate, impartial, taciturn to a fault — with con
templations that nail his ability to absorb the peculiarities and
contradictions of human nature. Miller doesn’t miss a beat. For
Bobby, ‘them people from the coast’ is the inevitable future of change
to the understated ways of ‘the people of the ranges’ for whom the
notion of ‘outback’ seems baffling. Bobby’s tender remembrances of
his mother hold fast his moral compass against the fierce do-gooding
of Esme Collins. His affinity for country — the signs the land affords
those willing to look, his nod to the innate knowledge of his
horse Mother, his regard for an ancient land that can only be fully
known by the Old People — carries a deftly crafted tragedy along a
prophetic track.
The epistolary form drives the voice and language of Coal Creek.
It also shapes two other powerful novels: Amanda Curtin’s Elemental
and Yvette Walker’s Letters to the End of Love.
‘How glamorous things seem from afar when you’ve never felt
the everyday of them’, says Meggie Duthie Tulloch. Amanda Curtin’s
Elemental spans the life of Meggie from her birthplace in north-east
Scotland at the start of the twentieth century, to the close of her life
in 1970s Western Australia. Born to a culture whose currency is fish,
whose rigid beliefs are steeped in folklore and superstition, Meggie
with her flaming red hair is looked on as a curse. To be seen crossing
the foreshore is omen enough for her grandfather and neighbouring
fishermen to postpone their encounters with ‘the witchy sea’. An
agile mind, an encouraging teacher, the writings of Mr Robert Louis
Stevenson and Miss Emily Dickinson educate Meggie to imagine
a different life, one where a woman’s role is above hauling a man
on her back through frigid water to his boat. Meggie’s escape is the
herring boom: the call to the Shetland Islands for gutting girls.
I was captivated by Meggie’s ordinary extraordinary life, by
the breadth of hardships, the weight of loss, by a bygone way of
being — rigorously researched — that stitches together a world un
imaginable to Meggie’s granddaughter Laura, for whom Meggie
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records her life in exercise books. She tells Laura: ‘You don’t know
who you are until you know where you’ve come from.’
While I was thankful for the glossary of Scottish words, I quickly
eased into the vernacular and cadence of language. The voice of
Meggie empowers the narrative with a consciousness that gives
this work a unique vision. The beauty and restraint of language is
a hallmark of Curtin’s prose, and with it she achieves a deep-felt
humanness that connects us all.
For me, each new section of the story ushered a sense of loss for
the part of Meggie’s life I was leaving behind: the small girl from
number 8 Tiller Street who becomes Fish Meggie — a gutting ‘queenie’
fuelled by freedom and hope; Meggie Tulloch who surrenders her
Scottish homeland for a bewildering new start at the opposite end of
the world: ‘I had seen cornflowers and the North Sea and every kind
of sky. I had seen Magnus Tulloch’s eyes. I thought I knew blue. And
then I saw Fremantle.’
The greatest resistance I felt against the new was the extensive
coda that propels the narrative through to a new generation of lives.
Nonetheless, the hook that binds to the past remains sharp and
strong. The reader will decide whether Elemental’s conclusion best
serves Meggie’s legacy or the element for which it is named.
In Letters to the End of Love, Yvette Walker has created her own
vivid triptych: three couples, three stories loosely hinged together
with Paul Klee’s 1930 painting Ad Marginem.
To the Brim is the English translation of Klee’s mysterious dreamlike canvas. His painting stands as a metaphor for the letters of love
between three couples: Dmitri, a Russian painter living in Cork in
1969 with his Irish novelist wife Caithleen; Grace, a Perth bookseller
estranged from her partner in 2011; and John, a retired English doctor
living in Bournemouth in 1949, writing to the German artist he once
lived with in Vienna.
Walker, in a 2013 presentation, remarked that the narrative
began with a dream, and with the question: how does art temper
4
narrative?   Art, memory and snatches of dream wind through these
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letters, urging to know the meaning of intimacy, needing to fathom
the prospect of it ending: ‘Love is not what we think it will be, we
can’t imagine what it will do to us going in.’ These letters hold no
trace of mawkishness. Their craft is in their decidedly non-epistolary
quality, in distinctive voices that seek expression in the ordinary
moments of life. Walker herself declared that her writer’s interest in
love was not concerned with the usual trajectory of ‘the chase’, but
in a pursuit of drawing to the surface the extraordinary, ordinary,
5
everyday qualities of love’s existence and persistence. Dmitri paints
his ‘great whale’ of a white painting and writes letters to Caithleen
about ‘ordinary things. Ordinary poetry. That is where the true art
exists.’ Grace regards her ‘missives of love’ to her partner as a failure:
‘I’ve digressed, I’ve chatted to you like a neighbour over the fence,
giving you news of this and that, reporting my life like a cheap fill-in
column.’ John’s letters to his lover are triggered by those of a former
patient, the widower George: ‘In the weeks before his death, George
had written two letters to his wife so I posted them for him, one in the
early morning in an oak tree in a quiet corner of Hyde Park, the other
at twilight out of the window of my train.’
I could dedicate a chapter to the so-named ‘notorious dog’ who
lives for the Goon Show but must suffer Dmitri’s obsession with the
new rock ‘n’ roll, who accompanies Caithleen on her walks ‘like
he is taking me out on a date’, who partakes in cold tea and hot
buttered toast, who brings Dmitri his paintbrushes and chews on his
palette knife, who studies the all-white painting, ‘chin on paws to
contemplate. He is my best critic.’
Letters to the End of Love is a unique, to-the-brim treatise on love,
offered through musings on life, loss, art, war, sex and sexuality, on
time running out. ‘The past is here in her party dress, picking up
the ashtrays, flicking through the magazines…The future is waiting
outside, such a young man.’
In contrast, The Rosie Project by Graeme Simsion wields the trials
of love with belly-laughing hilarity. But I begin with a confession.
When The Rosie Project was selected for my book club gathering,
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with the promise of an ‘easy read’ and the book being ‘on sale at
Big W’, the snobby little grouch within me sighed. It took just one
chapter to become a fan of this endearing romantic comedy, winner
of the 2012 Victorian Premier’s Literary Award for an unpublished
manuscript, shortlisted for the 2014 Indie Awards.
Genetics professor 39-year-old Don Tillman is a man with a
difference. Don doesn’t understand that he has Aspergers syndrome,
despite the symptoms being blatantly apparent to those around him.
His mission is to find a wife (The Wife Project), using a logically
con
structed questionnaire to filter out uneducated, irrational,
unsuitable women.
Enter waitress Rosie Jarman, wild, disorganised, late, vegetarian,
impetuous — ‘the world’s most incompatible woman’. What sets
Rosie apart is her curiosity and tolerance for human difference.
While literal-minded Don is a perpetual source of exasperation and
embarrassment to his university colleagues and long-suffering Dean,
and while his attempts to conduct a social life result in chaos, his
odd rituals and pragmatic views on life are a source of fascination
to Rosie.
There are no shattering surprises in the trajectory of this budding
relationship, or to many of the roadblocks that threaten to thwart the
romance. Yet Don stands as a unique narrator, thanks to Simsion’s
intelligent and hilarious dialogue — pitch-perfect through the novel.
Rosie, too, is pure gold, complete with her expletives and lack of
inhibition. Though secondary to the story, Don’s relationship with
his frail and elderly neighbour Daphne gives us access to Don’s
innovative mode of kindness. In return, Daphne’s sage bequest allows
Don a pivotal moment of irrationality.
For all its buoyancy, The Rosie Project invites awareness for those
on the autism spectrum, held up against the fundamental need for
love and companionship. Surely, though, the greatest obstacle to love
will be Don’s revulsion of physical intimacy with another human.
But in the spirit of all good Rom-Coms, I was willingly drawn into the
myth that love conquers all.
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As for love and acts of kindness, it is hard to imagine a starker
contrast than the brand of benevolence that shapes this next story.
‘When you hope for something, or dread something, it may be that
you will it into your life,’ says Grace Johnston in Rachel Hennessy’s
The Heaven I Swallowed, runner-up in Allen & Unwin’s 2008
Australian Vogel Award, but not published until 2013, and then by
South Australia’s Wakefield Press. This small publishing house has
picked a winner.
In postwar Sydney, Grace’s husband Fred is lost to the war and
Grace, at forty, has surrendered the prospect of having her own child.
Believing she is doing God’s work by helping save a less fortunate
soul, Grace takes Mary, a 12-year-old Aboriginal girl, into her home,
offering her the advantages of white society. We learn that Grace
herself was an orphan, raised by the Loreto Sisters, and while she
is now deeply religious, she wrestles with the widow’s life she must
endure to earn God’s salvation. Told in first-person, Grace’s fierce,
often toxic voice artfully weaves her brutal convent childhood into a
model for dominance over Mary. She denies her ward basic liberties,
she grooms her to serve, she subjects Mary to the racism of fellow
parishioners and colludes with the priest when a letter arrives from
a woman Grace believed ‘had gone off to kill herself with drink.’
Grace’s actions can easily be branded evil, yet I found myself utterly
compelled by her — repugnance for her bigotry and cruelty, despair
at her fleeting attempts at love, a dawning of her suffering and loss.
‘Yes’, Grace reflects, ‘it was better to keep one’s expectations low, to
believe that God was saving the best for much, much later.’
Hennessy writes like a dream. Even the bold artistic choices she
takes in the second part of the narrative — enough to risk credulity
or question a slide toward magical realism — carried me through to a
redemptive, albeit ambiguous finale. Hennessy draws on the stories of
her maternal grandmother, a woman of Aboriginal descent given up
for adoption as a child. She was motivated by former Prime Minister
John Howard’s statement that Aboriginal children were taken away
from their families ‘for their own good’. Through Grace’s intoxicating
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narrative, The Heaven I Swallowed captures the pious hypocrisy of a
Godly nation, one that may think it now knows better, but is far from
free of harrowing revelations of child mistreatment.
A debut novel marketed to a general readership is UWA
Publishing’s Stella’s Sea by Sally-Ann Jones. Following Stella
Netowski’s teenage daughter’s death and the collapse of her marriage,
Stella has moved from WA’s wheat belt to Perth’s coastal suburb of
Cottesloe. This is a story of renewal. Stella’s loss, guilt and recovery,
and her tentative new friendship with Ari, is tracked in concert with
the seasons, and with the efforts of a Coastcare group to regenerate
the native flora of Cottesloe’s fragile dunes. While weakness around
the dialogue limited my engagement with the characters, the imagery
of Cottesloe’s iconic foreshore and coastline is vivid.
I draw a close to this 2013 review with two reissues by celebrated
Australian authors. Gerald Murnane is the author of nine works of
fiction, and has been awarded the Patrick White Literary Award and
the Melbourne Prize for Literature. Inland was first published in 1988
and now appears as a new edition under the imprint of Giramondo
Classic Reprints, assisted by the Australia Council for the Arts. A
new Foreword, written by Murnane, directs its attention to clarifying
earlier interpretations of the work.
The Young Desire It was Kenneth Seaforth Mackenzie’s first
novel, written when he was twenty-three and published to acclaim
in London in 1937. It received the Australian Literature Society’s
Gold Medal. In his story of 15-year-old protagonist Charlie Fox,
Mackenzie drew from his own experiences of living on a Western
Australian farm and being sent away to boarding school in Perth. The
new large-format edition is enriched by David Malouf’s introductory
review essay. The Young Desire It is one of over 60 republished
works under the Text Classics imprint, selected as ‘milestones in the
Australian experience’.
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‘Distant and kindred analogies’ in recent
Australian poetry
John Hawke

T

he radical expansion of imagery in twentieth century
poetry finds its source-text in Rimbaud’s ‘The Drunken
Boat’, with its accumulative proliferation of image upon image:
‘tangle of the flowers of / the eyes of panthers in the skins of / men
1
and the taut rainbows curbing’. Rimbaud’s influence was central
to the poets who emerged alongside the pre-War avant-garde
painters, and who attempted to provide literary equivalents for an
anti-representational ‘formalism’ that swiftly led from Cubism to
abstraction. Their new approach is best theorised in Pierre Reverdy’s
crucial 1919 statement:
The image is a pure creation of the mind. It cannot be born from
a comparison but from a juxtaposition of two more or less distant
realities. The more the relationship between the two juxtaposed
realities is distant and true, the stronger the image will be — the
greater its emotional power and poetic reality…The emotion
thus provoked is poetically pure, because it is born free from all
2

imitation, all evocation, all comparison.
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This is quite distinct from Poundian Imagism, the central discovery
of Anglo-American modernism during this period, which calls for
a renewed concentration on the ‘natural object’ as the basis of its
poetics, and a modest form of ‘juxtaposition’ which replicates that
of the haiku. Reverdy’s theory of the image, by contrast, suggests a
mode of collage that emphasises playful affinities between signs,
and is precisely characterised by its ‘distance’, or difference from,
conventional mimetic representation. It is quoted in full by André
Breton in his 1924 Manifesto as the central tenet of Surrealist poetry
(and is also later cited by Jean-Luc Godard for similar reasons).
Between 1918–1923 the Surrealists had engaged in their own
experiments designed to radicalise the poetic image, with Rimbaud
and Lautréamont as their models, through the practice of automatist
and procedural techniques based on the psychology of Pierre
Janet (Gertrude Stein had also engaged extensively in ‘automatic
writing’ during her period of discipleship to William James). Robert
Desnos, Philippe Soupault, and Louis Aragon continued Reverdy’s
expansion of the image in the tradition of Rimbaud, and this
revolutionary approach to poetic language quickly spread around
the world — finding Aimé Cesaire in Martinique; César Vallejo in
Peru; Leopold Senghor in Senegal; English-language Surrealists such
as David Gascoyne and Dylan Thomas; and, eventually, Max Harris
and the Angry Penguins in Australia — whose insufficiencies were
exposed through the superior demonstration of automatist techniques
by Australia’s first ‘genuine’ poet in this tradition, Ern Malley.
The significance of Peter Boyle’s new and selected volume, Towns
in the Great Desert, is that it presents, for perhaps the first time in
Australian poetry, a fully-developed demonstration of Reverdy’s
theory of the image. This is derived from Boyle’s immersion, as a
reader and translator, in the great Spanish-language poetries of Latin
America, which were directly influenced by the European avantgardes. Boyle’s particular model is Federico García Lorca, whom he
frequently translates or cites throughout his work. The evolution
of Lorca’s poetry exemplifies the Rimbaudian transformation of
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international poetry in the 1920s and 1930s: goaded by Buñuel and
Dalí’s Andalusian Dog (which he took personally), Lorca abandoned
his earlier ‘gypsy ballad’ style, and in the remarkable 1929 work, Poet
in New York, fully embraced the Surrealists’ expansive approach to
3
the poetic image. Lorca’s account of Manhattan at the time of the
Great Crash, in poems such as ‘New York (Office and Denunciation)’,
offers some of the most convincingly grounded political poetry of the
century — for which Cesaire’s equally Surrealist-inspired Notebook for
a Return to my Native Land might be the only counterpart — in spite of
its apparent resistance to ‘realist’ representation. Lorca’s distantiating
imagery continually defamiliarises experience, making it ‘other’ (just
as Rimbaud hallucinates ‘mosques’ in place of ‘factories’ in A Season
in Hell): a concrete gutter is described as ‘water, dressed in rags, but
with dry feet’; a telegraph pole is ‘an amputated tree that doesn’t
sing’; this approach leads to unlikely metaphoric juxtapositions,
such as the famous: ‘No one knew you tormented / a hummingbird of
love between your teeth’ (‘Gacela of Unforeseen Love’). This boldness
of imagery is belatedly incorporated by post-war American poetry in
Beat classics such as Rexroth’s ‘Thou Shalt Not Kill’ and Ginsberg’s
‘Howl’; Ashbery and O’Hara take direct influence from Reverdy;
while a more demure version of the style emerges in the 1960s
through poets such as James Tate and in the Deep Image school. It
is difficult, however, to find precedents for Boyle’s radical approach
to imagery within Australian poetry, following the spooking of the
Angry Penguins in 1943 (Webb, Dransfield, and Hammial are possible
exceptions). Until only recently, Anglo-American precursors — Pound
and Williams; Olson and Creeley — were dominant in the reception
of poetic modernism that followed the breakthrough of the 1970s.
Boyle’s new poems shadow Lorca in their re-presentation of
experience through an imagery of increasingly dream-like trans
mutation: ‘Nightpoems’ is explicitly hypnagogic in its transitional
depiction of the unconscious as a second life. In the title-sequence,
the ‘real’ world, perhaps a version of Sydney — where ‘sullen casinos
go on with the quiet task / of redistributing emptiness’ — is only
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partially glimpsed through a dense layering of prioritised metaphor.
Boyle is candid in acknowledging his sources: the beautifully realised
extended poem, ‘In the Sleep of the Riverbed’, incorporates a rendition
of Vallejo’s ‘I am going to speak of hope’ in its evocation of ‘pain’, and
is directly addressed to the ghost of Lorca. The Rimbaudian technique
of compiling image upon image is often courted to the limits of
abstraction (the great taboo of Poundian poetics): in ‘Summoning the
Angel’ he writes, ‘A man examines the map of an exploding tree and
walks for five days seeking the almond of sleep that is his double’.
But, as is noted in ‘Apocrypha Book I’, ‘all words were there to bring
things into being’: poetry is an act of creation rather than ‘imitation…
evocation…comparison’— never just ‘a language that merely reported
what was’. Yet, as for Lorca and Cesaire, beyond this literalising
of metaphor and Borgesian parable is something more directly
political. Boyle’s fine early poem, ‘On Sydney’s South-West Line’,
is a powerfully observed portrayal of suburban migrant experience;
and in the fictive world of ‘Apocrypha’— from Boyle’s striking 2009
collection — the rapacious land of ‘Eusebeus’ is overtly to be read as
‘U.S.’. That Boyle’s poetry is not comparable to American imitations
of translated semi-Surrealism is combatively asserted in ‘Nine
Ways of Writing an American Poem’, with its flawless satire of the
Deep Image approach: his work contributes directly to the central
modernist lineage in French and Spanish-language poetry.
The focus of Claire Gaskin’s Paper Weight is similarly concentrated
on the accumulation of defamiliarising metaphors: the opening poem,
‘value’, describes ‘a moth in the corner of an eye / of the unfired mask
of my face’. Gaskin’s work at first appears indebted to the deliberate
indirections of Gig Ryan and Emma Lew, but the emphasis of her
image-making, and particularly her specific deployment of collage
techniques, is quite distinctive — as she notes in the poem ‘infallibility’,
‘writing face down / the only sense is collage’. Gaskin’s generation
of salient single lines is reminiscent of Breton and Soupault’s 1919
experiments in automatism, collected as The Magnetic Fields4:
while the aphorism is employed as a structural unit for the volume’s
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concluding poem, the interest here lies in combinatory techniques
and strategies of juxtaposition. The distancing of analogy commences
at the level of implausible simile (‘the cat licks itself / like an empty
restaurant’; ‘rain fills the pelvis like / a bird bath’); the poem is then
constructed, or pieced together, in manner not unlike mosaic—a
procedure explicitly rendered in ‘mosaic woman’, based on a Cubist
painting by Roy de Maistre. In poems such as ‘darkness immovable’,
any direct statement is deliberately resisted: the poem casts its nets
of analogy as widely as possible to represent the kaleidoscope of
simultaneities that might be unified within a moment of perception
(Stein’s experiments with a ‘prolonged present’ are relevant here).
An alternative approach might be described as centrifugal: ‘walking
away down the bluestone lane’ provides a formula of words which
are repositioned to emphasise an interiorised connotative patterning.
The comical ‘If I hadn’t’ utilises the transpositional procedures of
Breton and Eluard’s The Immaculate Conception (1930), inserting
a formidable Heideggerian terminology within the description of a
failed relationship. Yet these poems are never merely exercises in
style: they present a strong thematic undercurrent of sexual politics,
relationship breakdown, and single motherhood. Indeed, the Law of
the Father shadows each of these poems, from ‘the fall of man’ (‘eve
as evidence that I am not responsible for the rotting of apples’) to the
explicit statement in ‘Just do the best you can’ that ‘my father told me
I had the fatal flaw of Eve’. The title-poem name-checks and excavates
the contending feminisms of Cixous, Woolf and de Beauvoir; while
in ‘(after Greer)’ derogatory terms for women are intermingled to
provide a vortex of collaged alignments between the terms ‘marriage’,
‘brothel’, and ‘maximum security prison’. Certainly Gaskin cannot be
accused of an empty formalism despite the ranging experimentalism
of her approach.
Lisa Gorton’s Hotel Hyperion is by comparison a straighter
performance, but its exploration of the creative possibilities of the
poem as a self-sufficient world in itself bears a direct relationship to
Boyle’s fictive parables. This unifying theme is variously represented
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through a series of extended metaphors: the opening poem describes
a display of objects from the Titanic, ‘things raised / from a place
less like place than memory itself’, caught between reality and ‘the
conditions of dream’. What is immediately evident in Gorton’s
approach is the careful attention to syllabic patterning — the poem as
a self-contained reliquary, tightly consolidated around its exchanges
and hesitations between sound and sense. And this is also what she
is writing about: the exhibition, we are told, is a ‘house of images /
where nothing is lost’. ‘The Storm Glass’ again works within a conceit
of mimetic doubling: ‘There is another world. / It is in this one, this
sealed glass, structure of feeling / in place of thought’ — clearly we are
once again presented with a description of poetry itself, a receptacle
for ‘curios, useless things’. This reflexive world of memories trapped
behind glass is also the realm of Slessor’s Captain Dobbin and
Alexander Home: ‘Hotel Hyperion’ offers another ship under glass,
here metaphorised in the self-recursions of a Solaris-like ‘space hotel’
where memories are preserved on screens in what is ultimately a
vast hall of mirrors. ‘Room and Bell’ is more overtly Proustian in its
reinforcement of the temporal theme: here we also encounter ‘snowdomes’, a ‘high window which remakes weather as a moving picture’,
as well as ‘those rooms which build themselves in my mind as I am
reading’. This obsessive repetitive patterning produces an effect of
Usher-like inversion, as if the brief volume might implode within
its own textual reflections — yet it was also Poe who provided the
strongest argument for ‘unity of impression’ as the hallmark of literary
composition; if this is indeed the case, then Gorton’s mise-en-abyme
effects provide a highly convincing demonstration. ‘Homesickness’
describes an installation in which an artist filled an abandoned
residence with crystals, and in her elucidation of this work Gorton
offers a consummate illustration of her own artistry: ‘the crystals
mass edge upon edge and, / self-repeating, consume scale models of
themselves / like facing mirrors, haunted by the rooms they make’.
Lorca’s Andalucía is also central to John Mateer’s Unbelievers, or
‘The Moor’: the volume is presented as a loosely-unified livre composé,
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which, amongst other themes, seeks to identify and reconcile Islamic
sources through the Arabo-Andalucian roots of the Western poetic
tradition. This exploration commences in a preliminary section,
‘Al’Andalus’, permeated by elements of the ghazal as well as its
modern equivalence in Lorca’s ballads; it necessitates an evocation
of the feminine which is both carnal and linguistic, as well as a sign
for divinity: ‘A name that, fleshed, could speak of the All’. Mateer’s
evocation of this tradition bears the tonality of translation, and the
language of the volume as a whole has a voiceless, nomadic quality,
for which Celan might be cited as a key influence — this is especially
evident in the oneiric fragments of the ‘Monsanto’ section: ‘Those
words you remember, /eventually, the next day, / after the dream.
Which // dream? There were two. / Those words of a Lyrik / returning
to you, like a breeze, /as you walk the ruined castle-wall, /words rockclear’. Such an approach is consistent with Mateer’s central concern
with the condition of exile, announced in the opening poem, ‘Mall of
the Emirates’. Unlike earlier volumes, these poems deliberately avoid
the subject of Australia — which is notable, given the poet’s sometimes
controversial encounters with issues of colonial history in his previous
work. The evocation of contending histories is here contingent in its
instabilities — less a quest for origins than an engagement with ‘impure’
or creolised forms of identity and speech. In the section ‘Os Elefantes
Brancos’ the conversation of émigrés is prosaically transcribed: their
shared African experience is only one site within a transnational web
of connections, in which identity is continually shifting — a concluding
reference to ‘that proliferating ghost, Fernando Pessoa, the First
Person’ is highly suggestive in this regard. Mateer’s own traveller’s
anecdotes — which include direct bulletins on the Arab Spring from the
streets of Cairo in the ‘Meydan’ section — are sinuously heteronymic,
exploring the question of ‘how we ended up here / in this extravaganza
of shops, this oasis, / as a poem born on the tip of another’s tongue, /
as perfectly translatable synonyms for that word: “exile” ’.
A number of poets of Mateer’s generation have recently completed
expansive or book-length works. Amongst these is Tracy Ryan’s
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Unearthed, which features the affecting extended elegy, ‘Karlsruhe’.
The poem’s invocation of its central subject, the speaker’s first
husband, provides only a partial portrait in its reflection on lost time,
one which is sensitive to its own lacunae: ‘I remember no town, only
mountain / no sky, only summit // as if at the outset defining / a
limit, a crushing sublimity’ (‘Göschenen’). This is mirrored in the
attentive shaping of the verse: the hesitations of complicity are
signalled through oscillations between clipped phrasing and torn-off
staccato lines resistant to sentiment, and longer-lined reminiscences
in which the reality of shared experience is more securely sustained.
This central work is supplemented by other elegies — most notably
the beautifully developed ‘Pictures, as Promised’, with its sure
end-rhymes — as well as a series of keenly observational snapshots
of rural domesticity. Yet even in the most quotidian observation the
penumbra of elegy is evident: ‘Fox Absence’ describes, ‘Openings
in the slope / rounded and dark as eyes / put out, no use musing /
whether eviction or cunning / abandonment’. Exchanges between the
evocation of vividly lived experience and the commemorative task of
poetic emblem are carefully correlated by Ryan across the volume:
the familiar immediacy of the writer’s room is also ‘the past in its
accretions, this my shell / morphing to fit me, as a mollusc hooks /
and holds—laid nacreous within the nooks / and crevices’. She
fittingly concludes this highly personal account of bereavement with
an objective counterpart, a summational version of Rilke’s ‘Requium
for a Woman Friend’, with its resonant final lines: ‘Do not come back.
If you can stand it, stay / dead among the dead. The dead are busy. /
Yet help me with this — may it not dispel you — / as the most distant
sometimes helps: in me’. In her invocation of the great European
heritage of elegy (Lamartine’s ‘The Lake’ is also translated) Ryan
extends her poetics beyond the limits of the merely ‘confessional’,
offering a convincingly sustained meditative work.
Kate Middleton’s Ephemeral Waters is a highly ambitious booklength poem, tracing the course of the Colorado River through a
Paterson-like montage of landscape, history, movie scenes and
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reportage. Its theme is the human alteration of the river through
extensive damming, which, as the Afterword indicates, has been the
focus of major environmental protests. The volume elucidates its
argument through a process of discovery, emanating not from any
innate knowledge of place but as a result of diligent research — and it
might be fairly asked how a similarly ‘foreign’ mapping of Australian
landscape might be viewed by readers here (especially by Indigenous
people with a deeper historical and spiritual connection to land).
The poem is by no means a patchwork construction in spite of its
disparate sources and registers — in keeping with its central subject,
the aim is to preserve a sense of fluency through the foregrounding
of stress-patterns, employing full and half-rhymes, with a Poundian
attention to alliteration: ‘Sand / stripped   by strop of river’s rush /
bed’s depth
silt hazed / razed sharp into edge’ (in the original
the lines are suitably arranged to snake down the page). Middleton’s
skilful attentiveness to sound is particularly impressive in ‘monsoon
song’: ‘Light sudden   light sodden / quick as bite / of thistle   light
/ and ecstatic  rain / flood gathers  remain / in dark  late
afternoon burst // ecstatic as mud   flow / forward   press into sky /
sky split   and this thistle // of silt   ill-shod / thick light sodden //
sudden  thick light  a dart’. The closest stylistic homology for
this might be found in the similarly compacted austerity of the
Objectivist poet, Lorine Niedecker. But the question arises as to
whether such a minimalist approach is adequate to some of the most
dramatic landscapes on earth: the attention to close detail means that
the panoramic sublimity of places such as Monument Valley and the
Grand Canyon are deliberately not rendered. What we receive instead
are carefully arranged fragments in the service of a well-articulated
message, viewed through an objective lens.
David Prater’s Leaves of Glass is another long poem engaging
with America, this time through the correspondence of Australian
nationalist Bernard O’Dowd with his inspiration, Walt Whitman.
Like Middleton, Prater also utilises a technique of Objectivist
‘arrangement’; in this case Charles Reznikoff’s transpositions of
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documentary source-texts are an apposite comparison, though
Prater’s treatment of his materials is rather more playful. ‘The First
Letter’ conveys O’Dowd’s gushing approach to his master in an
unpunctuated rush of bardic breath-lines; ‘O’Dowd Seeks Whitman’
is presented as a personals ad; ‘Red Dawn Ward’ and ‘Oz’ play on
the insufficiencies of O’Dowd’s rather forced poetry, which — as
noted by Judith Wright in the book’s epigraph — has ‘aged badly’. The
best of these reinscriptions of both O’Dowd and Whitman take their
parodic cue from the poets’ reliance on vatic metaphors, upon which
Prater extemporises to absurd length. This is deconstructive poetry
in a direct sense, interrogating the claims of nationalism and liberal
humanism encoded within these tropes for their echoes of militarism
and the ANZAC mythos that followed the utopianism of the 1890s.
The subsequent history of the US-Australian alliance (post- the ‘oil
wars’) is also relevantly highlighted, such as in the rapping ‘Team
America’: ‘we are men but we are puppets oh yea /when the US says
YO we hear and obey’— which is apparently a renovation of O’Dowd’s
‘True America’s Message’: ‘Our manlier spirits will hear and obey /
The word YOU waft Australia over the sea’. Prater is merciless in
pinpointing the atavism that binds our current version of nationalism
to its nineteenth century archetypes — the virtue of his book is that it
so effortlessly inhabits both periods simultaneously.
Questions of nationalism and Australian history have been
central to Geoff Page’s practice over many years, as is evident from
the survey of his shorter work gathered in New Selected Poems.
Page’s subjects are often those of a previous generation — the aged,
overlooked, or unfashionable, usually located within the period of
‘Menzies’ second term’— and these figures are presented in vividly
rendered Slessorian portraits. ‘Cassandra Paddocks’ is a superb
character study of a rural uncle wavering between his taste for
classical literature and farming responsibilities: ‘Wrestling himself
from leathered air / he’d sometimes take a horse, ruminate / sales,
inspect diminishing outposts, / peopling as he rode, fern gullies /
with dryads and bacchantes, hearing / in a sudden rush of hooves
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the flight / of centaurs and in the whipbird’s call / the opening note
of Pan’. The strange contradictions of Sydney Long, and others who
have sought to reconcile their European symbolic inheritance with
Australian landscape, are memorably illustrated here. In other poems,
such as ‘Yellowing Paper’ and ‘Roots and Branches’, the speaker’s
concern is focused on the question of how to position himself within
genealogical history: ‘the leftward lean of generations / weighing in
on you’. As for Les Murray, this immersion in mostly rural nostalgia
yields a concomitant polemic: in the memorable eulogy (or ‘doxology’)
for country women, ‘Grit’, the speaker asserts, ‘I praise their scorn /
for the city of options, the scholars / in their turning chairs and airconditioned theories’. A key poem in this regard is ‘My Mother’s
God’, with its ironised declaration of conservative protestant values
(Page’s deft attention to tone is especially nimble here).
Page’s certain grasp of prosodic forms is evident in poems such
as ‘Clarence Lyric’, dedicated to Alec and Penelope Hope; but his
technique is perhaps best suited to particular themes — the evocation
of the avant-garde jazz of Anthony Braxton in ‘American Sketches’
is less convincing, for example, than his account of the more
circumspect M.J.Q., in whose music he detects traditional verities,
‘the stones and choirs of Chartres cathedral / singing in the chords’.
In many respects Page’s work presents a formal antithesis to Peter
Boyle’s Reverdian approach. His direct mimeticism bears the imprint
of Robert Gray’s adaptation of the Williams credo, ‘No ideas but in
things’, as well as the example of Murray’s rural-centred poetry: the
account of the cedar trade in ‘Toona Australis’ is a fine demonstration
of both these influences. The Objectivist, documentary strand of
Williams’ practice — evident in Kate Middleton’s volume — is mostly
abjured, though it is utilised to devastating effect in ‘Monologues for
’88’, a powerful and timely series of poems engaging with Aboriginal
history. (Page follows Judith Wright in considering his own rural
heritage against the effects of white settlement in poems such as
‘The Relatives’ and ‘Squatter’s Thesaurus’ from his important 1997
volume, The Great Forgetting.) The attention to metrical variation
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across the volume is more diverse than a casual reader of Page’s
predominantly iambic prosody might realise, and an Audenesque
lightness of touch is evident in neatly rhymed poems such as
‘Algebra’. This is acknowledged in ‘I Think I Could Turn Awhile’
with its wry emulation of the post-war Americans, ‘so at ease in
their syllables’, who ‘do not hear the iamb ticking’; this approach
is swiftly relinquished: ‘that rhetoric is someone else’s’, the speaker
argues. The call of the ‘clipped iambic’ reasserts itself—and, it is
even suggested, this metrical preference is apparently more innately
Australian: ‘back to something / leaner, drier, / back to something /
lower-key: / the chicken sheds of / Wallabadah… / a summer on the /
Clarence maybe…’ As for his predecessors, Wright and McAuley,
Page’s rejection of free verse is a matter of deliberate choice.
Concerns of this kind are not a vital issue for the emerging
generation of Australian poets. Corey Wakeling, born in 1985,
provides in Goad Omen the closest local approximation of Charles
Bernstein’s experimental poetry of the 1980s—confirming an historical
peculiarity of Australian poetry by which the national response to
overseas developments seems to follow a generation later. If Michael
Farrell’s recent work offers an example of a tendency to baroque
density amongst the new generation, then Wakeling provides its
rococo rejoinder. His poems are overstuffed with learned references
jazzily enjambed with the banal local, swerving through diverting
shifts with few pauses for reflection; questions of ontology and
epistemology are merely interpolated as grist for the image-mill. The
maximalist fluency of Wakeling’s performance can seem exhausting
over ninety-six pages (readers of John Ashbery’s Flow Chart will
sympathise) — and the title of the very long ‘Behemoth’s Leviathan’
seems emblematic. But the volume also offers more controlled and
unified pieces: ‘A Bull Crushing Steam at the Tomb of the Unknown
Poet’ (after Gig Ryan’s ‘That laments’) is a frolicsome dissection of
poetry’s claims to duende; while ‘Albert Tucker’s Fitzroy’ appears
quite straightforwardly ekphrastic. Wakeling’s tone shifts across
three generations of the New York School (‘America’ brings us to the
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Berrigan of the 1970s), though Ashbery’s phrasing and techniques of
displacement are evident throughout. He inherits a levelling aesthetic
of ‘anything goes’, conclusively expressed in the poem, ‘That Part
in Basquiat When David Bowie Playing Andy Warhol Says’: ‘I can’t
even see what’s good anymore’. In distinction from Farrell’s work,
there is little attempt to ground this within any recognisable social
reality — though Melbourne’s inner suburbs are viewed from a myriad
of seasonal and painterly apertures, and there is some mention of
the poet’s circle of friends. By contrast, Liam Ferney’s Boom, another
adventure in wildly distantiated image-making from a poet in his
early thirties, saturates the reader in a transnational environment
of corporate brand-names and overly-insistent technologies. While
Ferney’s poetic voice seems at times to channel that of John Forbes
a little too precisely, his work is, in Rimbaud’s phrase, ‘absolutely
modern’ and fundamentally political in its attempts to shape a critical
representation of the fluctuations of contemporary sensibility.
The recent anthology Outcrop, edited by Wakeling with Jeremy
Balius, provides an opportunity to position this emerging generation
of Australian poets working in an experimental mode. The anthology’s
subtitle, ‘radical Australian poetry of the land’, is possibly a
distraction with its claims to an ‘ecopoetics’ that is not necessarily
conspicuous in the approaches of all poets represented (John Kinsella,
Matthew Hall and Peter Minter contribute directly to this field). The
selection of intergenerational work is, however, exemplary: Pete
Spence, publisher of the avant-garde visual poetry magazine, PostNeo, from the late-1970s, is the elder here, along with Laurie Duggan
and Jill Jones; intermediate figures from the earlier related anthology,
Calyx, include Kinsella, Minter, Farrell, Armand, Fogarty, Fagan
and Mateer; they are now joined by a younger generation, whose
prominent figures include the Steinian, Astrid Lorange, and Duncan
Hose, whose award-winning poem ‘The Allegory of Edward Trouble’
is a widely-referenced touchstone for the new poetics. Work by a
number of these poets and their associates has also been included in
Lisa Gorton’s generously wide-ranging selection of Best Australian
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Poems 2013, where it was met with a mostly hostile reception by the
eminent Herald reviewer, Andrew Riemer. Riemer complains that the
‘purpose’ of these poems lies ‘in a world of abstraction, of random
associations, sometimes merely in a world of typographical conceits.
They do not yield sense in conventional discursive or grammatical
terms’— though he acknowledges that, ‘among the work of some
remarkably adventurous poets, one senses novel and sometimes
startling ways of reflecting (or perhaps refracting) commonplace
experiences’; he concludes that ‘some of these poets seem to
5
cultivate obscurity for its own sake’. Perhaps the most fitting answer
to Riemer’s problem of orientation might be found in the following
definition of poetic communication:
The logic of the poem is that of the image: the handling is
similar to that of music, the art most closely akin to poetry. Sets
of imagery are chosen, containing their own significance, and
harmonious among themselves, like the chords of music: instead
of description, successive aspects of the image are presented. As
the chords of a musical piece progress in relation to a certain
melody, so are these image-complexes led by the emotion, which
determines the sonority of words: as the music chords wax and
wane in complexity so the images: counterpoint being paralleled
by the manner in which an analogy will summon up distant and
kindred analogies, by the manner in which the significations lie
within one another, progressively more general. The result of
all this, we are told, is obscurity. Who is it that tells us so? The
Parisian journalist, promoted critic, pontificating in the name of
‘national clarity’.

This passage, which bears direct similarities to Reverdy’s theory of
the poetic image, is Christopher Brennan writing of Mallarmé in
the pages of The Bulletin, from September 9, 1899. It would seem
that some critics have been slow to catch up on developments in
Australian poetry over the past 114 years.
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Yet this aspiration towards a musicalised abstraction is not
necessarily the ‘zeitgeist’ that Riemer claims. Three recent books
which might deservedly feature in this year’s awards lists present
a familiarly lyrical poetic subjectivity located within a stable
framework of reference. Rose Lucas’ poems in Even in the Dark
often commence with flatly denotative statement (‘Straight line
of the horizon’; ‘The dark reaches of the Gulf of Maine’), as if to
affix perception within a photographic perspective —‘Weekender’
opens with the apparent platitude: ‘I hate to think of the house all
shut up during the week’. But as with photography, or any form of
realism, the artifice of composition is evident even when deliberately
understated: the restraint of Lucas’ meticulously observational
technique is most propitious when it is directed toward emotive
subjects, such as her account of the Arthur Freeman case in ‘Heat
Wave, Melbourne’, or the description of televised footage of a child’s
death in ‘Qana’. In the contemplative poems of the opening section,
‘Heat Wave’, customary suburban domestic experience is sensuously
musicalized: ‘my belly slides and speaks to / blades of buffalo grass, /
the obscured sphere of ant and beetle; / and the watery case of my
body / shivers, / dissassembling / in the long blast of afternoon heat’
(‘Country Swimming Pool’). This contemplative mode is extended in
a North American sequence, where it is suddenly interrupted by the
dramatic account of a wasp-sting (‘Yellow Jacket’). In the volume’s
concluding sections the focus becomes more urgently personal as the
evocation of an encroaching darkness, signalled by these startling
and tragic irruptions, ‘the stir and shift of feathers / gathering / in
the darkening air’ (‘Monica’), is sensed as directly threatening to the
speaker’s own family. In poems such as ‘Bunty’ and ‘Child, Missing’
the matrilineal bonds of the speaker’s role as mother and daughter are
passionately invoked in the face of ‘creatures of the deep, / gliding
through the flickery shadows, / biding their time’ (‘Oban, Scotland’).
Kathryn Lomer’s Night Writing is similarly direct and personal
in its evocation of the tenderness of familial responsibilities:
‘how I learned to care for another /the looking-after love requires’
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(‘Gilded’). ‘Compass’ introduces the speaker in her role as mother,
whose self-abnegation is wryly encapsulated: ‘there were times when
the woman’s ego / was no bigger than the paring / she cut from her
son’s little toenail’. The recurrent figure of the child illuminates the
volume, such as in the poignant fable ‘A Dream’, ‘About a boy who, /
having plucked apples too green, / tries desperately to stick them
back on the tree’. As for Lucas, however, the stability of domestic life
is tenuous and vulnerable — the hospital poem ‘Emergency’ brings
the realisation, ‘I’ve used up one chance; I’m down to the guts of
things’; though this is followed by the affirmation in ‘Things to do
around Hobart’ that ‘there will be more good times. / Be ready’. At the
centre of the book is a discursive poem called ‘The Dark Zone’, about
the meeting with another single mother, one who is struggling with
bereavement. The central symbol here is the cave they visit together,
and the poem is resolved around their shared realisation, ‘Emergence
into light is hard / now we know the marvel of this hidden realm’.
This reflects the movement of the volume as a whole towards
redemptive resolution: in the final section, whimsically titled ‘Holy
Days’, the speaker signals her contentment in poems of gratification
and sensual fulfilment — as she casually remarks, from a tropical
paradise somewhere near Mossman Gorge, ‘My oldest friend says,
Things fall into place, / but, really, you don’t expect it’. The reader
couldn’t be more pleased for her.
New volumes by the equally prolific Ken Bolton and John
Kinsella seem to be continuations of concerns developed across
their recent books: they share a diaristic mode that elaborates on
previously established thematic material, and both adopt an open
field approach to composition as a means of containing the fugitive
shifts of processual thought. But the similarities end there: in contrast
to Bolton’s typically urbane and measured tone, the radical switches
in rhetoric evident in Kinsella’s The Vision of Error are at times
Artaudian in stridency. Kinsella’s recent volumes have organised
their polemical engagement with ecological politics within blocks
of often prosaic blank verse lines: the projective shaping of these
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poems allows for a more heterogeneous exploration of musicality
(form as an extension of content), and for this reason present some of
his most successful work to date. The opening poem, ‘Harsh Hakea’,
signals the violent shifts in register that will characterise the volume,
commencing with a serene pastoralism that swiftly turns to diatribe.
The semiological problem of a poetics of commitment is immediately
foregrounded: ‘letters don’t correspond to sound / no matter your
languages’— as the pun in the latter phrase suggests, the question of
how to ‘materialise’ poetry is fundamental to Kinsella’s argument. He
counters this with an attempt to ‘stress psycho- / geographies, to plant
locale / as memory’— a negotiation between Will and World (evident
in the poem’s Schopenhauerian subtitle, ‘Elements of the Subject’s
Will’), which also necessitates a simultaneous and coordinated
excavation of both language and landscape. The boundaries between
self and world are often mazy and permeable: in ‘Requium’ this
task is more overtly focused within the stream of consciousness of
its speaking subject, tending toward a confessional mode; whilst
in ‘Vision of Error’ the stated aim is to ‘replace the symbolic with
the precise’. Kinsella follows Charles Olson on many points here,
including by composing directly on the typewriter without apparent
revision, as a means of (to paraphrase Olson) listening to his own
speech. This exercise in automatic writing leads him to the revelation
in ‘Hero’ that ‘I fear my own rhetoric’, as the poem spreads through
extended lines to unorganised clusters of unpunctuated prose. The
overall impression of this introspective analysis is its evocation of a
mind in process, the pure subject of will-less knowing, ‘with nothing
but a persona to play’ (‘Hero’).
Some of the same issues apply to Ken Bolton’s poetry of attention,
with its agile representation of the stream of everyday thought—in
Bolton’s own words, his signature style adopts an ‘agenda-less / ‘somecall-it-thought mode’’ of ‘living / in-the-moment’ (‘On Reflection’).
Except that in Threefer Bolton’s focus is not primarily directed to the
contemporary moment at all: the two major poems in this collection,
‘Footprints’ and ‘Some Days’, are nostalgic and valedictory tributes
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to the late-1970s, revisiting the settings and milieu of some of his
most significant earlier works, especially ‘The Terrific Days of
Summer’. ‘Footprints’ is a collage-text of resonant phrases from
previous poems, sampled and realigned, with a particular attention
to refrain: the model for this (as is suggested in a Note) might be the
restatement of themes in jazz — and Bolton’s favourite jazz artists are
cited recurrently throughout. In fact ‘Footprints’ occupies no single
point in time (the word for this might be ‘allochronic’), as it shifts
across the temporalities of personal history commemorated within
essential phrases, until it can be positively stated: ‘the terrific days
of summer / are here again’. If here the historical setting exists in
simultaneity with the present — and Bolton’s citation of artistic
precursors brings additional time-frames into play — ‘Some Days’ is
more explicitly atavistic, ‘composed in 1999 and much worked on,
largely from scraps written in the mid to late 70s’. At the poem’s
centre is an anecdote about a meeting between the poets Kerry Leves
and John Forbes, in which Leves tells Forbes that he ‘hadn’t been
feeling very real lately’—Forbes’ (typically postmodern) response is
to flee. Bolton later returns to this story in terms that assert directly
his own attempted reclamation of lost time: ‘everything seemed
so real then I had to describe it to try to hold it, try to believe it.
Everything felt desperately real’. He can even precisely date this:
‘October/November ’74. ’75 maybe’; it is a period for Bolton when
‘Everything I saw turned into poems’.
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Diane Fahey is the author of twelve poetry collections,
most recently The Stone Garden: Poems from Clare
(2013) shortlisted for the Kenneth Slessor Poetry Prize
of the 2014 NSW Premier’s Literary Awards.

Heatwave
Diane Fahey
Near dawn, the house still sweltering,
I walk up and down the driveway, breathing
slowly as rain comes, almost too soft to feel.
When it stops, the air is taut with new heat.
From the drive I can see the bay’s dream-silver,
coral cinders in the east.
I’m remembering how, as I grew up
the moral rubric was to know your place,
not get above or ahead of yourself,
and later, too late, never to be down on yourself.
What, then? Walking past the plants in my nightdress,
buoyed by tinctured green fragrances,
I wait for an edge of coolness: at home now
in this calm aloneness; this wakefulness.
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Louise Carter is a Sydney-based poet whose work has appeared in
The Best Australian Poems 2012 and Cordite Poetry Review.
She is currently completing a Doctor of Creative Arts at the
University of Western Sydney, focusing on the poetry of Luke Davies.

Pleasure in Elysium
Louise Carter
A man with a bundle of balloons in his arms
Small feet that skim the darkened fairground
She’ll lift you to heaven if you give her a chance
The tantrum of summer relinquishing heat
Small feet that skim the darkened fairground
Nonchalant as an arcing crow
The tantrum of summer relinquishing heat
Clouds of ink in calm dispersal
Nonchalant as an arcing crow
Diving for coins in a pool in a dream
Clouds of ink in calm dispersal
Come on, get your things, it’s time to go home
Diving for coins in a pool in a dream
I will not encourage others to fly
Come on, get your things, it’s time to go home
All dancers must follow the direction of grace
I will not encourage others to fly
A man with a bundle of balloons in his arms
All dancers must follow the direction of grace
She’ll lift you to heaven if you give her a chance.
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Beth Spencer has published a poetry collection, Things in a Glass
Box (1994) and a fiction book, How to Conceive of a Girl (1996).
Her awards include The Age Short Story prize and the Dinny O’Hearn
Fellowship. Vagabondage (poetry) is due out later this year with UWAP.

Foraging
Beth Spencer
On the path up ahead a boy wanders with his father.
A spring in the little boy’s step, and suddenly
he veers onto the grass for an exuberant handstand.
‘What are you doing? Get out of it!’ yells the father
‘Dogs could have pee-ed there!’
At the check-out
a woman unloads her trolley: everything
plastic-wrapped, pesticide-protected,
chemically treated. (Clean and safe.)
No devilish insects had sex on her lettuce.
No animal pee touched her can of tomatoes.
In my van I plug in my blender and make a smoothie
with banana and tender leaves of dandelion,
plantain, milk thistle, amaranth. (Carefully washed.)
This is a good day. So much to discover.
I savour the sweetness
under the stars.
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Paul Summers is a widely published Northumbrian poet now
living in Queensland. His latest book is primitive cartography
(Walleah Press), reprinted by Smokestack Books (UK).

the shortest day
Paul Summers
low slung, the remnants
of a fragile sun conspire
to smear the rusted kites;
a conjuring of grace from
the glow of their bellies.
naked & defiant of june’s
chill blast, these voiceless
frangipanis rock. all comfort
extracted from the splendour
of their pasts. this season’s
trance induced. each bough
reduced to leper’s stumps.
they dream themselves
in coats of hopeful bud.
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Stu Hatton is a Melbourne-based poet and freelance editor.
His poems have been published in The Age, Best Australian
Poems 2012, Cordite, Overland and elsewhere.

Sestina
Stu Hatton
I’m waiting at the morning station, drinking tea,
the red cup like a paper lantern amongst the trees
& in the other hand I hold a book
that stands in for a teacher
of meditation
in something like the way the feather of a bird
stands in for a bird
or a cup stands in for tea.
A book may not be the best teacher of meditation
& not only because it may be thought a butchery of trees,
but also because you ought to inhabit a room’s (or a day’s) air with a
teacher
& your ignorance, whereas a book
keeps you elsewhere, not watching your steps; a book
for the untrained mind may appear to be an auspicious bird
& venerable like a teacher,
but you must be watchful with your tea
so as not to cry out & wake the trees
while you strives to learn meditation.
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That your breath is crude need not matter for meditation
(don’t believe all you’ve read in a book);
you needs to sit still if you want to become a tree amongst trees
as opposed to flying amongst trees as a bird,
but one needn’t preclude the other if versatility’s your cup of tea,
to poorly paraphrase the words of my teacher,
who, I confess, I have never met, but he’s nonetheless a teacher
who bids me to ask & ask again, whether x helps my meditation
or hinders, like too-strong tea
might hinder your concentration while reading a book
so that you may as well be holding a restless bird
in your hands & trying to read it. The trees
might not follow this analogy, for trees
hold birds & read them as if they were a teacher
of more than what it is to be a tree or even a bird—
perhaps a bird can be the tree’s teacher of meditation,
more painstaking & patient than any book
& freer, more ready with apt questions than any cup of tea?
I finish my tea amidst the station’s trees
& look for a bird to be my teacher
of meditation, having closed my book.
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Ross Jackson has had poetry published in several
Australian journals. He won first prize in the 2012 PCWC
600 Short Story Award and second place in 2012
Yarram Community Learning Centre Poetry Award.

The Garden Outside
Ross Jackson
I could tell you about the garden
those ripe red roses
outside the plain white curtains
claret roses in a square
bleeding
in the centred lawn of the Ward
could predict dad’s first thought
(had he not gone long before)
they’ll need some blood and bone
could make a guess
that she’d have fenced them in
with the lolly colours of gerberas
if obliged, I could also describe
the room
blood pressure kit, drip stand, clipboard file
to hand that box of tissues
but if she’d still been here
she’d have wanted you to know
about the roses outside the curtains.
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Robert James Berry lives in Dunedin, New Zealand. His
poetry has been published widely. His ninth collection
Toffee Apples is forthcoming from Ginninderra Press.

Red Flower
Robert James Berry
In this underbelly of the world, the seasons are askew:
we cling to an extinguished queen, venerate no god.
It is a risible nation of dairy-farmers and child-abusers
where a thick accent spawns mistrust;
provincial syndromes root in arable land
that is boundless.
The silent latitudes where icebergs calve
are to be preferred
to being camped on the smoking volcano
of a usurped culture;
it can be dangerous knowing how the underdogs
groom their wounds.
I shall certainly wave a red flower
when the war canoes slide into the bay,
to claim back their turf.
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Carol Millner’s poetry and short stories have won
awards and been published in a range of journals.
‘Settling’ is extracted from work shortlisted in the
Whitmore Manuscript Prize, 2013.

Settling
Carol Millner
I have bought a postcard, a portrait
of the first Australian Jacaranda
posing with Godfrey and Selina
1
while a maid pours afternoon tea.
(We do not know her name.)
The postcard will bring me flowers even
when the branches of our backyard tree
are bare; remind me of a past where
the best china was reserved for afternoon tea.

G
Loaded with gneiss ballast rocks
her roots bound in a sack, the first Jacaranda was
transported (as they say) from Argentina
2
Chile or Brazil in 1864.
She might have stayed on deck, watching the horizon
allowing last year’s leaves to fly off behind her in the wind,
had not the Cook’s boy taken her below decks
brought her water, re-settled her questing roots;
3
locked her in at night like a Blue China girl
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at risk of being burned to death or drowning…
Her portrait evidences none of this.
All we can tell from here is that she would have been
unacustomed to the slap of sea, the smash of storm waves
the calm of long windless days over water.

G
The original portrait accepts
as votive offering, fresh flowers
placed beneath her frame
allows us to believe
the flowers fall from her arms
becomes gentle accomplice
to our desire for myth.

1

2

3

‘Under the Jacaranda’. Richard Godfrey Rivers c. 1903. The painting
depicts Godfrey himself and his wife Selina Jane nee Bell. The maid’s
name is not recorded anywhere that I have seen.
All details in this and the last section of the poem were taken from The
Courier-Mail, Brisbane, October 17, 2007 though I have imagined the
transportation of a sapling rather than seed.
‘Woman it has been said is like blue china, very valuable when sound,
but very worthless when damaged or broken.’ — Unidentified promoter
of Female Migration to Canada, 1880s quoted in J. Gothard, Blue China
(Melborne University Press, 2001). Assisted female migrants to Australia
were thus subject to protection and control — they were locked in at
night, sometimes with fatal consequences. In 1886 the ship Kapunda
went down off the coast of Brazil; 63 girls were drowned.
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Corey Wakeling is the author of Goad Omen (Giramondo)
and co-editor of Outcrop: radical Australian poetry of land
(Black Rider Press). His work is published in journals and
anthologies internationally and in Australia.

The Exile
Corey Wakeling
The rival grits her teeth when I enter and closes her eyes. Chavez
dies.
Chavez is resurrected, Venezuela is open for business and waxes
its full body
To lock the medicine cabinet. The question of when she will open
her eyes again,
To see a resurrected Chavez, to comment on the opening of
business,
Doesn’t come to me until the rival starts tearing at my shoulders.
The shoulders have the best view: through the threshold, through
the bathroom
Hagioscope, through the eucalypt and peppermint, through the
housing commission,
To the north and the sky above Sydney, I guess. The shoulders are
blinded;
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When will she open her eyes again and stop smiling. She stops
smiling,
The prehistoric fern whimpers. When my shoulders will open
their eyes again is unknown
Until I begin to poll well with the eucalypt and peppermint.
They don’t like allegory.
Nor do I before modern philosophy. After modern philosophy,
allegory starts to look like
An intervention into the primal scene, and like all the sonnets
it is formal to earn the chance to turn away.
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Ian C Smith lives in the Gippsland Lakes region of Victoria.
His work has appeared in numerous Australian and
international journals and newspapers, and his latest book
is Here Where I Work, Ginninderra Press.

No Mercy on Robinsons Road
Ian C. Smith
A boy strides towards a beach
wearing a school jumper and gauzy bravado
he will always remember he wore,
cold, trembling from his latest thrashing.
The gravel road lies quiet except for one car,
a writer who lives beyond the boy’s parents,
who always looks but never offers a ride,
who has finished writing a book
about the fraught end of our beloved world,
later to be filmed in this area.
Here, English emigres like the writer settled
the domain of kookaburras and copperheads.
The corner property swoons, immaculate;
Kensington Park’s white, horsey fences
gleaming below the pale moon and its jewels.
That car’s sound has now faded and gone,
the boy’s thoughts about that writer
now shadows at a field’s edge.
A stray dog passes him, then turns to follow
ten yards behind, its gait steady, the boy’s
mind running amok through a dreamlike future,
that unknown pinprick of light we each grope for.
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He has thirteen pounds stolen and stowed,
a pouch of tobacco, a rage to live, to succeed.
He thinks he could hitch-hike to Sydney;
in imagination’s kingdom, a truckstop,
a jukebox, songs of lonely, far-off times.
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Rose van Son is a widely published, award winning WA
poet. Her poem ‘Karijini Sunrise’ was Highly Commended
in the 2013 Tom Collins Poetry Prize. Her poetry
collection appears in Sandfire, (Sunline Press).

Meatworks, Caversham
Rose van Son
1.
his sleeves rolled
my father
bringing home the bacon
but mostly it was calf’s liver
or pigs’ trotters rolled in butcher’s paper
or the news of day
that’s what kept us afloat my mother says
when asked why we didn’t eat lamb
or normal things like that
the knuckle bones the others brought to school
shared them on the veranda steps
threw them in the air
I watched where they fell
my father, fancying himself a butcher
strung the goat on metal hook
formed S-shaped in the shed
close to his second loves, the vice,
his plane handmade, his butcher’s knife
smooth in his gentle hand
one slice
the guts fell to the floor
my father furious to find a kid inside
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it was not the first time father cried
his one cow strolling leisurely along our road
lamenting greener pasture was another
just where it dipped before the bend
hit by a hoon before the words were ever heard
his door creased chrome
his fender needing much repair
& father shouting then
the cow still stretched 		
as if mapping her escape		
her skin
cream-on-grey
the sky 		
hazy that day

one leg forward
blocking half the road
and musky red
father’s face clouded-in

I didn’t ask where she went
when the truck came backing down the street
but father went into hiding
didn’t see for days his tools
rusted now he’s gone		
the shed door locked

2.
my father didn’t know Keats or Auden
knew only the creamed taste of trotters
jellied in ceramic pots, how udders filled
how warm hands need to be to fill a bucket
his bucket tipped to feed nine others
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Julie Watts has been published in various journals and
anthologies. In 2013 she published her first collection of
poems, Honey & Hemlock, through Sunline Press.

My Mother’s Sculpture
Julie Watts
it sits on the hall table
the bust of a woman she did in class
it lived outside for years
but now I keep it here
where it’s protected
and I can see where her fingers have been
the force of her hand where the spine dips
long strokes at the nape
thumb press under each cheek
the pull and stretch of thumb and finger pad
the muscular gathering of hair
flattened scoop of flesh
at the clavicle
her hands on her shoulders
her hands on me.
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Yann Toussaint lives in Albany, Western Australia where he
teaches at UWA and runs a community garden. His poems
have appeared in a number of anthologies and literary journals
and have been broadcast on Radio National’s Poetica.

Notes from the Thames Path
Yann Toussaint
The Barley Mow is without exception,
I should say, the quaintest most old-world Inn
up the river! Its low-pitched gables, thatched roof
and latticed windows give it quite a storybook appearance,
while inside it is even still more once-upon-a-timeyfied …
Jerome K. Jerome Three Men in a Boat

We stepped down from the Isis on a grey day.
In the gardens we stopped, paid our respects:
at Tolkien’s tree the river rewarded us
with a halcyon flash of Bombadil blue;
we rested our packs on Will and Lyra’s bench
then walked on, past the Ashmolean
with its shrunken heads and dodo relics
and out, through the old town.
Navigating via patchworked memories
carrying a boyhood guide to British birds,
a tattered book that I had borrowed back —
this tramp holiday a homecoming of sorts —
I marched us past the Mini motor works
manufacturing myths all down the Cowley Rd:
from there we took a cobbled route
that sent us down the Roman Way.
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Briefly, the sky lifted at Toot Baldon.
We walked between barley fields,
our faces bright with blackberries
filched from apoplectic chaffinches:
hedgerows ushered us into Berinsfield.
There, soaring above a wheezing playground
we saw two birds we didn’t recognize —
buzzard-like, their tails deeply forked:
Red kites seemed to be the best fit
but my guide had them confined to Wales
and so they remained a walkers’ disputation
all that day, to Dorchester-on-Thames
and the next, haunting us around the barrows
until a hard rain felled us and kept on falling,
the once solid land now sodden, ourselves,
the birds, the river, the path, all melting:
we took shelter in the Barley Mow.
There a book less once-upon-a-timeyfied
confirmed the birds were indeed red kites
their geographies now prodigiously expanded:
my own horizons, three decades removed,
now contracted to another continent, set hard
like the pages of a battered field guide
stuck together after too much rain.
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Siall Waterbright holds a PhD in creative writing
from QUT. Her poetry manuscript, Orison, was
highly commended in the Thomas Shapcott Prize.

Fore Word
Siall Waterbright
With such sour talk, your ends will come.
Also mine; also ours.
That cold hour must stay then; rain must blow,
snow fall fast down.
What eats more than this wind, time, what lets less pass?
Into this list fits
soon, with real, leap, shed, wept, weep, ways,
rage, ages, away, sins,
went, stir, torn, told, gold, fled, fond,
held. Also, all’s well that ends
well. Urge, sent, mend. Your hand, nose, neck,
body, head, stay ones here,
when arms, legs, feet, ears, eyes, lips twin.
Also here — most rude, most dear — your skin.
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Gao Pengcheng’s writings have been published in People’s
Literature, Chinese Prose and Poetry Magazine (China).
He is the author of the poetry collection Letters by the Sea.
Ouyang Yu has published 73 books of poetry, fiction, non-fiction,
literary translation and literary criticism in English and Chinese.

Disappearance
Gao Pengcheng
translated from Chinese by Ouyang Yu
Distant mountains fast retreat in the sinking of the light. Coldness
Makes the white house look even more dilapidated
Like a rusty billycan of milk, wind pressing on it from all directions
Fire gone out in the fireplace. From the old ceiling lamp
Light is blurry, heavy
Falling, like dust, on the thick dining table, made of unsawn timber.
That was many years ago
When I moved a block of it from a nearby forest
It was obvious it was rotting, ageing with me
The wind was creeping into the crevices of the wall. An overcoat,
hanging on the wall
Kept its shape from last year ——
Turning crispy, the sound in its texture like fine bone fractures
For long, I have thought that this house has been damaged
By the over-severe winter
But it’s not that as its rifts come from the swelling of the stillness
inside it
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That’s right. For the whole winter, no one comes from afar, no one
Knocks on our door
Not even in my dreams
Everything disappears, soundlessly, including this house
With its old ceiling lamp, its fireplace
And the wood grains of the table, no longer distinct under the thick
dust
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Beach in Winter
Gao Pengcheng
translated from Chinese by Ouyang Yu
Banks of cloud lower the sea
Because cold
The winter beach shrinks the reefs into dots of blackness
The tiniest dot
Is dreaming
Schools of fish and light going through the body in hibernation
Over the coastline in the distance
The setting sun is squeezing weary drops of water
The fishnets, erected in the air, are salvaging the day’s last tidal noise
As if they had spent their lives
The last group of fishermen is returning from the sea, their hair
Like the green algae in the deep sea, and their hollow bodies stained
with salt
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Ron Pretty’s eighth book of poetry, What the Afternoon
Knows, was published in 2013. A revised and updated version
of his Creating Poetry will be published later this year.

The Flowering Hills
Ron Pretty
I smooth the pelt of the hills with my long looking,*
smooth the ragged edges of the day until
the nights malinger in the couches of time, and every
pelt melted in the rosemary walls of space,
of that Fibonacci continuance wherein
the certainties erode, volcanoes becoming
hills, then flattened to those ancient red deserts
with worn rocks obtruding, so
my dobsen oases become mirage, the
long freedom trails the camels find and still I’m
looking for a wall to settle under, the pelt of the hills.

* From Rosemary Dobson’s poem ‘The News and the Weather.’
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After many years in Europe, Graeme Hetherington now
lives back in his native Tasmania where he was formerly
a lecturer in the Classics Department at the university
there. He is the author of four books of poetry.

With James McAuley And Georg Trakl In Vienna
Graeme Hetherington
1.
You said I’d be there at the end,
And so I am, if that means in
Vienna in the autumn, late
In life and restless still as you
Were searching history-rotten streets
And suppurating parks for poems,
That like those of Georg Trakl show
The soul-destroying decadence,
Despair and evil of the times.
Your works and his with me as friends,
I sit beneath Beethoven’s bust
That with it’s ‘Ode To Joy’ visage
Would triumphantly dismiss them,
And honouring the truth the shitBrown leaves swarming my feet suggest
Defiantly read till it’s dark.
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2.
I’ve come to fancy that a snap
Of Trakl in a book of his
I’m mostly reading in an old
World Viennese coffee house where
He might have sat mirrors my own
Anxious regard. Since after all
We have in common sister-love,
A mother cold as porcelain,
Drug addiction and poetry
That’s therapy as well as art.
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Knute Skinner lives in County Clare, Ireland. Recently,
his collected edition, Fifty Years: Poems 1957–2007,
was published by Salmon Publishing.

Use
Knute Skinner
…as much use
as a second moon…
Penelope Shuttle

In the beginning, we were made glad
by the new luminosity,
by fewer oppressive nights.
If a cloud degraded one,
we could turn to the other.
Out for a late night walk,
we had one both coming and going,
and if the first was a sliver,
the other approached fullness.
We did not question at first
why it should be this way,
how the sky could be so altered.
All too soon, of course,
we had to deal with the tides.
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Ross Donlon lives in Castlemaine, Victoria. Winner of
international poetry competitions and widely published in
Australia and Ireland, a sequence from his last book, The Blue
Dressing Gown, was a program on ABC’s Poetica in 2013.

Death in Rome
Ross Donlon
I saw Death
		
in a square in Rome,
quite near the Vatican in fact.
It was too hot for Death
		
nearly 40° C
and the plaza swarming with passers-by;
the scammers, scammed and the damned
moving bee-like stall to stall, stopping to dip
into a pocket, purse then gelato.
Poor Death,
		
in her black hoodie,
black jeans and leather boots
with the silver straps attached,
white makeup glistening buds of sweat,
half moon eye shadow below two black suns
peering into the worlds of crowded stalls.
She was more like Death-warmed-up than Death.
Death needed the coffin
		
she climbed on
to get her head above the ignorant crowd,
legs braced as though trying to stay afloat,
leaning a bony arm on her scythe,
black plastic tape fluttering from the blade.
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Death had a black cape
		
spread before her
but I was too far away (I was avoiding Death)
to see whether tribute was forthcoming.
Customers seemed distracted by being alive.
Still she was patient, looking blankly into the future,
sitting down now and then to smoke on the coffin,
elbows on knees, shoulders hunched.
Death saw me
during one of these smokos.
I was cruising on the edge of the cosmos, pretending
invisibility, even invincibility. But up looked Death
and stared straight at me with a smile of recognition.
Death might be like this, I thought,
a sudden sense of looking into life’s last black hole,
outer space becoming inner space without the star trek,
then the familiarity of going home.
I nearly spoke to Death then
		
but being shy by nature, superstitious, anxious,
and not having Latin (or Italian) and wondering
anyway how an ordinary man can help Death,
I hurried to St Peter’s for some beads I had to buy,
some ceilings I had to see, some pomp and pain I had to witness,
		
before I died.
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Fran Graham writes about family and personal experience.
Her first collection, On a Hook Behind the Door, was
published in 2011 by Ginninderra Press.

I Hear You, Jackson Pollock
Fran Graham
When I learnt how you did this
how the canvas filled the room
covered the whole floor
and that you were not well
when you started it, I wondered
if the swinging and thrashing of brushes
your choice of colours
the rhythm of your drips and slashes
are spots of madness
or a psychotic wading through
your agitation to achieve
clarity. Is it your desperation
we are looking at
feeling your fury fighting
its way off the surface
ridding you of demons
fretting for stillness and calm?
And suddenly there they were
the poles, aslant but upright mostly
with the blue of your melancholy
shouting through the static
stroking you with quiescence
truce
silence at last.
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Jonathan Hadwen is a Brisbane poet. In 2013
he was runner-up in the Thomas Shapcott
Poetry Prize for an unpublished manuscript.

The storm settles into rain
Jonathan Hadwen
The storm settles into rain
and the rain into the evening,
the streetlights have been cut into pieces
then glued back together.
I love this half-darkness,
a world blurred around the edges,
not the lightning strike,
but the smoke and gloom that follows.
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Geoff Page has published twenty-one collections of poetry
as well as two novels and five verse novels. His recent books
include New Selected Poems (Puncher & Wattmann) and
Aficionado: A Jazz Memoir, forthcoming from Picaro Press.

Nine Words
Geoff Page
Dear Mum and Dad,
		   I hope you are well
is how the template ran,
those Sunday nights at boarding school,
nine words to get us started.
But what was there to say?
Nothing that could be much mentioned.
Cold sheets, cold floors of changing rooms,
the sleetiness of football fields
or catches missed in cricket,
the boxing tournaments in which
I’d last the first round only.
My mother, it turned out that year,
had still one more of us to bear,
closing out on seven.
There was a ‘wellness’ there at least.
My father, just on forty,
had thirty years to go
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before the cancer took him.
So what could one put down as news?
A test result or two maybe,
providing they were not unworthy.
No mention of the prefects though,
their sadist’s whiff of power.
Allusions to a hobby
might fill a paragraph,
leatherwork or crystal sets.
A friend or two might find a sentence.
For some years now, my addressees
have been much less than ‘well’.
I have the timbre of their voices,
their maxims in my ears
and ashes in the soil,
soil that’s in the family still,
softened under rain.
You could say every line I’ve written
has been what I could not say then —
clarities of indirection,
the whisper of the not-quite-said.
If I were less than half agnostic
I still could murmur them, those words.
Even here and even now,
they wouldn’t be entirely futile.
Dear Mum and Dad,
		   I hope you are well.
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Wes Lee is a widely published poet and short fiction writer
based in Wellington, New Zealand. Her short story collection
Cowboy Genes was published this year. She was the 2010
recipient of The BNZ Katherine Mansfield Literary Award.

Tiny Father Circa. 1997
After ‘Dead Dad’ Ron Mueck

Wes Lee
I sent the poem about my father
on my birthday, I’m a bit perverse
that way.
Tiny little father
tinier than a gallery father modelled in clay
or cast in bronze
stiller than a death mask
more fallen and more ragged than a…
death mask your frozen features
frozen like that as long as I remember.
You finally settled into the face you carried all the way
tiny tiny father smaller
so small smaller than the gallery father
smaller than any father shown
(in any white walls).
Between white walls and hushed
floors. There
he had you lying modelled for all to see
and project
what did they bring each one of them
as they moved around the stations
of your body
so naked laid out
more naked than a corpse
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did they get to speak
did they get what they wanted
did they get to lay something on the concrete floor
(they got to leave)
and did they carry your tiny tiny image
so huge
it is a thing grown inside, an alien fit to burst
a pod that sleeps beneath the bed.
Tiny man I take you with me
how could you give me
something you could not imagine
how could I give you something I wished
there in all that absence
a presence, modelled
in clay and cast
the minutiae of the process
the cold earth and hot furnace until
wax drops away
here you are formed again
melted in the hot heart of the kiln
I did not know you
that’s my claim
your shoebox childhood your want
never slaked,
you did not ask
you were not given
you were dragged up
you never spoke.
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All the tiny fathers on the gallery floor
we walk and walk
there purportedly
for all to see
there the mystery of a painting
there the frozen arm in bronze.
To the gallery you bring
more than a purse
the gallery is always empty
it is you, dragging
your tapu behind you,
dragging that slouching this way comes beast.
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B. R. Dionysius was founding Director of the Queensland
Poetry Festival. His poetry has been widely published in
literary journals, anthologies, newspapers and online. His
eighth poetry collection, Weranga was published recently.

The Resurrection
B. R. Dionysius
When he leaves, the maggots pore over the wheelie bin
Like a reader’s eyes crawling across a favourite passage.
They are the length of a typed word & dust the green
Industrial fabric with arched precision, as though they
Are white stitches pulled tight by their hunger’s needle.
Where the river curves like a sunbather’s tanned elbow,
Mullet spring from the brown water; whether in festivity
Or to escape the Bremer’s failed health report he cannot
Judge. Animals are scatty. A channel-billed cuckoo tears
Over the river as if pursued; he looks, but only the bird’s
Shadow on the coffee-still surface keeps pace like some
Skulking doppelganger. Returning, the seal of the bin’s
Cave yawns open. The maggots are gone; picked clean
As lint from a pair of jeans, or dew burnt off by the sun.
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Gary Allen has published widely in Australian and
international literary magazines, His thirteenth
collection, Mexico, has just been published.

The ambassadors
Gary Allen
In all the shop windows are little devils dancing —
I feel oppressed in a foreign country
in half an hour the lights go on
in half an hour millions will be coming home from work
no one can see the children’s faces
no one can see the washing on the lines
sulphur hangs in yellow clouds around the drains
and guns are easy to come by, as easy as fireworks
what about the three Irish boys who were dissolved in a bath of acid?
or that kid who hanged himself from a motorway bridge
because no one would employ him
because he felt worthless
because he had no girlfriend?
I see the secret pointers to my life’s end everywhere
like the one lane closed that morning just outside Arnhem
the chestnut brown horse that had made a dash for it
lying on its side, soaked with the rain, its own blood and shit
great legs and flank jerking in its death throes —
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and the traffic continued, like paper planes
names and signs for the industrial estates of Germany
or through Belgium to Paris and the South:
Europe has lost its way, Europe means nothing
look at Spain, Greece, Ireland.
Exactly a year ago, I was summoned back —
on the carriageway up from Dublin
to the hospital in the North
each of us encased, lonely in our metaphysical minds
the bleak October fields and dreary housing estates
where people were waking up to their own imminent deaths
out of nowhere, down a slip road
the travellers came in their ponies and traps
laughing wildly, in and out through the early traffic
only boys really, in their mullets and designer jeans
until the next exit, and then they were gone, just as sudden.
All the ghosts are out this evening
reflected in the mirrors of the shop windows
and now I am older, nothing ever is as it seems
like the film I watched on Dutch T.V.
a slow moving camera skimming from above
the frozen wastes of the Arctic
while deep down, the permafrost is millions of years old
like a soul, like a heart, and still forming.
The dead are with us this evening too
their voices garbled on the telegraph-wires —
I have seen too much of Europe
too many statues, tapestries, cathedrals
medieval ruins sitting like old portraits
like Schiller’s ghost
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on high crags, and river bends:
Europe is an anachronism
where the human soul is worthless —
even the children are born old
collecting coins, in their cloaks and hats
cynical, arrogant, secretive, like Holbein’s Ambassadors.
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